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Introduction
Experiments in very different physics fields, from nuclear to particle and space
physics, have a common key requirement: the measurement of the energy. Parti-
cle physicists use the wordcalorimetryto refer to a number of techniques devel-
oped to measure the energy of a particle by absorbing it in a block of matter, the
so-calledcalorimeter. Calorimeters exploit the fact that the primary impinging
particles interact with matter creating cascades of secondary particles, which are
degraded and absorbed in order to measure the total energy ofthe shower. As a
result of these interactions, the primary particle is completely absorbed inside the
calorimeter and is not available for further measurements.
Even if the energy of a charged particle can be inferred measuring its bending
inside a magnetic field, calorimeters have many advantages which make them an
attractive alternative with respect tomagnetic spectrometers:
• they are sensitive to all particle types, even the neutral ones, while mag-
netic spectrometers are sensitive only to charged particles. Moreover, ca-
lorimeters can provide an indirect identification of neutrinos measuring the
missing energy;
• the energy resolution of a calorimeter usually improves with the particle
energyE as 1/
√
E, while the energy resolution of magnetic spectrometers
deteriorates linearly with energy;
• calorimeters are versatile detectors: they can provide position, direction and
angular information; they can be used in the particle identifica ion (PID)
to discriminate between electrons, photons, pions and muons according to
the shape of their signals; they can be used to generate the trigg r of the
experiment.
Thanks to the requirements of the next generation high energy physics experi-
ments, great efforts have been made in these last years to impr ve the performance
of hadronic calorimeters, detectors specifically designedto measure the energy of
high energy hadrons. The most promising techniques are the following:
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• the particle flow method, which is based on the combined use of a high res-
olution tracker and a very finely segmented calorimeter (usually composed
of silicon pads or small scintillator tiles) inside a magnetic field to inde-
pendently measure the energy of the charged (using the tracker) and neutral
(using the calorimeter) particles;
• the dual readout method, which is based on the time discrimination be-
tween the scintillation and Cherenkov signals produced in dedicated mate-
rials (plastic or quartz fibers) to evaluate the different comp nents (purely
hadronic or electromagnetic) of a hadronic shower.
In both these techniques, an efficient detection of light represents the key pa-
rameter to achieve the desired detector performance. Taking into account the strin-
gent requirements of magnetic field insensitivity, timing resolution and cost per
channel, solid state photodetectors can be considered as a valuable alternative to
replace the standard photomultiplier tubes for the readoutof the scintillator and
Cherenkov light. The theoretical development of silicon photodetectors started
in the early ’40s, but technical problems due to the silicon technology limits at
the time made them suitable for particle physics purposes only in 1980, with the
introduction of the PIN diode. Since then, different types of ilicon detectors have
been developed: among them, the recently introducedsilicon photomultipliers
represent a major breakthrough in the light detection field.
Silicon PhotoMultipliers (SiPMs) consist of a matrix of small passively quen-
ched silicon avalanche photodiodes operated in limited Geiger-mode (GM-APDs)
and read out in parallel from a common output node. Each pixel(with a typi-
cal size in the 20–100µm range) gives the same current response when hit by a
photon; hence the total output signal is proportional (for moderate fluxes) to the
number of hit pixels. The main advantages of the SiPMs with respect to the photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) are the low bias voltage (∼50 V), the small dimensions,
the simple readout and the insensitivity to magnetic fields,thus making them a
suitable detector for next generation high energy and spacehysics experiments.
On the other hand, SiPMs can be affected by radiation, suffera high temperature
dependent dark noise and their dynamic range is limited by the number of pixels.
For all these reasons, the SiPM technology needs to be further dev loped.
The goal of this thesis work is to describe the use of SiPMs as areadout sys-
tem for plastic scintillators, both for tracking and calorimetry purposes. All the
tests have been performed in the framework of the FACTOR (Fiber Apparatus for
Calorimetry and Tracking with Optoelectronic Read-out) collaboration, a three
year R&D project started in 2007 and funded by the Italian Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN). This collaboration has a twofold purpose:
• the development and optimization of the SiPM technology;
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• the test of the performance of these devices as a readout system for fiber
calorimeters and scintillators in high energy and space physics experiments.
The FACTOR project actively collaborates with FBK-irst, whic has in the past
years designed and produced SiPMs with different size and layout, featuring ex-
cellent overall performances.
The devices used for the majority of the tests are two prototypes of shashlik
calorimeters, a particular type of electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of layers
of lead (the absorber) and plastic scintillator (the activematerial). The scintilla-
tion light is readout by wavelength shifter fibers which cross the calorimeter for its
whole length. Even if shashlik calorimeters are electromagnetic devices, the sam-
pling technique and the fibers readout make this type of calorimeter conceptually
similar to the ones recently proposed to test the particle flow and the dual readout
techniques. Shashlik calorimeters are characterized by a low cost, lateral segmen-
tation and good overall performances: among the examples, th STIC calorimeter
of the DELPHI experiment at LEP and, more recently, the electromagnetic section
of the LHCb detector at LHC have to be cited.
The first chapter of this thesis work presents the current state of the research
in new calorimetric systems, focusing in particular on hadronic calorimetry for
the next generation high energy physics colliders and on space hysics applica-
tions, highlighting the improvements introduced in these fields by silicon based
photodetectors. The second chapter is devoted to a general ov view of the silicon
photodetectors and to a detailed description of silicon photomultipliers, underlin-
ing their pros and cons.
The third chapter describes the first tests performed using the SiPMs for the
readout of a scintillator bar tracker, a small prototype of the Electron Muon Ranger
detector for the MICE experiment. This detector has been used to study the per-
formances of the SiPMs compared to the ones of standard photomultipliers and
to test two different readout systems based on a standard chage integrating ADC
and on the MAROC3 frontend ASIC.
The fourth chapter summarizes the results obtained using the SiPMs for the
readout of a prototype of a shashlik calorimeter, tested at CERN using low and
high energy particles to compute its linearity, energy and spatial resolution. The
results led to the assembly of a second prototype, describedin the fifth chapter,
readout with large area SiPMs using an integrated frontend board based on the
MAROC ASIC. This chapter presents also a complete simulation of the calorime-
ter, including scintillation and light collection opticalprocesses, performed using
the GEANT4 package.
The sixth and last chapter presents the preliminary resultsobtained using the
SiPMs coupled to a PbWO4 crystal developed for the electromagnetic calorimeter
of the CMS experiment. The SiPM used for this test is a new device produced
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by FBK-irst, consisting in a matrix of four different SiPMs embedded in the same
silicon substrate, calledquad, characterized by a large area and dynamic range.
This test is the first application of the new quad SiPM in a realhigh energy physics
context and can be considered an important step towards their use on a large scale.
Chapter 1
New Frontiers in Calorimetry
Calorimeters(from the latincalor, that means energy) are a particular type of
detectors designed to measure the energy of an incoming particle. Firstly devel-
oped for cosmic rays measurements, calorimeters have become s e of the most
important (and, often, the most expensive) detectors in themodern high energy
physics experiments, holding roles that go beyond the mere energy measurement,
including also particle identification and triggering tasks.
According to the type of particles they are designed to detect, calorimeters can
be divided in electromagnetic and hadronic ones. Electromagnetic calorimeters
are well understood objects, whose performances are drivenby QED phenomena
that can be calculated or simulated with high accuracy. Moredetails on this type
of calorimeters are given in appendix A. On the contrary, hadronic calorimeters
are still under study and can be considered without any doubtthe calorimetry hot
topic of the last 20 years.
This chapter is devoted to a brief description of the recent dvelopments in
calorimetry, with particular attention to the hadronic oneboth in high energy and
space physics applications. Considering the vastness and the complexity of this
topic, many aspects are not presented in detail: a more comprehensive description
can be found in [1]. As will be shown, some of the challenges inthe development
of new calorimeters rely on the use of new types of photodetectors, like the silicon
photomultipliers, the main subject of this thesis work, which will be described in
detail in the next chapter.
1.1 Calorimetry in High Energy Physics
The calorimetric system in high energy physics (HEP) experim nts is usually di-
vided in electromagnetic and hadronic sections, which are respectively devoted to
the detection of high energy leptons and hadrons. However, this distinction is not
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present in other physics fields (as, for instance, in cosmic ray experiments) where
the general term “calorimeter” is typically used. Moreover, hadronic particles de-
posit a large fraction of their energy in the electromagnetic section, thus affecting
the properties of the hadronic one and making the sections distinction somehow
“artificial” [2].
In the majority of recent high energy experiments, from LEP and the flavor
factories to LHC, the main priority has been given to the electromagnetic part of
the calorimetric system. This choice is due to the fact that al rge fraction of the
physics phenomena were analyzed mainly using their leptonic decays, character-
ized by very good purity and signal cleanliness. This feature is largely exploited
by hadronic machines, like the Tevatron and the LHC, to reject also the large and
overwhelming QCD background.
Focusing only on LHC, the key requirement of the two general purpose exper-
iments (ATLAS and CMS) calorimetric system was to reconstruct with the best
possible resolution the Higgs boson in theH → γγ decay channel, which is the
most sensitive one to the low mass region investigated by LHC. This led to the de-
velopment of electromagnetic calorimeters characterizedby a very good energy
resolution [3, 4] and representing the technology state of the art in this field.
On the other hand, the goal of the next generation colliders consists in the
precision measurements of the TeV-scale physics as [5]:
• the Higgs boson decay channels and quantum numbers;
• the threshold scans for the discovery of new particles;
• the research of new physics beyond the Standard Model.
For all these tasks a key role is played by the intermediateW± andZ0 vec-
tor bosons, which should be the final state of many new (and rare) physics pro-
cesses and thus need to be efficiently identified on an event byevent basis. This
requirement is easily fulfilled in the case of the bosons leptonic decays, but rep-
resents an important challenge in the case of the hadronic ones, which are the
67.7% and 69.9% [6] of the total branching fraction forW± andZ0 decays and
are thus needed to improve the rate of signal events. Considering the mass dif-
ference between the two vector bosons (∆m= 9.76 GeV), a jet energy resolution
of the order of 30%/
√
E is required (Fig. 1.1) to separate the decays of the two
bosons [7]. At the moment, this energy resolution is at leasta factor two better
than the one achieved by the existing detectors. As an example, the energy resolu-
tion of the complete calorimetric system for hadrons is∼53%/
√
E for the ATLAS
experiment and∼85%/
√
E for the CMS one [2].
The poor energy resolution of the calorimetric systems for hadrons is essen-
tially due to the fact that the development of hadronic showers is deeply different
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Figure 1.1: Jet energy resolution of present and ILC-like detectors and its effect
on theW± andZ0 bosons reconstruction.
from the one of electromagnetic cascades. In fact, the hadronic shower consists
of two different components:
• an electromagnetic component, generated essentially byπ0s that decay into
γγ pairs, which start an electromagnetic shower;
• a non-electromagnetic component, which combines essentially all the re-
maining processes in the shower.
From the calorimetry point of view, three main differences btween these two
components can be highlighted [2]:
• some fraction of the energy contained in the non-EM component is lost.
This invisible energy is mainly represented by the binding eergy of the
nucleons released in the nuclear reactions, and may amount up to 40% of
the total non-EM shower energy, with large event by event flucuations. The
invisible energy fluctuations represent the ultimate limiting factor on the
precision of the energy measurement;
• the relative importance of the two components varies with the energy (Fig. 1.2):
in particular the electromagnetic component increases with the energy of
the primary particle since theπ0 production may also occur in secondary
showers;
• the non-EM part of the hadronic shower is characterized by alarge develop-
ment both in the lateral and longitudinal dimensions, thus making it difficult
to completely contain the cascade in the detector and introducing further
sources of fluctuations due to the longitudinal and lateral lkage.
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Figure 1.2: Fraction of the EM component in a hadronic showeras a function of
the pion energy in copper and lead [1].
As a result of the invisible energy phenomenon, the calorimeter signals for
hadrons are in general smaller than for electrons of the sameenergy: this effect
is callednon-compensation. Moreover, considering the fact that the fraction of
the EM component increases with the energy, the energy response t hadrons is
generallynon-linear. The scale factor describing the non-EM shower profile is
callednuclear interaction length, λint ; it is defined as the average distance that
a hadron travels before inducing a nuclear interaction and scale as3
√
A, with A
the atomic mass number. However, compared with the radiation lengthX01, the
nuclear interaction length is much larger (as an example, incopperX0 is equal to
1.4 cm, whileλint is equal to 15 cm), thus explaining the large development of the
hadronic showers. Fig. 1.3 presents the energy fraction contained in a block of
material as a function of the number of nuclear interaction lengths.
As can be seen, the number of interaction lengths needed to con ain 99% of the
shower increases with the energy of the incident particles,arriving at 10λints for
138 GeV pions. Considering the large value of theλint parameter, very large de-
tectors are needed to completely contain the hadronic showers. Many techniques
have been proposed to build calorimetric systems capable toachieve the required
performances for the next generation colliders: among them, the most promising
are the ones based on the compensation technique, on the particle flow approach
and on the dual readout concept.
1X0 is the scale factor of the EM showers, see appendix A for details.
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Figure 1.3: Average energy fraction contained in a block of material as a function
of the numberλints and the pion energy in iron [1].
1.1.1 The Compensation Technique
Compensated calorimeters are defined as detectors that respond in the same way
to the EM and non-EM component of a hadronic shower. The compensation con-
dition is usually indicated as the/h ratio, which is equal to 1 in the case of
compensated calorimeters. Calorimeters characterized bya e/h ratio larger than
1 are defined asunder-compensated, while calorimeters with the/h ratio smaller
than 1 areover-compensated. If the response to the EM and non-EM components
is different, the large (and non Gaussian) fluctuations in the EM shower fraction
degrade the energy resolution, dominating it especially athigh energy [2].
The compensation can be achieved using sampling calorimeters with a very
precise fraction of the high-Z absorber material and the hydrogenous2 active ma-
terial. In particular, using lead as the absorber material and plastic scintillator as
the active one, the sampling fraction needed to achieve compensation is 4:1, as
proven in [8], where 10 mm thick slabs of lead have been used with 2.5 mm thick
tiles of plastic scintillator, obtaining a very good energyesolution for hadrons of
∼45%/
√
E. However, considering the small sampling fraction of such aalorime-
ter, the electromagnetic energy resolution was only∼24%/
√
E.
Since the small sampling fraction is a must in the compensation technique, the
only way to reduce the sampling fluctuations (thus improvingboth the EM and
hadronic energy resolution) is to increase the samplingfrequencyof the calorime-
ter. This approach was followed by the LAA collaboration at CERN at the end
2The hydrogenous material is needed to boost the neutron response of the active material, thus
equalizinge andh.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.4: The 155 towers of the SPACAL calorimeter (a), zoom on the fibers
spacing inside the lead matrix (b) [9] and the final calorimeter (c).
of the ’80s, developing a calorimeter prototype with scintillating fibers as the ac-
tive material and lead as the absorber, also known as Spaghetti Calorimeter (or
SPACAL) [9].
The calorimeter consisted of 155 2 m deep hexagonal towers (Fig. 1.4(a))
made of extruded lead, for a total of 9.5λint and 28X0. Each tower contained
1141 plastic scintillating fibers with a diameter of 1 mm and alength of 2.2 m.
The fibers were embedded in the lead matrix with a spacing of 2.22 mm in order
to maintain the 4:1 compensation ratio between lead and scintillator (Fig. 1.4(b)).
The light readout was performed by means of photomultipliers coupled to the
bundle of fibers of each tower using hexagonal light guides.
The calorimeter was tested at CERN on the H2 beamline using electrons, pions
and hadronic jets (generated by the interaction of primary hdrons with a paraffin
target) up to 150 GeV. In order to avoid the tunneling of the incoming particles in
the fiber holes, the calorimeter was tilted of an angleθz = 3° with respect to the
1.1 Calorimetry in High Energy Physics 11
beam axis.
Figure 1.5: Energy resolution of the SPACAL calorimeter forelectrons, compared
with the Monte-Carlo simulation. The squared points are obtained selecting only
the particles impinging on the lead surface.
As far as the electron events were concerned, a resolutionσE/E=15.7%/
√
E⊕
1.99% was obtained (Fig. 1.5). Considering the small dimension of the EM
shower, the energy resolution measurement was affected by the fluctuations in-
duced by the different impact point of the electrons on the calorimeter surface. In
particular, it has been found that the electrons entering inthe detector in a fiber
(despite the 3° tilting) produced a larger signal, as shown in Fig. 1.6(a). The en-
ergy resolution can be improved (squared points in Fig. 1.5)selecting only the
electrons impinging on the lead part of the calorimeter face. The impact-point de-
pendence can be further reduced increasing the calorimetertilt angle (Fig. 1.6(b)).
As can be seen, the constant term is strongly dependent on thetilt angle, and it
completely vanishes in the “asymptotic” position of 90°.
In the pion events analysis the main error source in the energy r solution mea-
surement was due to the light attenuation inside the fibers. In fact, differently
from the electromagnetic showers, the hadronic ones are chaa terized by a larger
extension: because of the light attenuation the measured signal depends on how
deep into the detector the light is produced. The attenuation coefficient of the
fibers was determined performing a position scan, using electrons impinging on
different positions of the calorimeter tilted with an angleof 90°. The results are
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Calorimeter signal as a function of the impact point parameter (a);
constant term of the energy resolution as a function of the tilt angle (b) [9].
presented in Fig. 1.7(a). After the correction for the lightattenuation, the energy
resolution was 33. %/
√
E⊕2.2%, as presented in Fig. 1.7(b). This result is, at
the moment, the best ever obtained in terms of energy resolution for a hadronic
calorimeter [2].
1.1.2 The Particle Flow Approach
The particle flow (or PFlow) approach is a new method that has been recently pro-
posed to fulfill the requirements of the ILC for the invariantmass reconstruction
of hadronic jets. Precise measurements performed at LEP provided detailed in-
formation on the composition of the hadronic jets. In particular, it has been found
that after the decay of the short-lived particles, the jet total energy is shared among
several carriers [10]:
• ∼62% in charged particles;
• ∼27% in photons;
• ∼10% in neutral hadrons (neutrons and KL);
• ∼1% in neutrinos.
In the traditional calorimetric approach, the energy of thejet is measured using
only the information provided by the electromagnetic and haronic calorimeters,
thus being limited by the poor performance of the HCAL, whoseen rgy resolution
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Figure 1.7: Light attenuation in the scintillating fibers ofthe SPACAL calorimeter
measured with an electron beam impinging on different positions of the calorime-
ter, tilted of 90° (a) and energy resolution for pions after the attenuation correc-
tion (b) with a linear and quadratic fit [9].
is typically> 60%/
√
E. The idea of the particle flow method is to reconstruct the
energy of the charged particles composing the jet using the tracker system, limit-
ing the use of the two calorimeters to the reconstruction of the neutral particles (γs
and neutral hadrons). With this approach, the HCAL is used only t reconstruct
a small fraction (10%) of the jet total energy, thus improving the final energy res-
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olution. Assuming a photon energy resolution of 15%/
√
E, a hadronic energy
resolution of 55%/
√
E and a tracker energy resolution of∼10−4E2, a jet energy
resolution of 19%/
√
E can be theoretically obtained [10]. From the practical point
of view, such a performance cannot be reached because it is nopossible to per-
fectly associate all the energy deposits detected by the calorimeters to the correct
particles, due to the finitegranularityof the calorimeter itself.
The PFlow method has been used for the first time by the ALEPH experi-
ment at LEP [11], obtaining a jet energy resolution for
√
s= Mz of σE/E =∼
59%/
√
E+0.6% (starting from a value of roughly∼ 85%/
√
E with no PFlow
correction). This was the best jet energy resolution of the four LEP experiments,
but is roughly a factor two worse than what needed by the ILC. The main limiting
factor in the ALEPH case was the low granularity of the calorimeters.
The reliability of the PFlow approach strictly depends on the ability to cor-
rectly assign a calorimeter energy deposit to the corresponding reconstructed par-
ticle:
• from the tracker point of view, it is necessary to develop a complex pattern
recognition software able to track and measure the energy ofall the charged
particles involved in the interaction; a large magnetic field is also necessary
to curve the charged tracks and to separate the particles composing the jets
as much as possible;
• from the calorimeter point of view, the PFlow approach places stringent re-
quirements on the granularity of the ECAL and HCAL, which becomes the
most important feature to be taken into account in the calorimeter design.
The high granularity (which means a large number of readout channels) and the
need to use the calorimeters inside intense magnetic fields (thu needing magnetic
field-insensitive detectors for their readout) can be considered the main techno-
logical challenges for the development of PFlow-optimizedcalorimeters, both in
terms of the channel calibration/equalization and the readout systems. In this con-
text, silicon photodetectors can play a very important role: th se devices are intrin-
sically insensitive to magnetic fields, they have small dimensions (thus allowing
the construction of very compact multichannel readout system , avoiding cracks
inside the calorimeter) and are cheaper than standard PMTs.In other words, sili-
con photodetectors are the perfect candidates for the readout of highly-segmented
scintillator based calorimeters.
In recent years, the CALICE [12] collaboration has started the development of
high granularity calorimeters for the future ILC collider,focusing on the PFlow
approach to obtain the required detector performance. The CALICE collaboration
follows different technological options for the development of both the electro-
magnetic and hadronic calorimeters. In particular, it successfully developed and
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tested two prototypes of calorimeters (an electromagneticand a hadronic one)
based on plastic scintillator as the active material, readout with silicon photomul-
tipliers.
1.1.2.1 The Scintillator-Tungsten ECAL
Electromagnetic showers are characterized by a much smaller spatial extension
(and thus a much larger particle density) with respect to thehadronic ones. Thus, a
very fine granularity of the order of 1 cm is needed to exploit the PFlow approach.
The ECAL prototype built by the CALICE collaboration is a sampling calorimeter
with 26 3 mm thick tiles of tungsten alloy (88% W, 11.5% Co and 0.5% C) and 26
3.5 mm thick tiles of plastic scintillator with an area of 9x9cm2 [13] for a total of
18.5X0. The plastic scintillator tiles were machined and segmented in 9x2 strips
with an area of 4.5x1 cm2 (Fig. 1.8); the strips were then drilled in order to host a
1 mm diameter WLS fiber to collect the scintillation light (Fig. 1.9).
Figure 1.8: Sketch of the CALICE ECAL structure.
The scintillator layers are then arranged to form a x-y readout scheme: the strip
approach has the advantage to fulfill the 1 cm granularity requi ment, minimizing
the number of readout channels with respect to a “pixel” scheme.
The use of the tungsten alloy as the absorber material has theadvantage to re-
duce the Molière radius of the calorimeter, which is 29 mm; this means that about
5 strips in each layer will be triggered in each EM shower. Thescintillation light
collected by each WLS fiber is readout using a silicon photomultiplier (manufac-
tured by Hamamatsu), with 1600 pixels of 25x25µm2, for a total active area of
1 mm2. The silicon photomultipliers are assembled in a hole at theend of each
scintillator strip and soldered to a flat signal cable. Fig. 1.10 presents a picture of
the assembled calorimeter: the size of the entire module is about 9x9x20 cm3, for
a total of 468 readout channels.
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Figure 1.9: Sketch of the CALICE ECAL scintillator tiles. The WLS fiber hole
and the trenches used to divide the scintillator tiles in strip are also depicted.
Figure 1.10: Picture of the CALICE ECAL module during the DESY 2007
beamtest.
The calorimeter has been tested at DESY in 2007 using a positron beam with
an energy in the range 1–6 GeV. The response of each scintillator strip has been
calibrated using MIPs, and the performance of the calorimeter has been evaluated
in terms of linearity and energy resolution: the results arepresented in Fig. 1.11.
The linearity is quite good, with maximum deviations smaller than 4%, while
the energy resolution features a stochastic term of 13.5%, and a constant term of
the order of 2.9%. This large constant term has been ascribedto the calorimeter
leakage and to non-uniformities in the strip response, evenafter the calibration
with the MIPs.
After the DESY beamtest, the CALICE collaboration decided to modify the
prototype, increasing both its lateral and longitudinal dimensions (thus reducing
the leakage). The new prototype consists of 30 3.5 mm thick tungsten alloy layers
and 30 3 mm thick scintillator layers with an area of 18x18 cm2, for a total of
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Figure 1.11: Linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) obtained on the DESY 2007
beamtest with the first prototype of the CALICE ECAL [13].
21.3X0 [14]. Differently from the first prototype, the scintillator strips have been
manufactured using an extrusion method and each strip is covered with a reflective
film. Each scintillator layer is composed of 18x4 strips; as in the first prototype,
the area of the strips is 4.5x1 cm2, the scintillation light is collected using a double
cladding WLS fiber and the readout is performed using SiPMs with 1600 pixels,
glued in a hole at the end of each strip. The new prototype has been tested at FNAL
between August and September 2008 using an electron beam with an energy up to
32 GeV. During the test, both a MIP calibration procedure andSiPM saturation
correction have been implemented. The results are shown in Fig. 1.12.
As far as the linearity is concerned, maximum deviations below 6% have been
obtained, thus confirming the good results achieved by the first prototype even on
a larger energy range. The energy resolution scan presents astochastic term of
15.2% and a constant term of 1.4%: compared to the first prototype, he constant
term is reduced to half of its previous value, indicating that t e response unifor-
mity and the leakage were effectively the limiting factors.On the other hand, the
stochastic term is worse, a result which is still under study.
1.1.2.2 The Scintillator-Steel HCAL
The hadron calorimeter developed by the CALICE collaboratin is conceptually
similar to the electromagnetic one. It is composed of 38 17.4mm thick steel plates
(the absorber) and 38 active layers, which contain both the sensitive material (plas-
tic scintillator) and the readout electronics [15]. This layout has been chosen to
allow the integration of the readout electronics inside thecalorimeter, maximiz-
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Figure 1.12: Linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) obtained on the FNAL 2008
beamtest with the second prototype of the CALICE ECAL [14].
ing the compactness of the calorimeter itself. The high granularity required by
the PFlow approach is ensured by the segmentation of the active scintillator layer
in tiles with different dimensions according to their position in the layer itself:
3x3 cm2 tiles have been used in the central part of the calorimeter, while a coarser
granularity of 6x6 cm2 and 12x12 cm2 has been chosen moving towards the edges
of the module (Fig. 1.13(a)). The thickness of the scintillator tiles is 0.5 cm.
A 1 mm WLS fiber has been embedded in each tile (Fig. 1.13(b)) tocollect
the scintillation light. In the smallest tiles a full circleis not possible (due to the
small bending radius), thus a quarter of radius has been used. As in the ECAL,
the light readout is performed using silicon photomultipliers directly embedded
inside the edge of the scintillator tiles. The SiPMs have been manufactured by the
MEPhI/PULSAR group; they have an active area of 1.1x1.1 mm2 for a total of
1156 pixels. Considering the number of scintillator tiles,a total of 7608 SiPMs
have been used for the HCAL prototype.
The scintillator tiles are sandwiched between two reflectivsheets (manufac-
tured by 3M) in order to improve the light collection. Micro-c ax cables have
been used to connect the SiPMs to the readout electronics, which is directly inte-
grated at the front of the scintillator plate. The stabilityof the SiPMs is checked
using a LED light distribution system and monitoring the temperature of the ac-
tive layers by means of temperature sensors. The active layers r then assembled
in “cassettes” (Fig. 1.14) that can be easily removed from the main calorimeter
support in case of problems of the SiPMs or the readout electroni s.
The HCAL has been tested in different beamtests at CERN in 2007 and at
FNAL in 2008 and 2009 using both electron and pion beams with an energy be-
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Figure 1.13: Layout of the scintillator tiles (a) and picture of the different tiles
with the embedded WLS fibers (b).
Figure 1.14: Schematic representation of one of the 38 cassette (not to scale) of
the CALICE HCAL, containing both the scintillator and electronics layers.
tween 1 and 50 GeV. The aim of these tests was twofold:
• to evaluate the response of the calorimeter to electromagnetic and hadronic
showers for calibration purposes;
• to check the validity of different hadronic models used forthe Monte-Carlo
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simulation of the calorimeter.
As far as the electron test is concerned, the calorimeter performance has been
evaluated in terms of linearity and energy resolution. The lin arity is quite good
in the 1-50 GeV range, with a good agreement between the CERN and FNAL
datasets. The energy resolution has been measured to have a stoch stic term of
21.7% and a constant term compatible with zero. The electronresults are pre-
sented in Fig. 1.15.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.15: Electron linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) of the CALICE
HCAL. The different datasets acquired at CERN and FNAL are indicated with
green and black dots [16].
Going to the hadronic tests, a non-linear response to pions was expected. This
is due to the fact that the HCAL is not compensated, in the sense that theπ/e3 ratio
is smaller than one. This effect is clearly visible in the plot of Fig. 1.16(a) where
the pion mean energy (rescaled in units of MIPs to be comparedwith the electron
data) at different momenta is presented.
The pion energy is underestimated with respect to the electron one, a clear
indication of a non-compensation. Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 1.16(b), the
π/e ratio varies with energy, thus deteriorating the energy resolution.
Even in intrinsically non-compensating calorimeters, compensation can be
achieved analyzing the contribution of the different energy deposits (electromag-
netic or hadronic) and by weighting them with different factors in the off-line
analysis. To discriminate between two components, it is necessary to evaluate the
3Theπ/e ratio is an alternative way to describe the compensation parameter, usually expressed
as the e/h ratio.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.16: Energy response to pions (a) andπ/e value at different energies (b)
obtained with the CALICE HCAL [16].
local energy density in the detector, exploiting the fact tha electromagnetic show-
ers are denser than the purely hadronic ones. This procedurecan be used with the
HCAL, analyzing the energy deposit inside each calorimetercell: the large energy
deposits are associated to the core of the shower, and thus a small weighting factor
is used. Since the composition and the density of the shower vary with the energy,
the weighting factors are usually energy dependent. Fig. 1.17 presents the energy
resolution of the HCAL computed using different analysis approaches for pions
with an energy up to 80 GeV.
The single weight method is the simplest one, but also the less optimized: it
consists in the sum of the contributions of the different cells, multiplied by an av-
erage GeV/MIP correction factor. The energy resolution canbe improved using
multiple energy dependent weights for the electromagneticand hadronic show-
ers, selected according to the energy density of each calorimeter cell, obtaining a
stochastic term smaller than 50%/
√
E. The results of this analysis are still prelim-
inary.
1.1.3 The Dual Readout Technique
The dual readout technique is an evolution of the compensation technique. As
previously explained, the main problem of the hadronic showers is that the EM
component fluctuates on an event by event basis, with a relativ importance that
varies with the energy. In compensating calorimeters thesefluctuations are elimi-
nated by design, and the calorimeter has the same response tothe EM and non-EM
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Figure 1.17: Energy resolution of the HCAL using a simple single weighting
method (black dots), multiple energy dependent weights (red dots) and multiple
weights with beam energy constraints (blue dots) [17]. The analysis is based on
the 2007 CERN data.
component. These calorimeters are however limited by the poor EM resolution,
due to the small sampling fraction that has to be adopted to fulfill the compensa-
tion requirement.
The goal of the dual readout technique is to measure the fraction of the EM
component event by event using a non-compensated calorimete (i. . with an
electromagnetic resolution< 15%/
√
E), thus eliminating the main source of fluc-
tuations. The dual readout approach takes advantage from the fact that the energy
carried by the non-EM component is deposited mainly throughnon-relativistic
particles (protons and neutrons), while relativistic electrons are the responsible of
the EM part [2]. This means that it is possible to evaluate theEM and non-EM
components of a hadronic shower measuring at the same time:
• the Cherenkov emission, which is sensitive only to the relativistic EM part;
• the totaldE/dx inside the detector, for example measuring the scintillation
light emitted by a standard scintillator, which is sensitive to both the EM
and non-EM part.
The feasibility of the dual readout method was first experimentally demon-
strated by the DREAM (Dual REAdout Method) collaboration [18]. The basic
element of the DREAM detector is a 2 m long extruded rod of copper with a cross
section of 4x4 mm2. The central part of the rod is hollow, with a hole with a diam-
eter of 2.5 mm filled with seven 0.8 mm diameter optical fibers (Fig. 1.18). The
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effective nuclear interaction radiation length is∼200 mm, thus the whole detector
corresponds to 10λint .
Figure 1.18: Basic module of the DREAM calorimeter. The Cherenkov fibers are
depicted in white, while the plastic scintillating fibers are depicted in blue [18].
Three of the seven fibers are standard plastic scintillatingfibers, while the
other four are made of high purity quartz or undoped plastic and re used as
Cherenkov radiators. The complete DREAM calorimeter consists of 5580 cop-
per rods, 5130 of which equipped with fibers, while the remaining are left empty
and used in the external region of the detector to improve themechanical stabil-
ity. The central rods of the assembly have been equipped withthe quartz fibers,
while the external ones with the clear plastic fibers. The rods have been divided
into 19 hexagonal towers, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.19(a). The fibers of
each tower are also divided in different bunches (Fig. 1.19(b)) for the scintillating
and Cherenkov ones, for a total of 38 bunches. Each bunch of fibers is coupled
to a PMT, using a yellow filter for the scintillating fibers ando filter for the
Cherenkov ones. The yellow filter is used both to reduce the light attenuation
effect along the fibers (the yellow wavelength is less attenuated inside the plastic
material) and the amount of light impinging on the PMT, thus avoiding saturation
effects.
The DREAM calorimeter has been tested at CERN on the H4 beamline using
high energy electrons, pions and jets between 20 and 300 GeV.Th electron events
have been used for calibration purposes, to evaluate the/h ratio and to study the
light attenuation inside the fibers. In order to avoid the tunneling of the particles
inside the fibers, the calorimeter has been tested in a slightly tilted position with
respect to the beam axis (2° in the horizontal plane and 0.7° in the vertical one).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.19: Sketch of the DREAM calorimeter tower structure (a) and bundles
of fibers exiting from the back of the calorimeter coupled to the PMTs (b) [18].
As far as the pion events are concerned, their signal is charaterized by the
typical shape of non-compensating calorimeters (Fig. 1.20(a)):
• the presence of asymmetric tails both in the Cherenkov and sci tillator sig-
nals;
• very broad distributions, withσE/E values of 12.3 and 19% at 100 GeV;
• mean values considerably smaller than the ones obtained with electrons of
the same energy.
Thus, the calorimeter is non-linear for pion detection, andis characterized
by a poor energy resolution (Fig. 1.20(b)), especially whenusi g the Cherenkov
readout.
On the other hand, the power of the dual readout technique canbe exploited
combining the information collected by the Cherenkov and scintillating fibers. In
general, the hadronic response of the calorimeter can be expr ssed as a function
of the EM shower fraction according to the following relation [18]:
R( fem) = fem+
1
e/h
(1− fem) (1.1)
where fem is the EM shower fraction ande/h is the compensation ratio. This
equation holds separately both for the Cherenkov and scintillating components,
which are characterized by a differente/h value. In particular, the compensation
ratio of a copper/quartz fiber module is∼5, while the one of a copper/plastic
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.20: Signal distributions of 100 GeV pions using thescintillating and
Cherenkov fibers (a) and corresponding energy resolution fitted with a linear
sum (b) [18].
structure is∼1.4. Thus, equation 1.1 can be written in two separate ways for the
scintillator and Cherenkov components:
Q = fem+0.20(1− fem) (1.2)
S = fem+0.71(1− fem) (1.3)
where 0.20 and 0.71 are the( /h)−1 values of the Cherenkov (Q) and scintillator
(S) components. Two variables can be defined to relateQandSto the EM fraction:
theQ/Sand the(Q+S)/E ratio. The first one is the ratio of the scintillator and
Cherenkov response to hadrons:
Q
S
=
fem+0.20(1− fem)
fem+0.71(1− fem)
(1.4)
TheQ/Sratio can be used to evaluate thefemparameter event by event (Fig. 1.21(a))
and a correction procedure for each of the two components canbe applied using
the following:
S(Q) f inal = S(Q)
[
1+ p1/p0
1+ femp1/p0
]
(1.5)
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whereS(Q) f inal is the corrected scintillator (Cherenkov) signal andS(Q) is the
uncorrected scintillator (Cherenkov) signal.p1/p0 is defined ase/h−1 and the
exact value of this ratio can be obtained performing a linearfit on the scintillator
signal as a function of thefem variable (Fig. 1.21(b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.21: Value of theQ/S ratio with the correspondingfem value (a); linear
fit of the scintillator signal versus thefem value (b) [18].
Fig. 1.22(a) presents the energy resolution for pions before and after the cor-
rection. The energy resolution improves from the 86%/
√
E and 49%/
√
E of
the Cherenkov and scintillator component to 41%/
√
E for both the components.
Moreover, the correction procedure improves also the linear ty, with maximum
deviations after the correction of the order of 3% (Fig. 1.22(b)), and substantially
reduces the asymmetric tails of the signals.
The efficacy of theQ/Scorrection procedure could be improved reducing the
shower longitudinal leakage, which affected the calorimeter a very high energy.
The presence of the longitudinal leakage can be confirmed looking at the high
energy signal distributions, which are still characterized by asymmetric tails also
after the correction. Nevertheless, the efficacy of this procedure was remarkable.
Even better results can be obtained using the second correcti n method, based
on the(Q+S)/E variable:
(Q+S)
E
= 0.91+1.09fem (1.6)
This variable is defined starting from equations 1.2 and 1.3,including the beam
energyE. Similarly to theQ/Smethod, the correction is applied to a single com-
ponent (the scintillator or the Cherenkov one) after a linear fit of the (Q+S)/E
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.22: Energy resolution (a) and linearity (b) beforeand after theQ/Scor-
rection procedure [18].
dependence. The results in terms of energy resolution and linearity are presented
in Fig. 1.23.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.23: Energy resolution after the(Q+S)/E correction (both in the tilted
and untilted position) (a) and linearity (b) before and after the(Q+S)/E correc-
tion procedure [18].
As can be seen, the energy resolution is greatly improved with respect to the
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simple Q/S method reaching a value of 20%/
√
E. Even better results can be
obtained tilting the calorimeter, thus minimizing the particles tunneling into the
fibers. The new correction method improves also the linearity of he calorimeter to
pions and jets. However, this method is based on an information which is usually
not available in a real calorimeter: the knowledge of the impinging particle en-
ergy. Thus, this correction method cannot be applied in a real collider experiment.
However, these results can be considered as the best estimate of the dual readout
capabilities, which can anyway be achieved with theQ/Smethod minimizing the
longitudinal leakage.
It has been shown recently that the dual readout method can bepplied also
to crystal calorimeters, in particular to PbWO4 and BGO [19] crystals, which are
used simultaneously as scintillators and Cherenkov radiators. In this case the dis-
crimination between the scintillation and Cherenkov lightis performed exploiting
the time structure of the two signals. In particular, the Cherenkov radiation is
emitted promptly with a very fast emission of the order of a few ns, while the
scintillation light is emitted with a timescale of tens or hundreds of ns, with a
well defined exponential attenuation law. Thus, also in thisca e the use of new
and fast silicon photodetectors like the silicon photomultipliers offers many ad-
vantages with respect to the standard PMTs.
1.2 Calorimetry in Space Physics
Since their discovery in 1912, cosmic rays played a fundamental role both in
particle physics and astrophysics [20]. Composed of charged and neutral particles,
their energy spectrum covers more than 20 orders of magnitude up to 1020 eV [21],
an energy far beyond the one achieved in modern particle accelerators. These
particles are emitted by the most powerful astrophysical and cosmological objects
in the universe, but the models describing the accelerationpr cesses of the most
energetic cosmic rays (E > 1018eV) are still unknown.
Even if the energy of primary cosmic rays can be studied on theEarth sur-
face, detecting the particle showers produced inside the atmosphere, direct mea-
surements performed outside the atmosphere are needed to better id ntify their
emission sources. Moreover, the Earth atmosphere is opaqueto high energy pho-
tons (in the X and gamma band), thus satellite-based experiments are mandatory
to study this component of the cosmic rays. All these demandsled to the devel-
opment of particular types of calorimeters specifically designed to operate in the
space environment.
The calorimeters used in space physics experiments have to face a large num-
ber of constraints:
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• compactness and robustness, in order to comply with the stringent dimen-
sion and weight requirements of the payloads and to reduce the launch costs;
• low power consumption and heat dissipation;
• spatial and angular discrimination to identify the emission sources with a
good enough resolution;
• large dynamic range in order to cover a large energy interval.
Due to the large spatial extension of the hadronic showers, the dimension con-
straints particularly affect the hadronic capabilities ofthe calorimeter. For this
reason, space calorimeters are usually used to study the electromagnetic compo-
nent of the cosmic rays, that is electrons, positrons and high energyγs. Never-
theless, topological constraints on the shower development inside the calorimeter
can be used to discriminate between hadrons and leptons: forthis reason, silicon
based detectors (mainly strips or small scintillators coupled to silicon photodetec-
tors) are usually used to build finely-segmented calorimeters in both the lateral
and longitudinal direction in order to reconstruct the shape of the shower.
1.2.1 Cosmic Ray Satellites
These experiments are designed to study the charged component f the cosmic
rays in terms of energy spectrum and composition, with particular attention to the
anti-matter research. The two most recent experiments of this type are PAMELA
(Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics) [22]
on board of the Russian Resurs DK-1 earth-observation satellite, and AMS-02
(Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer-2) [23], installed on the Inter ational Space Sta-
tion in 2011. The main goals of both these experiments are:
• the search for anti-matter, in particular anti-helium nuclei;
• the search for dark matter candidates;
• the precise measurement of the cosmic ray flux and energy spectrum up to
several TeVs.
A sketch of the experiments layout is presented in Fig. 1.24.
The central part of both the detectors is a magnetic spectrometer, to measure
the momentum of the incoming particles by their bending inside the magnetic
field. The calorimeter is used to precisely measure the energy of the incoming
particle and to discriminate between electrons/positronsand hadrons. In particu-
lar, positrons have to be identified from a background of protons that is about 103
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.24: Layout of the PAMELA (a) [22] and AMS-02 (b) [24]experiments.
times the positrons component at 1 GeV, while anti-protons have to be selected
from a background of electrons∼5x103 times larger [22]. In both the experi-
ments, the particle identification (PID) is performed exploiting the different shape
of the electromagnetic and hadronic showers, using a fine grained calorimeter,
able to image the shower development in 3D4.
The PAMELA calorimeter section is composed of 22 2.6 mm thicklayers
of tungsten and 44 layers of silicon strip detectors, for a tot l f 16.3X0. The
silicon layers are arranged in a x-y geometry, thus providing a 2D spatial informa-
tion of the shower development. Each silicon plane consistsof wo single sided
3x3, 380µm thick, 8x8 cm2 detectors, segmented into 32 strips with a pitch of
2.4 mm [22]. Two pictures of the PAMELA calorimeter are presented in Fig. 1.25.
A prototype version of the calorimeter has been tested at theCERN SPS with
electrons and pions up to 200 GeV, which corresponds to the maximum energy
sensitivity of the spectrometer. The results showed that anenergy resolution of
the order of 5.5% could be achieved in the energy range 20–200GeV, with a very
good electron-pion separation (Fig. 1.26). An important fea ure of the PAMELA
calorimeter is the ability to work in self triggering mode upto an energy of 2 TeV,
overcoming the limit imposed by the magnetic spectrometer.The performance
of the calorimeter in the self triggering configuration has been simulated above
200 GeV, obtaining an energy resolution of the order of 12% inthe 200–700 GeV
range, which deteriorates to 16% above 1 TeV, due to the largeshower leakage
(open circles in Fig. 1.26(a)).
4The PID task in the AMS-02 detector is accomplished using also Transition Radiation De-
tector and a Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector, installed before the calorimeter section.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.25: Layout of the complete PAMELA calorimeter module (a) and a detail
of a single layer (b) [22].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.26: Energy resolution (a) and electron/pion discrimination (b) of the
PAMELA calorimeter [25]. The open circles in (a) are the simulated data obtained
with the calorimeter in self triggering mode.
After a brief commissioning phase, the instrument has enterd the data tak-
ing mode in July 2006. Fig. 1.27 presents an example of event discrimination
performed with the calorimeter on real in flight data. The events have been se-
lected by the magnetic spectrometer with a momentum between20 a d 30 GeV/c.
The plots of Fig. 1.27(a) have been obtained exploiting the shower tracking ca-
pability of the calorimeter. The x axis represents the ratiobetween the charge
released along the track in the calorimeter (obtained by summing the signal in
the hit strip and the signals in the left and right neighboring strips) and the total
charge measured in the calorimeter itself. Thus, this quantity is equal to one in
the case of non interacting hadrons (protons or anti-protons). I the negative par-
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ticles plot, the peak corresponding to the electrons can be clearly seen, while in
the positive particle plot the positron sample, expected tobe peaked in the same
position of the electron one, is completely overwhelmed by the background of
protons. Fig. 1.27(b) presents the same plots after some topological cuts on the
shower profile, the starting point and energy-momentum matching with the mag-
netic spectrometer. The positron peak can be clearly seen, dmonstrating the good
PID capabilities of the calorimeter.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.27: Energy fraction released along the track in thecalorimeter for both
negative (top) and positive (bottom) particles before (a) and fter the energy-
momentum match correction (b) [22].
As far as the AMS-02 calorimeter is concerned, a completely different design
has been chosen with respect to the PAMELA one. The AMS-02 calorimeter is
a sampling device composed of lead as the absorber and 1 mm plastic scintillat-
ing fibers embedded in the lead structure as the active medium. The orientation
of the fibers is rotated by 90° every 10 planes of lead and fibers, fo ming a so-
called superlayer. In total, 9 superlayers are present, 4 inthe x direction and 5
in the y one. The dimensions of the calorimeter are 65.8x65.8x16.65 cm3 for a
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total of∼16.8X0 [26]. A sketch of the fiber-lead structure and a picture of three
superlayers are presented in Fig. 1.28.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.28: Sketch (a) and picture (b) of the AMS-02 calorimeter [26].
The light readout is performed using 324 Hamamatsu multianode PMTs (MAPMTs).
Each MAPMT is composed of 4 9x9 mm2 pixels. The MAPMT cells are coupled
to groups of fibers by means of light guides. The MAPMTs located in the central
superlayers are also used to provide a standalone trigger for lectron/positron or
gamma events. The complete calorimeter module has been testd at he CERN
H4 beamline using 100 GeV protons and electrons in the 6–250 GeV range. Con-
sidering the fiber structure of the calorimeter, different corrections have to be im-
plemented to improve the angular and energy resolution:
• a gain equalization of the different channels using a dedicated MIP beam;
• a correction of the light attenuation along the fibers;
• a correction of the energy deposit with respect to the particle impact point;
• a correction of the longitudinal energy leakage.
In particular, the leakage correction considerably improves the linearity and
energy resolution at high energies: Figs. 1.29(a) and 1.29(b) present a maximum
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deviation from linearity of the order of 1%, with an energy resolution (for an
incidence angle of 0°) of9.9%√
E
⊕1.5%. The energy resolution improves increasing
the impinging angle due to the larger number of radiation lengths crossed by the
particle. As far as the angular resolution is concerned, a value below 1° has been
obtained for particles above 50 GeV (Fig. 1.29(c)).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.29: Linearity (a), energy (b) and angular resolutin (c) of the AMS-02
calorimeter [26].
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1.2.2 Gamma Ray Satellites
The first observations of gamma rays coming from outside the Earth atmosphere
were performed using very simple detectors mounted on air balloons or rockets
originally developed to monitor the atomic tests of USA and USSR [27]. Un-
expectedly, most of the gamma ray sources identified during these surveys were
located outside the Earth atmosphere: gamma ray astronomy was born.
Figure 1.30: Map of the sky obtained by the EGRET telescope with gamma rays
above 100 MeV.
Since the ’60s, many satellite-based experiments have beens nt in orbit to
study the gamma and X ray emission starting from a few hundreds of keV up
the multi-GeV scale. Among them, EGRET (Energetic Gamma-Ray Telescope
Experiment), mounted on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory[28] in 1991,
discovered a large number of new sources and studied in greatdetail the diffused
galactic gamma ray emission (Fig. 1.30).
The study of high energy photons is the primary interest alsoof the recent
space physics experiments, like AGILE [29] and FERMI-LAT [30]. Due to the
fact that gamma rays are neutral particles, their path is notmodified by the galactic
magnetic field and thus can be considered as a direct probe to study their produc-
tion sites, like supernova remnants, active galactic nuclei and gamma ray bursts.
The typical layout of a gamma ray telescope is the following (Fi . 1.31):
• a gamma ray tracker;
• an electromagnetic calorimeter;
• an anticoincidence system.
The gamma ray tracker is the heart of the experiment: it is composed of alter-
nate layers of high Z material (called converters) and silicon microstrip detectors.
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Figure 1.31: Layout of the structure of a gamma telescope.
The high energyγs interact with the converters creating electron-positronpairs.
The tracks of the two charged particles are then sampled by the silicon strip de-
tectors in order to estimate the direction of the primary photon, while the opening
angle between the tracks is used to measure its energy. The calorimeter can be
combined with the tracker to measure the energy of the electron-positron pair, or
as a standalone detector to perform an independent measurement of the energy of
non-convertedγs. For both these tasks, the main requirement of the calorimeter is
a good energy resolution. Among the alternatives, inorganic scintillator crystals
are well suited to fulfill the requirements of good energy resolution, compactness
and easy segmentation. Moreover, considering the weight, dimension and power
consumption constraints of space calorimeters, silicon photodetectors are the best
candidates for the readout of the scintillation light. In fact, the three most impor-
tant telescopes sent in orbit in the last two decades (EGRET [28], AGILE [31]
and FERMI-LAT [30]), use NaI(Tl) or CsI(Tl) crystals as the calorimeter active
material and two of them (AGILE and FERMI-LAT) use PIN photodi es5 as the
readout detectors.
The calorimeter sensitivity to high energyγs is limited by the number of ra-
diation lengths of the calorimeter itself. As an example, thFERMI calorimeter,
which is 8.4X0 can measure a maximum gamma energy of 70 GeV [30], while the
AGILE equivalent one (MCAL, 1.5X0) is limited only to 100 MeV [31]. Thus, to
enhance the energy sensitivity of the next generation telescopes, larger calorime-
ters are needed.
5Described in detail in the next chapter.
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1.2.2.1 The Gamma-400 Experiment
The Gamma-400 experiment is one of the most promising and challenging next
generation projects in the field of gamma ray physics. Supported by the Rus-
sian Space Agency in collaboration with many other institutions, including the
Trieste, Roma and Florence sections of the Italian Institute of Nuclear Physics
(INFN), the aim of the project is to further increase the energy range with respect
to the FERMI-LAT experiment. This task is obtained with the construction of a
very large and deep calorimeter, comparable in terms of radiation lengths with the
typical calorimeters of high energy physics experiments. The main goals of the
Gamma-400 mission can be summarized as follows [32]:
• to extend the gamma energy range up to 3 TeV;
• to improve the angular resolution up to 0.01° to identify discrete sources;
• to improve the energy resolution up to 1% to enhance the sensitivity to dark
matter candidates.
Figure 1.32: Layout of the Gamma-400 observatory [32].
A sketch of the Gamma-400 telescope is presented in Fig. 1.32The complete
space observatory is composed of:
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• an anticoincidence (AC) detector;
• the multilayer converter (C), which consists of 6 0.14X0 layers of tungsten
(CD1-6) interleaved with x-y silicon strip detectors with a100µm readout
pitch and an active area of 1x1 m2. A 7th layer (CD7) is positioned∼1 m
below the first six layers for a more precise measurement of the electron-
positron opening angle;
• a Time-Of-Flight (TOF) system, composed of two plastic scintillators (S1-
2), used to identify the particle direction;
• a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) and a Neutron Detector (ND) to im-
prove the proton rejection efficiency;
• two scintillation detectors (S3-4) used as additional trigger;
• the calorimeter system (CC).
The calorimeter system is divided in two parts: the imaging (CC1) and the
electromagnetic one (CC2). The imaging calorimeter consists of 10 1 cm thick
layers of BGO crystals interleaved with silicon strip detectors with a readout pitch
of 500µm, for a total of∼9 X0. This calorimeter is used to perform high precision
measurements of the shower axis in order to enhance the angular resolution. The
electromagnetic section is composed of BGO crystals arranged in towers, for a
total of 21X0; this section of the calorimeter is used to enhance the sensitivity of
the calorimeter itself to high energyγs and to fulfill theσE/E=1% requirement.
The BGO crystals might be readout using large area SiPMs, chara terized by
a very large dynamic range to fulfill the large energy range requir ment of the
experiment. In particular, the Gamma-400 project could be the first to introduce
the SiPM technology for the light readout in a space environme t.
Chapter 2
Silicon PhotoMultipliers
This chapter is devoted to the description of Silicon PhotoMultipliers, a new type
of silicon photodetectors recently proposed as an alternative to the widespread
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in many applications. The first part of the chapter
is dedicated to the description of the basic principles of silicon photodetectors and
to the different available devices. The second part analyzes SiPMs and the main
parameters used to characterize them, while in the last partthe attention will be
focused on the SiPMs manufactured by FBK-irst, the devices at the basis of this
thesis work.
2.1 The Basic Principles of Silicon Photodetectors
Silicon photodetectors are semiconductor devices that canconvert optical signals
into electrical ones. These devices are produced joining together two doped semi-
conductors of thep (with a majority of positive carriers) andn (with a majority of
negative carriers) type, obtaining a so-calledp-n junction: a complete and more
detailed description of this topic can be found in [33, 34]. When the junction is
formed, the large carrier concentration gradient causes thdiffusion of the elec-
trons from then-side into thep-side and the diffusion of the holes from thep-side
into then-side. With the charge carriers flowing from one side to the other, some
of the ions fixed in the semiconductor lattice are left uncompensated: due to this
effect, two spatial charges form near the junction zone and an electric field with
an opposite direction with respect to the carrier diffusionstops the diffusion itself
(see Fig. 2.1). If no external bias is applied to the semiconductor, an equilibrium
condition is reached: near the junction all the majority carriers of thep-side have
recombined with the majority carriers of then-side generating the spatial charge;
the region is known asdepleted region. At the thermal equilibrium, the widthW
of the depletion zone depends mainly on the doping concentration of thep andn
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side of the semiconductor according to the equation:
W =
√
2εs
q
[
NA+ND
NAND
]
Vbi (2.1)
whereNA is the number of acceptor (p) ions,ND the number of donor (n) ions,
εs the semiconductor dielectric permittivity andVbi the total electrostatic potential
across the junction defined as:
Vbi =
kT
q
ln
NAND
n2i
(2.2)
wherek is the Boltzman’s constant,q is the electric charge andni the intrinsic
concentration of free carriers.
Figure 2.1: Ap-n junction.
If an external bias is applied to the junction, the system is no lo ger at equi-
librium and the depletion zone is modified. Two cases can be defined:
• forward bias: a positive voltage is applied on thep side of the junction and
a negative voltage on then side;
• reverse bias: a negative voltage is applied on thep side of the junction and
a positive voltage on then side.
In the forward bias configuration the total electrostatic potential across the junc-
tion decreases, reducing the depletion layer width; on the contrary, in the reverse
bias configuration the total electrostatic potential increases, enlarging the deple-
tion layer width. It can be shown that the widthW of the depletion layer follows
the relation:
W =
√
2εs(Vbi −V)
qNB
(2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Thep-n junction with different bias configurations: (a) no bias, (b)
forward bias and (c) reverse bias.EF , EC andEV are the Fermi, conduction and
valence energy levels.
whereNB is the bulk doping concentration; Fig. 2.2 presents the behavior of the
depletion region as a function of the bias configuration.
The typical I-V curve of ap-n junction can be divided in two regions cor-
responding to the forward and to the reverse bias configuration: an example is
shown in Fig. 2.3. When forward biased, there is no current flowing through the
junction up to a voltage threshold. In common diodes this thres old is called iode
drop or voltage dropand is equal to∼0.6 V (∼0.2 V for Schottky diodes): this
drop corresponds to the bias needed to overcome the junctionbuilt-in potential.
When the bias becomes larger than the voltage drop, the current starts flowing in
the junction following an exponential law:
I = e
V
nVT (2.4)
where I is the diode current,V is the applied voltage,VT = kTe is the thermal
voltage (∼26 mV at 300 K) andn is the quality factor which varies from 1 to 2
depending on the diode manufacturing process.
As far as the reverse bias configuration is concerned, ideally no carrier should
cross the depleted region, and the current should be equal tozero. As can be seen
in Fig. 2.3, this assumption is not completely true because in ide the depleted re-
gion electron-hole pairs are continuously generated by thermal excitations. The
presence of the external field makes the carriers drift through the junction gen-
erating the so-calledinverse saturationcurrent. This effect can be introduced in
equation 2.4:
I = Is(e
V
nVT −1) (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: I-V characteristic curve for ap-n junction in the forward and reverse
bias configuration. The scale of the y axis is not the same in the forward and
reverse bias regions.
whereIs is the inverse saturation current. Equation 2.5 is known as theShockley
diode equationor theideal diode equation.
The inverse saturation current remains almost constant until the reverse bias
is so large that the majority carriers have enough kinetic energy to create an-
other electron-hole pair before their collection on the electrodes. When this phe-
nomenon occurs, the inverse saturation current quickly increases and, if the re-
verse bias is further increased or the maximum current is notlimited, it can lead
to the destruction of the device. The bias which correspondsto the start of the
uncontrolled multiplication process is known asbreakdownvoltage, or VBD and,
as will be shown in section 2.1.3, is the principle at the basis of avalanche pho-
todetectors like the Silicon PhotoMultipliers.
Besides thermal excitation, other two mechanisms can create lectron-hole
pairs inside the depleted region: ionization effects induced by penetrating charged
particles and optical excitation induced by visible, UV or infrared light. Both
these phenomena make reverse biasedp-n junctions suitable to be used as particle
and light detectors.
2.1.1 Ionization Processes
Charged particles crossing matter lose part of their energythrough elastic colli-
sions with electrons. The theory of radiation-matter interactions has been devel-
oped first by Bohr using classical arguments, and later in a quantum mechanical
way by Bethe and Bloch; a complete discussion of the subject can be found in [35].
The basic calculation performed by Bohr considers the momentum transfer to a
free electron by the ionizing particle when passing at its closest distanceb (the
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impact parameter). To obtain the transferred energy, which is proportional to the
square of the momentum transfer, an integration over the kinmatic variables is
then performed. The resulting formula is called the Bethe-Bloch formula:
dE
dx
= 2πN0r2emec
2ρ
Z
A
z2
β2
[
ln
(
2meγ2v2Wmax
I2
)
−2β2−δ−2C
Z
]
(2.6)
The main parameters of the formula are the following:
• 2πN0r2emec2 = 0.1535 MeV cm2/g;
• re = electron classical radius = 2.8717×10−3cm;
• N0 = Avogadro’s number;
• I = mean excitation potential;
• Z = atomic number of the absorbing material;
• A = atomic weight of the absorbing material;
• ρ = density of the absorbing material;
• z = charge of the incident particle in units ofe;
• v = particle relative velocity;
• β = v/c of the incident particle;
• γ = Lorentz factor;
• δ = density correction factor (high energy correction);
• C = shell correction factor (low energy correction);
• Wmax = maximum energy transfer in a single collision.
An example of the ionization rate of a charged pion passing through silicon
computed with equation 2.6 is shown in Fig. 2.4.
In semiconductors, only a part of the energy loss is used for the creation of
electron-hole pairs. In particular for silicon the averageen rgy used for the cre-
ation of a pair is 3.6 eV, three times larger than the band gap of 1.12 eV. In fact
part of the deposited energy is dissipated through lattice vbrations (phonons).
Considering the example shown in Fig. 2.4, a 200 MeV pion (at the minimum of
the ionization rate) deposits∼200 keV in a 500µm thick silicon detector, which
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Figure 2.4: Rate of energy loss due to ionization as a functioof the kinetic energy
of a charged pion crossing silicon (effective ionization potentialI = 173 eV) with
(continuous line) and without (dotted line) the density andshell corrections.
corresponds to more than 60000 electron-hole pairs createdinside the depleted
region.
Electron-hole pairs produced by ionization processes inside licon photode-
tectors are usually referred to asnuclear counter effects: these effects create spu-
rious signals, therefore contributing to the noise of the photodetector. In order
to minimize these contributions, the geometry of the detector, the doping profiles
and the width of the junction should be carefully analyzed.
2.1.2 Optical Excitations
Electron-hole pairs can be produced inside the depleted region by light if the en-
ergy of the impinging photons is large enough to bring the electron from the va-
lence band to the conduction band. In other words, in siliconat least 1.12 eV
are needed and the wavelength of the incoming photons has to be smaller than
1100 nm [36]. A sketch of the phenomenon is presented in Fig. 2.5.
For light to be detected, it first has to enter through the surface of thep-n
junction and then to be absorbed in the depletion region. Twoeffects must be
taken into consideration:
• the Fresnel reflection of the light at the surface of the device (due to the large
refractive index of silicon) must be kept as low as possible,introducing an
anti reflective coating;
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Detection of light inside a reverse biasedp-n junction; if the energy of
the incident photons is larger than 1.12 eV, electron-hole pairs are created inside
the depleted region and are then collected by the electrodes.
• the thickness of the depleted region must be larger than theabsorption
length otherwise the electron-hole pairs will be created outside the sensi-
tive region.
The second requirement is particularly challenging considering that the absorption
length of optical photons varies from a few nm for UV light up to ∼1 mm for
infrared light. The absorption length of optical photons inside silicon as a function
of the wavelength is shown in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Absorption length in silicon as a function of thephoton wave-
length [36].
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Due to the technological constraints in the production of the p-n junction, it
is not possible to build a detector with high sensitivity from infrared up to UV
wavelengths. The sensitivity of the device is calledquantum efficiencyand will be
described together with other characterizing parameters in the next section.
2.1.3 Junction Breakdown
As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, when a reverse bias large enough is appl ed to thep-n
junction, the junction starts to draw a large amount of current: this phenomenon is
calledbreakdown. If the current is not limited by an external circuit, the junction
can be damaged by the excessive heat. Two main processes are rponsible of the
breakdown effect: thetunneling effectand theavalanche multiplication.
The tunneling effect consists of electrons of the valence band that are extracted
into the conduction band by the large electric field. This process is usually pre-
vented by the presence of a potential barrier, whose height is proportional to the
energy gap, which in fact can be overcome by the quantum mechanical tunnel
effect. The probability of this process has an exponential behavior proportional
to the electric field and to the inverse of the barrier width. For these reasons this
process occurs only when the electric field is very high and the doping concentra-
tions of thep andn regions are larger than 5×1017 cm−3, in order to maximize
the number of carriers able to cross the barrier.
The second and most important process responsible of the breakdown is the
avalanche multiplication. In this process the kinetic energy acquired by the car-
riers drifting in the junction is large enough to trigger theg neration of a second
electron-hole pair by impact ionization. If the electric field is large enough, the
secondary generated carriers are also capable to trigger oth r pairs and so on, re-
sulting in a self sustained avalanche of carriers. A representation of the process is
sketched in Fig. 2.7.
The ionization rate can be expressed using the ionization constants of electrons
and holes,an andap. These ionization constants are defined through the relation:
dn= anndx dp= appdx (2.7)
wheren and p are the number ofn-type andp-type free carriers andx identi-
fies the movement along the drift direction. The ionization causes the generation
of additional electrons and holes. Assuming that the ionization coefficients of
electrons and holes are the same, the multiplication factorM can be calculated as:
M =
1
1− ∫ x2x1 αdx
(2.8)
where the integral interval defines the region within the depletion layer where the
electric field is large enough to cause impact ionization. Outside this range, the
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Figure 2.7: Qualitative explanation of the avalanche multiplication: the first free
carrier in (1) is accelerated by the external field and in (2) generates another
electron-hole pair by impact ionization. The free carriersin (2) are accelerated
again by the external field and in (3) generate other pairs andso on, self sustain-
ing an avalanche process.
electric field is assumed to be too small to cause impact ionization. Equation 2.8
holds if the electric field is assumed constant in thex1 - x2 interval. As will be
shown in the next sections, one of the main parameters characterizing the different
types of silicon photodetectors is the multiplication factor, i.e. the gain of the
devices.
If the integral in equation 2.8 equals one, then the multiplication factor reaches
infinity. This means that for each electron arriving in the high field at thex1 point,
one additional electron-hole pair is generated at thex2 point. This hole then drifts
in the opposite direction and generates an additional electron-hole pair at the start-
ing x1 point. One initial electron therefore yields an infinite number of electrons
arriving atx2, hence an infinite multiplication factor. When this condition is satis-
fied, the creation of a single electron-hole pair inside the depleted region is suffi-
cient to start a self sustained and virtuallyunlimited1 avalanche process which is
calledGeiger-Muller avalanche. Silicon PhotoMultipliers operate in this regime.
2.2 Silicon Photodetectors
As explained in the previous section, silicon photodetectors are silicon devices
based onp-n junctions specifically designed to detect light. Silicon photodetec-
tors can be characterized by three main parameters:Quantum Efficiency(QE),
PhotoDetection Efficiency(PDE) andGain.
1An unlimited multiplication process should lead to an unlimited current through the junction
and to a damage due to heat dissipation; to avoid this problemactive or passive quenching circuits
are usually implemented to limit the maximum current crossing the device [36].
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The quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of photons hitting the sensitive
area of the photodetector which produce an electron-hole pair over the total num-
ber of impinging photons. Due to the small energy of the band gap, the quantum
efficiency in silicon based photodetectors is usually very high, of the order of 90%
in a wide range of wavelengths. To perform a comparison, the maxi um QE of
recently introduced multialkali PMTs is of the order of 60% [37] (Fig. 2.8).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the typical QE of PMTs (a) and PIN diodes (b) [37].
QE depends on the structure of the junction: the undepleted layer should be
thin enough to be crossed by the short-wavelength photons and the depleted layer
should be thick enough to allow the absorption of long-wavelength photons. QE
describes the efficiency of conversion from optical photonst pairs, but this value
does not represent the detection efficiency of the whole device. This parameter is
represented by PDE, which is the probability that an impinging photon is detected
by the photodetector.
The PDE definition varies according to the different types ofphotodetectors:
• for single pixel non-amplifying photodetectors (like PINdiodes), PDE is
essentially equal to the QE of the device, multiplied by the inverse of the
recombination probability of the carriers during the drift(which can be re-
duced increasing the reverse bias);
• for single pixel amplifying photodetectors (like APDs, Avalanche Photo
Diodes), the PDE is equal to the QE multiplied by the avalanche trigger
probability. When a pair is created, the carriers start to drift inside the
junction. As shown in the previous sections, if the electricfield is intense
enough, the carriers can start an avalanche process which multiplies the
charge collected at the ends of the junction. Two avalanche trigger proba-
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bilities can be defined, one for the electrons and one for the holes, being the
first usually larger [38];
• for multipixel amplifying photodetectors (like SiPMs) PDE depends on one
more parameter with respect to single pixel amplifying photodetectors, called
the geometrical (fill) factor, that is the ratio of the sensitive to the total area
of the device [39]. More details on the SiPM PDE will be discussed in
section 2.3.3.
The third parameter that characterizes the photodetectorsis the gain. It rep-
resents the multiplication factor of the photodetectors working in avalanche or in
Geiger-Muller regime. This parameter is also used to sort the different devices
available on the market: in Table 2.1 the different photodetectors are listed ac-
cording to their gain factor.
Gain Device
1 PN and PIN photodiode
10 Vacuum PhotoTriode (VPT)
>100 Hybrid PhotoDetector (HPD)
∼100 Avalanche PhotoDiode (APD)
∼106 Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD)
∼106 Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM)
Table 2.1: Different photodetectors available on the market listed according to
their gain factor.
A more detailed description of these devices is given in the following sections.
2.2.1 PIN Diodes
The PIN photodiode is one of the simplest types of photodetectors. It is an in-
trinsic piece of ohmic semiconductor sandwiched between two heavily dopedn+
andp+ regions. The layer of intrinsic silicon reduces the capacitance of the diode
and thus the noise and makes it sensitive to red and infrared light (which has a
rather long absorption length) [37]. A picture and a sketch of the structure of a
PIN diode are shown in Fig. 2.9.
The development of PIN diodes was driven by the need to find an altern tive to
the photomultiplier tubes in high energy physics (HEP) experim nts, where solid
state detectors are needed to fulfill the constraints of dimensions and insensitivity
to magnetic fields. The breakthrough came with the evolutionof the technological
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Picture (a) and schematic representation (b) ofthe structure of a PIN
diode [38].
processes in semiconductor devices during the ’80s, which allowed the construc-
tion of new types of PIN diodes with very low leakage currents, low noise and
enhanced sensitivity for blue light.
PIN diodes were used for the first time in HEP for the readout ofthe L3 and
CLEO crystal calorimeters at the end of the ’80s. In recent years, PIN diodes have
been used as the readout system of the scintillator calorimeters of the Belle and
BaBar B-factories [38]. Considering the lack of charge multiplication of these
devices, their use is limited to scintillators with a large light yield and to the pres-
ence of a low noise signal amplification. Just to give an example, in the BaBar
experiment, two PIN diodes were used to read the light comingfrom each of the
6580 CsI(Tl) crystals composing the electromagnetic calorimeter (Fig 2.10(a)).
The signals of the two diodes were then amplified and shaped separat ly by a
dual range pre-amplifier mounted in the rear of the crystals.Beamtest results on
a module composed of 25 crystals showed that the average number of collected
photons per deposited MeV was of the order of 6600, while the energy resolution
(Fig. 2.10(b)) was of the order of 1%/
√
E [40].
2.2.2 Hybrid PhotoDetectors
Hybrid PhotoDetectors (HPDs) are the link between PMTs and silicon photode-
tectors. Like any PMT, HPDs are composed of a photocathode with high sensitiv-
ity for photons in the visible and near UV range. The electrons extracted by the
impinging photons via the photoelectric effect are then accelerated by an electro-
static potential of the order of 10 kV in a vacuum tube and collected by a silicon
detector, used as an anode. The accelerated electrons penetrat in silicon for a
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Sketch of a crystal (a) [41] and energy resolutin as a function of
the electron beam momentum (b) of a prototype module of the BaBar calorime-
ter [40].
mean path of 3µm, creating electron-hole pairs. Considering the kinetic energy
of the electrons (few keV), a gain factor of 1000 or more (linearly proportional
to the intensity of the field) is normally achieved [42]. A sketch of the working
principle of a HPD is presented in Fig. 2.11.
HPDs have some of the limits characterizing PMTs: a low QE (∼30%), the
need of high voltages to work properly and a performance weakly affected by in-
tense magnetic fields. These drawbacks are compensated by several advantages:
small dimensions, low noise, stable gain, single photoelectron capability and the
possibility to easily segment the anode into pads or pixels [43]. HPDs have been
chosen by the LHCb collaboration for the readout of the RICH Cherenkov detec-
tor [44], which requires a large area coverage (2.6 m2) with a large active area
fraction, high granularity, single photoelectron sensitivity and high speed. The
HPDs used by the RICH are devices with a diameter of 83 mm, biased t 20 kV
for a total gain of∼5000 and with a QE of the order of 20% at 400 nm; the
anode is segmented in 1024 pixels of 0.5×0.5 mm2, bump-bonded to a readout
chip housed directly inside the vacuum tube. A sketch of the LHCb HPDs is
presented in Fig. 2.12(a), together with an example of the beamt st result of the
prototypes [44] (Fig. 2.12(b)).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: Sketch (a) and picture (b) of a HPD and its working principle [42]:
optical photons impinge on the surface of the photocathode,generating electrons
which are then accelerated by the electrostatic potential and collected by a silicon
detector.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: Sketch of the final prototype of the HPD detector(a) and light cone
of a 120 GeV/c pion detected during a LHC-b RICH beamtest (b) [44].
2.2.3 Avalanche PhotoDiodes
Avalanche PhotoDiodes (APDs) are particular types of PN diodes reverse biased
near the breakdown voltage working in the charge multiplication regime. The
multiplication factor is moderate and varies between 50 and∼1000. Accord-
ing to [38], three types of APD structures are available (Fig. 2.13): beveled edge,
reach-through and reverse or buried junction. The differences between these struc-
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tures are mainly due to the electric field profile and to the region where the mul-
tiplication process occurs. In particular, in the beveled edge and reach-through
configurations, the electrons have high multiplication rates throughout almost the
entire device structure while hole multiplication is kept to a minimum. These
types of APDs are sensitive to a large part of the visible spectrum, but suffer of
radiation damage and of large nuclear counter effects.
Figure 2.13: Device structures, electric field profiles and electron-hole multipli-
cation for (left) beveled-edge, (center) reach-through and (right) buried junction
APDs [38].
A breakthrough in the development of APD sensors is represent d by the third
type of geometry, the reverse or buried junction, specifically developed by Hama-
matsu (with the S8141 model) for the readout of the lead-tungstate (PbWO4) crys-
tals of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter [45]. In this type of geometry, the
p-n junction is very close to the front surface: the multiplicaton region is only
∼5 µm thick, and the rest of the junction acts only as a drift region. A sketch of
this geometry and two devices are shown in Fig. 2.14.
The advantages of the buried junction, mainly due to the verythin multipli-
cation layer, are a low nuclear counter effect, a very good radiation hardness, a
fast response, small dark currents and a better temperaturestability. The main
disadvantage is the poor sensitivity to long wavelength photons, due to the fact
that their mean path in silicon is too long thus causing theirabsorption beyond the
multiplication region. In the CMS experiment this is not a problem because the
peak emission of the lead-tungstate crystals is at 420 nm, where t e APDs have a
QE of 72% [45].
Even if the buried junction improves the APD stability, these devices are very
sensitive to gain variations due to bias or temperature changes. For example, the
S8141 APDs are operated at a low gain value of 50 in order to maintain the bias
and temperature stability in the 3.3 (-2.3)%/V (°C) range [45]; if operated at a
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Sketch of the buried junction CMS APDs (a) and animage of two
APDs in their plastic package ready to be glued on a crystal (b).
gain of 1000, the stability would worsen to an unacceptable va ue of 30 (-15)%/V
(°C).
Considering the low multiplication factor of APDs, the avalanche fluctuations
become important and contribute to the noise effects with the so-calledExcess
Noise Factor(ENF). ENF is a measurement of the fluctuations in the total number
of secondary charge carriers generated by each primary carrier entering in the
avalanche region and can be expressed as [46]:
ENF = 1+
σ2M
M2
(2.9)
whereM is the avalanche gain andσ2M is the avalanche gain fluctuation, whose
primary sources are due to [46]:
• random fluctuations in the distance crossed by carriers between successive
ionizing collisions;
• fluctuations of the avalanche gain due to the different depths a which pri-
mary photons are absorbed;
• fluctuations of the electrons and holes contribution to theavalanche at dif-
ferent absorption depths;
• electric field variations with the profile of the avalanche region.
For the APDs used in the CMS experiment, ENF is equal to 2 for a gain of
∼50 [45].
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2.3 Silicon PhotoMultipliers
Silicon PhotoMultipliers (SiPMs) are passively quenched multipixel silicon de-
tectors, biased above the breakdown voltage, working in Geiger-Muller avalanche
mode and readout in parallel via a common substrate. While each pixel operates
in digital mode, the analog information can be inferred considering the number of
fired pixels.
Their development started at the beginning of 1960 when single photon de-
tectors and the theoretical description of the avalanche processes inside silicon
were under study at the RCA (Radio Corporation of America) and Shockley lab-
oratories in the USA [47, 48]. Even if the performances of thefirst test devices
were poor (mainly due to the silicon technology limits at thetime), single photons
were observed. The main problem was that only very small volumes of silicon
could be kept depleted above the breakdown voltage for a timelong enough for
the diodes to be sensitive. In most cases, the large internalbulk current in the
depleted volume triggered an instant breakdown when the diode bias rose just
above the breakdown voltage. The development phase of thesedevices led to the
production of the first Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD)[38].
No important step forward took place until 1990, when the first Metal-Resistor-
Semiconductor (MRS) APDs were invented in Russia [49]. In these devices a
very thin metal layer and a layer of SiC (or SiXOY with high resistivity) limits the
Geiger breakdown thanks to a local reduction of the electricfield. The result is
that high multiplication values (of the order of 106) can be reached without an un-
controlled breakdown, simply raising the bias voltage [50]. The next step was to
divide the MRS structure into many cells and connect them allin parallel through
an individual quenching resistor, creating the first SiPM: in F g. 2.15 one of the
basic SiPM structures and a typical electric field profile arepresented.
Nowadays different structures have been developed in orderto optimize the
SiPMs performance. State of the art devices consist of 500-4000 pixels/mm2,
with a typical pixel dimension in the 20-100µm range [52]. The discharge is
quenched with a polysilicon resistor embedded in the silicon wafer thus limiting
the current flowing in each pixel. The most important advantages of SiPMs can
be listed as follows:
• a high gain, of the order of 106, comparable with the PMTs one: no or very
simple amplification of the output signal is thus required [38];
• the insensitivity to magnetic fields;
• a low bias voltage, usually of the order of∼50 V;
• a compact and easy to handle (e.g.no vacuum) structure;
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15: Basic structure of a Geiger-mode avalanche photodiode developed
by Sadygov (a) [38] and electric field distribution inside thjunction (b) [51].
• a very small excess noise factor, due to the fact that no fluctuations in the
avalanche process are present;
• the single photoelectron sensitivity.
The drawbacks of these devices are mainly a large (temperatur dependent)
dark noise and a low radiation hardness; the most important properties of SiPMs
will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
2.3.1 Gain and Linearity
SiPMs are characterized by a very high gain, of the order of 106, comparable with
the PMTs one. When a cell goes into breakdown, it produces a signal (Ai) which
is linearly proportional to the capacitance of the cell. When many cells are fired
at the same time, the output (A) is the sum of the single pulses [53]. Thus:
Ai ∼
C
e
(V −Vb) A= ∑
i
Ai (2.10)
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whereV is the bias voltage,Vb is the breakdown one andC the cell capacitance.
The typical pulse height spectrum of a SiPM together with thelinear dependence
of the gain on the overvoltage are presented in Fig. 2.16.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: (a) Pulse height spectrum of a SiPM with and withou a LED illu-
mination [53] and (b) linear dependence of the gain as a functio of the overvolt-
age [54] for two types (labeled B and C) of SiPMs.
Considering the high density of cells, SiPMs are linear overa wide range of
light intensities. The linearity limit is due to the finite number of cells because
two or more photons that impinge on one cell produce exactly the same signal as
one single photon. It can be shown that the number of fired cells d pends on the
incoming photon flux and on the PDE of the device [37]:
Nf iredCells= Ntotal
[
1−exp
(−Nphoton×PDE
Ntotal
)]
(2.11)
whereNtotal is the number of available pixels in the device,Nphoton is the number
of impinging photons,Nf iredCells is the number of cells effectively fired by the
impinging photons andPDE is the PhotoDetection Efficiency of the SiPM (which
will be discussed in detail in section 2.3.3). Due to the finite umber of available
cells (Ntotal), deviations from linearity occur when the number of photons (i.e. the
light intensity) is comparable to the number of available pixels. A plot showing the
non-linear response to a 40 ps laser light signal for SiPMs with different number
of cells is presented in Fig. 2.17 [38].
As can be seen in Fig. 2.17, the deviations from linearity start to appear when
the
Nphoton×PDE
Ntotal
ratio is larger than 0.6. It has to be noted that equation 2.11holds
considering an infinite recovery time of each cell, while thetypical recovery time
of a SiPM cell is of the order of∼10 ns. This means that photon signals longer
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Figure 2.17: SiPM non-linear response to a 40 ps laser light signal [38]: the
number of cells of each SiPM is indicated.
than the cell recovery time result in an increase of the effectiv dynamic range of
the SiPM, which can be linear or not according to the incidentphoton flux [55].
2.3.2 Dark Counts
SiPMs are affected by a large number of dark count events, varying from a few
kHz up to several MHz per mm2. The large dark count rate is one of the most
important disadvantages of SiPMs and represents a limit to the sensitivity of these
devices to very low photon fluxes (down to the single photon case). Besides the
ones due to incident photons, avalanches inside the SiPM cells can be triggered
by any generation of free carriers in the depleted layer. Twomain processes are
responsible of the dark count rate [38]:
• the thermal generation ofe-hpairs;
• the field-assisted generation of free electrons.
A sketch of the two processes is presented in Fig. 2.18.
The first process is temperature driven and can be substantially reduced cool-
ing the device; the same effect can be obtained reducing the volume of the depleted
region,i.e. reducing the dimensions of the SiPM cells. The second phenomn
is due to the large electric field inside the depleted region:as explained in sec-
tion 2.1.3, the free carriers have a probability proportional to the electric field
to overcome the potential barrier through the quantum mechani al tunnel effect.
This process can be reduced decreasing the bias voltage and,co sequently, the
electric field inside the junction. In Fig. 2.19 the dark count rate as a function of
bias and temperature is shown, confirming the expected behavior.
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Figure 2.18: Thermal (left) and field-assisted generation (right) of free carri-
ers [53].
Figure 2.19: Dark count rate as a function of bias and temperature [56].
Both the thermal and field-assisted processes are mediated by impurities inside
thep-n junction which act as generation-recombination centers (indicated as “GR”
in Fig. 2.18). This means that another way to reduce dark counts is to use a
very pure and defect-free silicon technology [53]. The darkcount rate can be
substantially reduced increasing the threshold of the readout electronics to values
larger than the amplitude of the single photoelectron signal. A threshold scan can
be performed, increasing the threshold by the equivalent ofone photoelectron at
each step: the resulting plot is presented in Fig. 2.20.
The trend of Fig. 2.20 is known asstaircase curveand is used to characterize
the dark counts of SiPMs. As can be seen, a substantial drop inthe dark count rate
is achieved at each threshold step: a threshold equivalent to four photoelectrons is
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Figure 2.20: Dark count rate as a function of the electronicsthreshold [38].
normally enough to reduce the dark counts to a rate of the order f a few kHz. The
presence in the dark count events of signals with amplitude larger than the single
photoelectron is due to theoptical crosstalkphenomenon that will be discussed in
section 2.3.4.
2.3.3 PhotoDetection Efficiency
The PhotoDetection Efficiency or PDE has been introduced in section 2.2 and is
defined as the probability that a single impinging photon hasto trigger a SiPM
cell. PDE is defined as
PDE= QE×Pt × ε f (2.12)
whereQE is the quantum efficiency,Pt the avalanche trigger probability andε f the
geometrical fill factor. QE is normally very high and typicalv lues of 80-90% can
be achieved at different wavelengths depending on the structure of the junction.
The avalanche trigger probability is the probability that afree carrier (electron or
hole) starts the avalanche process inside the cells: two trigge probabilities must
be defined separately for electrons and holes, being the firstgenerally larger.Pt
increases almost linearly with the bias until a saturation at the 100% level occurs
for very high voltages [57]: this phenomenon is responsibleof the PDE behavior
with respect to the bias voltage shown in Fig. 2.21.
The geometrical fill factor is defined as the sensitive to total area ratio and has
to be optimized as a function of the application.ε f depends on how much space
is needed between the cells to place the quenching resistors, the cell bondings and
the trench regions (to reduce the optical crosstalk). Thus te best filling factor can
be achieved using a small number of big cells: in this way a factor of the order of
70% or more can be obtained. However, a small number of too large cells has the
disadvantage of a low dynamic range, larger dead-times and high dark count rates
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Figure 2.21: PDE as a function of the wavelength (due to the QEvariations) and
the bias voltage (due to the trigger probability variations) [58].
due to the larger depleted volume [38].
2.3.4 Optical Crosstalk
The optical crosstalk phenomenon is due to photons emitted during the avalanche
breakdown in one cell that travel to the neighboring cells and trigger a second
avalanche exactly in the same way of an external photon. During an avalanche, an
average of 3 photons per 105 carriers are emitted. The photons in the 850-1100 nm
range are particularly critical because shorter wavelength photons are absorbed in
the cell in which they are emitted, while longer wavelength photons travel longer
distances and are not absorbed [38] (Fig. 2.22).
Figure 2.22: Sketch of the optical crosstalk phenomenon.
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The optical crosstalk can be reduced in three ways:
• modifying the structural parameters of the SiPM, placing the cells at a larger
distance;
• introducing trenches and grooves between the cells which act as optical
isolation;
• reducing the bias in order to reduce the avalanche trigger probability and
consequently the crosstalk effects.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.23: (a) SiPM structure with optical grooves [59] and (b) pulse height
distribution of the same SiPM with and without the optical grooves [60].
With the first solution the optical crosstalk is reduced at the expense of the
geometrical fill factor, while the third solution reduces the avalanche trigger prob-
ability: in both cases the resulting effect is a much lower PDE. The second solu-
tion is the most convenient one and is used by many SiPM manufacturers. The
optical groove is usually covered with a metal layer in orderto enhance the re-
flection probability of the photons inside the cell. To minimize their impact, these
structures should overlap the existing dead border region of the pixel as much as
possible [59]. An example of a SiPM structure with optical trenches and the re-
sults of this layout in terms of optical crosstalk suppression are shown in Fig. 2.23.
The optical crosstalk events violate the pixel independence and the Poisson
statistics of fired pixels, thus acting as shower fluctuations (as in APDs) and in-
creasing the Excess Noise Factor [60]. Neglecting the second order effects, in
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SiPMs ENF can be approximated as:
ENF ≈ 1+PCt (2.13)
wherePCt is the probability of optical crosstalk events defined as therat of dark
count events with crosstalk (setting a threshold of 1.5 firedc lls) divided by the
total dark count rate (setting a threshold of 0.5 fired cells)[38]. With the use of
optical grooves, the optical crosstalk probability can be reduced from a∼20%
value down to a few % [60].
2.3.5 Temperature Stability
As shown in the previous sections, all the SiPM parameters depend on the bias
voltage and in particular on the overvoltage with respect tothe breakdown voltage.
In silicon detectors the breakdown voltage varies with temprature because of the
different interactions of the free carriers with the lattice phonons [38]. This means
that all the overvoltage-dependent SiPM parameters (gain,d rk counts, PDE and
optical crosstalk) are also temperature dependent. In Fig.2.24 the temperature
dependence of the breakdown voltage of a FBK-irst SiPM down to cryogenic
temperatures is presented.
Figure 2.24: Breakdown voltage as a function of temperatureof a FBK-irst
SiPM [61].
The dark count rate trend as a function of temperature has been already intro-
duced in section 2.3.2. As far as the gain is concerned, fixingthe bias voltage,
a higher gain corresponds to a lower temperature, as confirmed by the plot of
Fig. 2.25.
The typical temperature coefficient (∆Vbd∆T ) is of the order of a few tens of mV
per degree: this means that for a stable operation the temperatur needs to be
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Figure 2.25: Gain as a function of the bias voltage for different temperatures [62].
controlled with a precision of a fraction of a degree. Another possibility is to
correct the bias voltage as a function of temperature to compensate for the shift of
the breakdown voltage [38].
2.3.6 Timing Performances
Silicon PhotoMultipliers are very fast devices thanks to the very thin (2-4µm)
charge multiplication volume and to the intrinsic high speed of the avalanche pro-
cess [53]. Timing measurements have been performed in [63] using a very fast
red laser diode (λ=670 nm) with a light pulse of 40 ps FWHM. The single photo-
electron timing resolution for a very low intensity pulse isshown in Fig. 2.26.
The measured value is 123 ps FWHM and includes the laser pulsewidth and
the electronics contribution. The intrinsic SiPM timing resolution after the sub-
traction of these contributions is of the order of∼100 ps FWHM, that is∼50 ps
RMS. The tail events in Fig. 2.26 can be explained as events triggered by carriers
created in the low electric field region that have to diffuse into the high field region
to trigger the avalanche [53]. As shown in Fig. 2.27, the tailevents can take up to
a few tens of nanoseconds to reach the high field region.
At low gain, the lateral spread of the depleted volume can be incomplete,
enhancing the diffusion tail: the contribution of these events can be reduced in-
creasing the SiPM overvoltage (Fig. 2.28).
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Figure 2.26: Single photoelectron timing resolution [63].
Figure 2.27: Single photoelectron timing resolution with diffusion tail events [53].
2.3.7 Radiation Damage
In order to use the SiPMs in HEP experiments, their resistance to radiation is
a critical issue. The general effect of radiation (gammas, protons, neutrons and
electrons) in silicon is the creation of defects in the bulk or in the Si/SiO2 inter-
face [34] thus causing an increase of the leakage current and, because of the ava-
lanche multiplication process, of the dark count rate. In recent years many studies
have been performed in order to investigate the radiation tolerance of SiPMs: the
fundamental results are presented in the next paragraphs.
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Figure 2.28: Time resolution as a function of the overvoltage t 400 nm (circles)
and at 800 nm (squares) of a FBK-irst SiPM prototype (triangles indicate the
electronics noise contribution) [64].
2.3.7.1 Gamma Irradiation
Interesting tests have been performed in [65] using devicesproduced by Hama-
matsu with 100µm cell sizes, irradiated with a high intensity60Co source. During
the irradiation, performed in six steps of 40 Gy each for a totl f 240 Gy, the
devices were biased with an overvoltage of 1.2 V. The main parameters of the
devices have been measured after each irradiation step and after one hour to de-
tect the possible presence of an annealing effect. The main results are shown in
Fig. 2.29.
As can be seen, no evident changes in the gain and in the optical crosstalk are
present. As anticipated, there is an increase in the dark count rate of a factor 1.5
due to the increased number of defects induced by gamma radiation. Anyway, the
SiPMs performances are only slightly reduced by theγ irradiation and, with some
modifications to the silicon design,γ-hard SiPMs could be developed [38].
2.3.7.2 Neutron Irradiation
The performances of two types of Hamamatsu devices (with an area of 1 mm2 and
a cell size of 50 and 100µm) have been tested after neutron irradiation in [66].
The SiPMs have been irradiated using a nuclear reactor facility with a fluence of
1012 neutrons/cm2. The devices were unbiased during the irradiation and their
performances have been characterized before and after the irradiation in a 20° C
thermostatic chamber in order to avoid temperature dependent differences. The
first detrimental effect of neutron irradiation is the increas d noise in the SiPM
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.29: Gain (a), dark count rate (b) and optical crosstalk (c) variation after
each step of the irradiation with a60Co gamma source.
signal output. Fig. 2.30 presents the response in ADC to a LEDsignal before and
up to two months after the irradiation.
The single photoelectron resolution is lost due to the increased noise effects.
The situation partially recovers after a few days thanks to the annealing, but at
higher irradiation levels (more than 1011 neutrons/cm2) the single photon resolu-
tion is completely lost. Other two parameters affected by the neutron irradiation
are the dark count rate (as in gamma irradiation) and the breakdown voltage: both
these variations are due to the increased number of defects in the silicon structure.
In particular, the small breakdown voltage change (∼50 mV) is a symptom of a
variation in the doping concentration induced by radiation. The results for the
dark count rate and the breakdown voltage are shown in Fig. 2.31
The single photoelectron dark count rate grows up to 10 MHz. Moreover, it
has to be noted that no measurement has been performed above afew 1010 neutrons/cm2
because the noise of the devices was too high to fit the pulse height distributions
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Figure 2.30: Pulse height distribution of the 100µm Hamamatsu devices before
and after the neutron irradiation with 2×1010 neutrons/cm2.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.31: Dark count rate (a) and breakdown voltage (b) asa function of the
neutron fluence for both the 50 and 100µm Hamamatsu devices.
and to discriminate the single photoelectron peaks. For what concerns the PDE
and the optical crosstalk probability, no variations have be n measured. These re-
sults show that, with the present technology, the use of SiPMs should be avoided in
environments where the expected neutron fluence is more than1010 eutrons/cm2.
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2.3.7.3 Proton Irradiation
A complete analysis of the effects of proton irradiation on five devices produced
by different SiPM manufacturers (Hamamatsu, FBK, Zecotek and CPTA) has
been performed in [67]. The devices have been irradiated with a 82 MeV pro-
ton beam, equivalent to a fluence of 1010 neutrons/cm2 with an energy of 1 MeV.
During the irradiation the devices have been biased with a 10V reverse voltage.
The performances of the devices have been measured before and 90 days after the
irradiation using a thermostatic chamber. As in the gamma and neutron irradiation
cases, an increase in the dark count rate has been observed inall the devices up to
a few tens of MHz as shown in Fig. 2.32.
Figure 2.32: Dark count rate before and after the proton irradiation of four SiPM
devices produced by different manufacturers.
As far as the gain is concerned, the response of the SiPMs has been tested
with a calibrated 50 photons LED pulse before and after the irradiation: the signal
waveforms have been recorded and then integrated in a 120 ns gate.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.33, at low overvoltages the changes inthe measured
LED signals are small; however, significant deviations (more than 10%) appear at
high (>4 V) overvoltages. Similarly to the neutron irradiation result , a variation
of ∼50 mV in the breakdown voltage has been observed in all the test d devices.
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Figure 2.33: SiPM response to a calibrated LED signal beforeand after the proton
irradiation of four devices produced by different manufacturers.
No variations have been measured for the PDE even if an accurate measurement
is difficult due to the high noise levels.
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2.4 The FBK-irst Silicon PhotoMultipliers
The SiPMs used for most of the tests described in this thesis work are manufac-
tured by FBK-irst (Fondazione Bruno Kessler), former knownas ITC-irst; at the
end of 2010 a joint venture between FBK-irst and two other companies special-
ized in packaging and marketing led to the creation of Advansid2, which now sells
FBK-irst SiPMs on the market.
The research of FBK-irst in the field of SiPMs started in 2005 within a col-
laboration with INFN: the aim of the project was to develop the SiPM technology
for applications in high energy, space and medical physics.FBK-irst SiPMs are
made of arrays of micro-cells, ranging from 25x25µm2 to 100x100µm2 in size,
arranged in circular (1.2 and 2.8 mm diameter) or squared (1,4, 9 and 16 mm2) ge-
ometries; recently, linear and 4x4-matrix packages have been also developed [68].
A sketch of the section of one micro-cell is presented in Fig.2.34.
Figure 2.34: Sketch of the typical FBK-irst micro-cell composing the SiPM. The
substrate is an epitaxialp+-type silicon with an epi (π) layer thickness of 4µm; the
secondp implantation is used to fix the breakdown voltage to the desired value.
Then+ zone creating the junction is obtained using arsenic implantations and is
located∼100 nm from the top silicon surface [69].
Going from top to bottom, the structure of the cell is an+/p/π/p+ sequence;
the doping profiles and the dielectric layers deposited on the silicon surface are
designed to enhance the PDE in the 420-450 nm region. After the first prototypes,
produced to evaluate the functionalities of the devices, many improvements have
been introduced in the technological process (especially in the geometrical fill
factor) to increase the PDE and reduce the dark count rate. Thtypical signal
shape and pulse height distribution of a 1 mm2 area SiPM with 400 50x50µm2
cells are presented in Fig. 2.35.
2Advansid web-site: www.advansid.com
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.35: Signal shape (a) and pulse height distribution(b) under illumina-
tion with variable light pulses of a 1 mm2 area, 400 50x50µm2 cells FBK-irst
SiPM [69].
The breakdown voltage of the basic cell is of the order of 30 V and very
high gain of the order of∼106 can be achieved with a moderate (∼4 V) overvolt-
age (Fig. 2.36(a)) [69]. In particular, Fig. 2.35(b) shows that the cell uniformity
response is extremely good, considering the fact that the photoelectron peaks per-
fectly overlap between different measurements performed with short light pulses.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.36: Gain as a function of temperature and bias voltage ( ) and dark count
rate as a function of bias voltage and temperature (b) of a FBK-irst device with an
area of 1 mm2 and 400 50x50µm2 cells [69].
Fig. 2.36(b) presents the measured dark count rate as a function of temperature
and bias voltage: in standard conditions (25° C and∼4 V overvoltage) the 400
cells devices are characterized by dark count rates of a few MHz. Dark noise
values of the order of 100 kHz can be achieved only biasing thedevice at very low
overvoltages or operating it at very low temperatures. It has to be noted that the
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dark count rate in Fig. 2.36(b) has been computed counting the number of pulses
with a threshold level set at a half of the signal amplitude corresponding to one
photoelectron, thus including also the optical crosstalk events. Modifications in
the technological process are under study in order to reduceeven further the dark
noise [69].
As far as the PDE is concerned, many improvements have been obtai ed since
the first prototype batch run, doubling the geometrical fill factor. A comparison
between the old and new values of PDE is presented in Fig. 2.37
(a) (b)
Figure 2.37: Comparison between the PDE of the new devices with improved fill
factor (a) [68] and the first prototypes (b) of the FBK-irst SiPMs [64].
The PDE values have been obtained using a photon counting technique: the
SiPMs have been illuminated with a constant and low rate calibrated flux of pho-
tons, and the PDE is obtained dividing the detected pulses (corre ted by the dark
count rate) by the number of incident photons. The maximum PDE value in the
new devices is>30% at 500 nm with a 4 V overvoltage, to be compared with a
value of∼16% obtained with the first prototypes.
The timing resolution of the FBK-irst devices with different cell sizes at differ-
ent overvoltages has been analyzed in [70] using a 470 nm laser with an emission
time window of 80 ps FWHM; both single-cell SPAD and SiPMs have been tested.
The obtained results are shown in Fig. 2.38 after the subtraction of the laser and
its electronics contributions from the time resolution.
As stated in section 2.3.6, the time resolution improves with the overvoltage:
according to the number of fired cells and to the overvoltage,time resolutions of
the order of 100 ps can be easily achieved with the FBK-irst SiPMs.
The main characteristics of the FBK-irst SiPMs are summarized n Table 2.2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.38: Timing resolution as a function of the overvoltage obtained for
SPADs with different cell sizes (a) and for 50x50µm2 cells SiPMs (b) [70].
Breakdown Time Gain [68] PDE (500 nm, Temperature
voltage resolution [64, 70] 4 V overvoltage) coefficient∆VBD/∆ T
∼30 V 80-250 ps ∼106 ∼30% [68] 65 mV/°C [68]
Table 2.2: FBK-irst SiPM specifications: the breakdown voltage is an indicative
value.
Chapter 3
Performance of SiPMs with
scintillating bars
Silicon PhotoMultipliers are a new type of detector that only recently started to
gain importance in the field of high energy physics. Even if their working princi-
ples and their characteristics (described in detail in section 2.3) are well known,
only a few SiPM based acquisition systems are currently in anadvanced test phase.
Among them, the readout system developed for the electromagnetic and hadron
calorimeters of the CALICE collaboration [12] (described in section 1.1.2), the
near detector system of the T2K experiment [71] and the scintillating fiber tracker
of the PEBS (Positron Electron Balloon Spectrometer) experiment [72] have to
be mentioned. This chapter is dedicated to the preliminary studies of the Silicon
PhotoMultipliers coupled to a well known detector (a scintillating bar tracker)
to compare their performance with a standard readout systembased on multian-
ode photomultiplier tubes. The experience acquired with these tests has helped
in the definition of the SiPM readout system for the electromagnetic calorimeters
described in the following chapters. The scintillating bartr cker used for the pre-
liminary studies is the prototype of the Electron Muon Ranger (EMR) detector of
the MICE experiment [73]. Two different tests have been performed using this
detector: the first one, described in the first part of the chapter, took place on the
CERN T9 beamline in summer 2008, using Hamamatsu and FBK-irst devices be-
fore and after the irradiation with neutrons and gammas. Thesecond part of the
chapter is devoted to the description of the second test, performed using cosmic
rays in winter 2011 to evaluate the performances of an innovative SiPM readout
system based on the MAROC3 ASIC.
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3.1 The 2008 CERN Test
The purpose of the 2008 CERN test was to compare the performance of SiPMs
and PMTs in a typical high energy physics application: a scintillating bar tracker.
The main advantages of such a type of detector are a large areacov rage, low costs
(compared to the ones of silicon detectors), spatial resolutions of a few millimeters
and mechanical durability. These detectors are usually readout with multianode
PMTs (MAPMTs), as in the Minerνa experiment at Fermilab [74] or in the EMR
detector [73]. The impossibility of using scintillating bar trackers inside intense
magnetic fields and other problems such as the crosstalk effect between the neigh-
boring pads of MAPMTs can be overcome with the use of SiPMs.
The 2008 test had a twofold purpose: the first was to evaluate the performance
of the whole detector in terms of efficiency, compared to the on btained with
a standard readout based on MAPMTs; the second was to characterize five dif-
ferent SiPMs, manufactured by Hamamatsu and FBK-irst, in terms of signal to
noise ratio and time resolution, before and after the irradiation with gammas and
neutrons. The results of this analysis have been published in [75].
3.1.1 The T9 Beamline
The SiPM test with the EMR prototype has been performed on theT9 beamline,
located in the East Hall of the PS complex. The beam deliveredto the T9 beamline
is obtained from the interaction of the primary 24 GeV protons f the PS acceler-
ator with a fixed target; different targets can be chosen in order to maximize the
production of secondary electrons or hadrons. The momentumof the extracted
beam is selected through primary collimators and dipole magnets near the target
zone in a momentum range between 0.5 and 15 GeV/c. Additionalf cusing and
tuning of the beam can be performed both in the horizontal andvertical directions
by means of the collimators, the dipole and quadrupole magnets i stalled along
the beamline. According to [76], the momentum resolutionδpp can be set in steps
of 1% varying the aperture of the horizontal collimators. A sketch of the East Hall
complex is presented in Fig. 3.1.
The typical beam structure is characterized by the so-called spills, bunches
of particles with intensities of the order of 104 and with a typical duration of
400 ms. The spill repetition period can vary from a few seconds up to 45 s.
The T9 beamline is also equipped with two Cherenkov countersfor the particle
identification and two beam monitors. The beam dimension canbe tuned using
the secondary collimators and the quadrupole magnets, obtaining values of the
order of a few centimeters RMS. The typical beam profile and divergence for a
2 GeV electron beam is presented in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: The East Hall of the PS complex: the T9 and T10 beamlines are
highlighted.
3.1.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup on the T9 beamline is presented in Fig. 3.3. It consists of:
• a 10x10 cm2 plastic scintillator for the trigger generation;
• two silicon beam chambers for the track reconstruction;
• the EMR prototype;
• a scintillator-lead sampling calorimeter (called DEVA);
• four 1 m long scintillating bars.
More details on the different parts of the experimental setup will be presented
in the following sections. The DEVA electromagnetic calorimeter and the four
1 m long bars were under study during the beamtest but are not part of the SiPM
test.
3.1.2.1 The Silicon Beam Chambers
The silicon beam chambers used for the particle tracking areb s d on the sili-
con detectors developed for the AGILE satellite [77]. Each chamber is composed
of two single side silicon microstrip detectors manufactured by Hamamatsu, ar-
ranged in a x-y geometry and glued on an epoxy fiberglass support (Fig. 3.4(a)).
Each silicon tile is 410µm thick and has an active area of 9.5x9.5 cm2 for a to-
tal of 768 strips. The strip physical pitch is 121µm, while the readout one is
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Figure 3.2: Beam profile in the x (a) and y (b) directions and beam divergence in
the x (c) and y (d) directions on the T9 beamline.
242µm (floating strip readout) allowing to obtain a spatial resoluti n of the order
of ∼40 µm.
Each silicon layer is readout by three 128 channel self-triggering TA1 ASICs
manufactured by Gamma Medica - IDEAS. The analog readout is amultiplexed
one with a maximum clock frequency of 10 MHz. The detectors are installed
inside an aluminum box (Fig. 3.4(b)) with part of the front-ed electronics: a
PCB housing the ASICs and a repeater board which generates the bias voltages
for the ASICs, transforms the digital input signals from RS422 to single ended
and amplifies the multiplexed analog signals. The readout sequence is generated
by a VME Sequencer (INFN Ts) while the analog digitization isprovided by a
custom ADC Board or by the CAEN V550 ADC modules.
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Figure 3.3: The experimental setup on the PS T9 beamline.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Pictures of the single side silicon microstrip detector used for the
tracking system (a) and aluminum box housing the microstripdetector and the
readout electronics (b).
3.1.2.2 The EMR Prototype
The EMR prototype has been assembled by the mechanical workshop of INFN-
Trieste as a proof of concept for the final detector that is nowin the assembly
phase at RAL (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory). The EMR prototype consists of
8 planes divided inx andy layers. The layers are arranged to form two blocks
with 4 layers each, separated by a 3 cm air gap. Each layer consists of ten 19 cm
long extruded scintillator bars with a cross section of 1.5x9 cm2, manufactured
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by the Fermilab scintillator workshop [78]; a drawing of themechanical layout
and a picture of the EMR prototype are presented in Fig 3.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Sketch of the EMR prototype (a) and photo of the det ctor inside its
aluminum box (b).
The scintillation light of the bar is collected using four wavelength shifter
(WLS) fibers with a diameter of 0.8 mm (Kuraray Y11) inserted an glued in the
bar hole. In one plane the fibers come out from both sides of thescintillating bars:
one side is connected to a PMT array, while SiPMs are connected to the other side,
to perform correlated measurements on the same bar. On the PMT side, the fibers
are readout by two 64 channels multianode PMTs (R7600-M64 byHamamatsu),
positioned inside the aluminum box which contains the wholedetector. To align
the PMTs and the fibers a plastic mask divided in two parts has been used: the
first part holds the fibers, while the second one is positionedi front of the PMT
to direct the fibers to the photocathodes. On the other side, the SiPMs are also
connected to the fibers using a plastic mask divided in two parts: the first part
(Fig. 3.6(a)) holds the SiPMs in position, while the fibers are fixed with optical
glue to the second part of the mask (Fig. 3.6(b)). The SiPMs under test were
connected to two bars (number 5 and number 6) of the firsty plane of the EMR
prototype.
The MAPMTs front-end electronics is based on two ASICs: the VA64TAP3
and the LS642 (Gamma Medica-IDEAS). The VA64TAP3 is a 64 channel low
noise ASIC built in 0.35µm N-well CMOS technology. Each channel is com-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: The two parts of the plastic mask used to connect th SiPMs to the
WLS fibers.
posed by a low gain pre-amplifier, a fast shaper and a tunable threshold discrim-
inator. The analog signals are fed to a sample-and-hold circuit and the readout
is multiplexed with a maximum readout clock of 10 MHz; moreovr, 64 parallel
digital outputs are available. The LS642 ASIC is used to shift to a low voltage
TTL standard the open drain parallel trigger outputs which are then processed by
an ALTERA Cyclone II FPGA. The front-end board houses two complete elec-
tronics chains [78].
As far as the SiPMs are concerned, their output signal is amplified (with a
fixed gain factor of 10x) with an AMP06041 Photonique amplifier, delayed of
150 ns and then integrated by a CAEN V792 12 bit QDC. The SiPM bias voltage is
provided by an Agilent 3412 power supply. For the time resoluti n measurements,
the SiPM signal is discriminated and then sampled by a CAEN V775 TDC unit.
3.1.2.3 The DAQ System
The DAQ system is a standard VME system controlled by a SBS Bit3 model 620
bridge2, optically linked to a Linux PC-system. A schematic view of the DAQ
chain is presented in Fig. 3.7(a): the blue lines represent the input signals while
the pink ones the output signals from each detector.
The trigger signal is generated by the coincidence of the scintillator counter
and the spill signal provided by the PS accelerator. The conditi ing of the trigger
signal is performed by a custom VME board (the trigger board)nd the signals are
then sent to a VME Control Board (INFN Ts) to generate the DAQ trigger and the
readout sequence; the board is also responsible of the ASICsconfiguration before
1Photonique AMP0604 specification internet page:http://www.photonique.ch/ProdAMP 0600.html.
2SBS Technologies Inc., US,http://www.ge-ip.com
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: Sketch of the DAQ chain (a) and example of the DAQ graphical user
interface based on Tcl/Tk (b). In (a) the blue arrows represent the configuration
and control signals, while the pink and red arrows representthe detector outputs.
the start of the run. The signals of the silicon beam chambersand of the MAPMTs
are digitized by two dedicated boards (the ADC board and the MUSTAP one,
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respectively) and sent to the Control Board that is also respon ible of the zero
suppression3 of the silicon beam chamber data. The analog data of the SiPMsare
digitized by the CAEN V792 and V775 modules to obtain the pulse height and
the timing information.
The DAQ software is written in C with Tcl/Tk4 for the graphical user inter-
face (Fig. 3.7(b)); the output data are stored in binary files(PAW ntuples) and
processed off-line to obtain ASCII DST (Data Summary Tape) output files with
all the relevant information. The data analysis is performed with the ROOT5 soft-
ware tool.
3.1.3 SiPM Characterization
Five SiPMs have been used for this analysis: four manufactured by Hamamatsu
and one by FBK-irst. The Hamamatsu devices are a off-the-shelf model (S10362-
050U metallic). Their features are the following [79]:
• 400 pixels with a cell area of 50x50µm2;
• a breakdown voltage of∼70 V;
• a gain of 7.5x105;
• a PDE of 50% at 400 nm;
• a 220 ps FWHM for the time resolution.
The FBK-irst SiPM used in this test is a pre-production devicbelonging to the
batch with enhanced fill factor and reduced dark count rate: it is composed of 688
pixels with 40x40µm2 cells arranged in a circular geometry. The main features of
this device are listed in section 2.4. In order to evaluate the performances of SiPMs
after the irradiation, two Hamamatsu devices have been irradiated with gammas
(up to 3 kGy) and neutrons (4.5x1010 cm−2 of total fluence). The pictures of the
Hamamatsu and FBK-irst devices are shown in Fig. 3.8.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.8, the Hamamatsu devices are encapsulated nder a
quartz window, while in the FBK-irst device no protection ispresent. Table 3.1
presents the working voltages, the criterion for the event slection and the irradi-
ation type (if present) of the SiPMs used in the analysis.
3In the zero suppression mode only the strips with a signal above a given threshold are stored,
thus increasing the readout speed; the threshold is set consideri g the noise RMS.
4Tcl (Tool Command Language) is a dynamic programming language and Tk is its graphical
user interface toolkit,http://www.tcl.tk
5ROOT analysis software:root.cern.ch
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: The Hamamatsu S10362-050U (a) and FBK-irst (b) devices.
Model Irradiation Voltage (V) Voltage (V) ADC Signal ADC Eff.
(breakdown) (bias) Threshold Threshold
Hama. 199 ∅ 68.3 70.2 >450 >450
Hama. 200 ∅ 68.1 70.2 >450 >450
Hama. 209 Photons 68.3 70.2 >400 >400
3 kGy
Hama. 212 Neutrons 68.2 69.4 >50 >200
4.5x1010cm−2
FBK-irst ∅ 30.5 34.0 >400 >400
Table 3.1: SiPMs used in the test, their breakdown and bias voltages and the ADC
cuts used to select the signal events and to compute the efficiency.
The ADC signal and efficiency thresholds are the cuts used in the analysis to
discriminate between the signal and noise events or to definea threshold for the
bar efficiency calculation. The cuts are usually the same forall the runs and for
all the SiPMs, with the exception of the neutron irradiated an heavily damaged
SiPMs, where two different cuts have been chosen in order to corre tly evaluate
the signal to noise ratio and the bar efficiency. The details of the analysis are
presented in the next sections.
3.1.3.1 FBK-irst SiPM Results
The behavior of the FBK-irst device has been studied with a high statistics run
with a 2 GeV beam. The first event selection is performed usingthe information
provided by the silicon chambers, selecting only the singletrack events. After this
selection, the events have been divided insignal andnoiseevents using the hit
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projections of the silicon chambers on the EMR plane and the SiPM signal am-
plitudes. An event is considered a signal if the particle hitprojection corresponds
to the coordinates of the bar connected to the SiPM and if the ADC value of the
SiPM overcomes a given threshold (theADC Signal Thresholdparameter of Ta-
ble 3.1). The multiple scattering contribution has been included in this selection
introducing a spread in the bar dimension. All the other events are considered
noise events: these events represent either those in which the particle has hit a bar
without the SiPM or those in which the signal amplitude is below the threshold.
Fig 3.9(a) presents the typical SiPM pulse height spectrum of the signal events.
In this plot up to 19 peaks are clearly visible correspondingto the different num-
bers of fired pixels. The peaks have been fitted with a Gaussianfunction and the
linearity of the response is fitted in the plot presented in Fig. 3.9(b).
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Figure 3.9: Multi-peak distribution of the signal events (a) and linearity plot of
the ADC signal peaks (b).
The multi-peak distribution can be observed also in the noise events, presented
in Fig. 3.10(a): in this case up to 4 peaks can be identified. Todefine the signal to
noise ratio value, the signal distribution is fitted using a user-defined function to
evaluate the ADC value of the peak of the histogram, as shown in Fig. 3.10(b) (the
multi-peak behavior is no more visible due to a larger bin width). The function
used for the fit is obtained convolving a Landau6 with a Gaussian function. The
signal to noise ratio is then computed dividing the ADC valueof the peak by the
RMS value of the noise distribution.
The signal events distribution superimposed on the total events distribution is
shown in Fig. 3.11(a); Fig. 3.11(b) presents the same plot zomed in the region
near the ADC cut. The non-signal events above the ADC cut are the ones in which
the reconstructed track does not hit the bar readout by the SiPM. The fraction of
6CERN-Root package reference internet pagehttp://root.cern.ch/root/html/TMath.html#TMath:Landau.
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Figure 3.10: Multi-peak distribution of noise events in logarithmic scale (a) and
signal events distribution fitted with a Landau convolved with a Gaussian func-
tion (b): width is the scale parameter of the Landau;MP the most probable value
of the Landau;Area the normalization constant;GSigmathe sigma value of the
convolved gaussian function.
these events with respect to the signal events represents the ”purity” parameter,
described at the end of this section.
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Figure 3.11: Total (red) and signal (blue) events superposition (a) and zoom near
the ADC cut (b).
The efficiency of the whole detector (bar, WLS fibers and SiPM)has been
evaluated using the information provided by the two siliconhambers, selecting
the tracks crossing the bar connected to the SiPM. A profile histogram has been
filled with 1 if the SiPM pulse exceeds a given ADC threshold (the ADC Effi-
ciency Thresholdparameter of Table 3.1), with 0 otherwise. The same procedure
has been applied to the MAPMT pulse height. Fig. 3.12(a) showthe resulting ef-
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ficiencies; the multiple scattering contribution has not been included in the mean
efficiency calculation.
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Figure 3.12: Total bar efficiency for the PMT and SiPM readoutconfiguration
(the dotted line represents the bar center) (a) and time distribution of the FBK-irst
SiPM fitted with a Gaussian function (b).
The time resolution value has been computed plotting the timdifference
between the incoming signal from the trigger plastic scintillator and the over-
threshold signal of the SiPM after a discriminator. The timedistribution, presented
in Fig. 3.12(b), is then fitted with a Gaussian function whosestandard deviation is
the time resolution: the Gaussian fit has been performed in the [−0.5σ,2σ] range.
This resolution value is an upper limit because it sums the intrinsic time resolu-
tion of the SiPM, the timewalk of the discriminators used in the rigger and in the
sampling, the different impact point of the particle in the trigger counter and in the
bar and the possible spread at the point where the scintillating light is collected
by the WLS fiber. The obtained time resolution is∼2.6 ns, so the 100-200 ps
contribution due to the SiPM can be considered negligible.
In conclusion, the following parameters summarize the FBK-irst SiPM perfor-
mances:
• signal to noise ratio: 18.947;
• mean (Max) efficiency: 88.63% (97.97%);
• time resolution: 2.637 ns;
• purity: 97.44%;
• plateau region width: 0.35-1.51 cm.
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The purity parameter is computed as the ratio between the signal events (selected
using the pulse height and the tracker information) and the total ones which over-
come the efficiency threshold. In other words, the purity parameter represents
the efficiency in selecting the signal events using only the SiPM pulse height in-
formation. Concerning the plateau region, it is defined as the bar region where
the detection efficiency remains stable, with a deviation frm the maximum value
smaller than 5%.
3.1.3.2 Hamamatsu SiPMs Results
The same event selection and analysis procedure used for theFBK-irst device has
been applied to the SiPMs manufactured by Hamamatsu. Four devices have been
tested with a 2 GeV beam: two non irradiated devices (labeled199 and 200), a
gamma irradiated (3 kGy) device (labeled 209) and a neutron ir adiated one (with
a fluence of 4.5x1010cm−2, labeled 212).
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Figure 3.13: Signal to noise ratio for the Hamamatsu 199 (a),200 (b), 209 (c) and
212 (d) devices.
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The signal to noise ratio value obtained with the four Hamamatsu devices is
presented in Fig. 3.13. The one of the non-irradiated SiPMs is very good (21.2
and 22.2 for the 199 and 200 models, respectively), even higher than the value ob-
tained with the FBK-irst device. As far as the irradiated devic s are concerned, the
situation is quite different: the gamma irradiation worsens slightly the S/N ratio
to 17.1, while the neutron irradiation has a larger impact, reducing the S/N ratio
to an even smaller value of 2.5. In particular, looking at theplot in Fig. 3.13(d), it
can be seen that the noise and the signal events are practically superimposed: this
means that without the information provided by the silicon chambers, the discrim-
ination between signal and noise events is very difficult. Tocorrectly fit the signal
events distribution of the neutron irradiated SiPM, the ADCcut used to select the
signal events has been set to the very low value of 50 ADCs (seeTabl 3.1): the
noise events rejection efficiency (thepurity parameter) of this cut is only∼60%.
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Figure 3.14: Bar overall efficiency for the PMT and SiPM readout configurations
for the Hamamatsu 199 (a), 200 (b), 209 (c) and 212 (d) devices. The dotted line
represents the bar center.
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The parameter most affected by the worsening of the signal tonoise ratio is
the mean detection efficiency, presented in Fig. 3.14. Usingthe neutron-irradiated
device, the mean detection efficiency is reduced to 60%, while t e results obtained
with the gamma-irradiated device are quite good, with a meand tection efficiency
still of the order of 90% and comparable with the efficiency obtained with the non-
irradiated devices. The rugged profile on the left of Figs. 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) is
due to the poor statistics on that side of the bar. The efficiency with the neutron-
irradiated SiPM has been obtained increasing the ADC cut to 200 ADCs to better
reject the noise events.
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Figure 3.15: Time resolution for the Hamamatsu 199 (a), 200 (b), 209 (c) and
212 (d) devices.
The neutron irradiation also affects the SiPM time resolutin (see Fig. 3.15)
which varies from∼1.7 ns for the non-irradiated or gamma-irradiated devices
to 3.6 ns. The performances of the four Hamamatsu devices areummarized in
Table 3.2.
As in the FBK-irst device case, the plateau region is defined as the bar region
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Model S/N Ratio Time Mean (Max) Purity (%) 5% Plateau
Res. (ns) Efficiency (%) Region (cm)
Hama. 199 21.195 1.751 87.73 (98.18) 96.26 0.39-1.59
Hama. 200 22.207 1.711 88.44 (99.16) 96.01 0.6-1.47
Hama. 209 17.120 1.756 87.77 (98.75) 98.28 0.43-1.59
Hama. 212 2.488 3.775 57.2 (66.89) 84.52 0.29-1.74*
Table 3.2: Performances obtained with the Hamamatsu SiPMs in terms of signal
to noise ratio, time resolution, efficiency and purity of selected events. The plateau
regions marked with * are defined for a 20% deviation from the maxi um value.
where the detection efficiency remains stable, with a deviation from the maximum
value smaller than 5% (or 20% for the neutron irradiated device.). The maximum
efficiency values are extracted from the plots of Fig. 3.14, taking the maximum
efficiency points.
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3.2 The 2011 Cosmic Ray Test
In winter 2011 the EMR prototype has been used to test a new readout system
based on the MAROC3 (Multi Anode ReadOut Chip) ASIC (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit) [80]. Originally designed for the readout of MAPMTs, this
ASIC can be used also for the readout of SiPMs, as proven in [81] using a matrix
of SiPMs coupled to LYSO crystals. Two differences characterize the 2011 test
with respect to the 2008 one: the first one is that in the new test eight SiPMs
have been used to read almost an entire EMR plane, allowing a complete spatial
resolution, efficiency and timing study of the EMR detector used as a tracker. The
second difference is that both the MAPMTs and the SiPMs are readout using the
same readout system, based on a MAROC3 board, allowing a better comparison.
3.2.1 Experimental Setup and DAQ
The experimental setup (Fig. 3.16) for the cosmic rays is essentially the same used
in the 2008 CERN test, rotated of 90°. It is composed of:
• two plastic scintillators to generate a trigger;
• two silicon beam chambers for the track reconstruction;
• the EMR prototype.
Figure 3.16: Picture of the experimental setup of the 2011 cosmic ray test.
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The details of the silicon beam chambers and of the EMR prototype have been
discussed in sections 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2. During this test, only one MAPMT has
been used for the readout of the EMR prototype, thus only 4 planes (2x and
2 y) were active. Eight SiPMs manufactured by FBK-irst have been used for
the readout of the SiPM plane of the EMR prototype. The SiPMs are the same
model of the one tested in 2008, composed of 688 40x40µm2 pixels arranged in
a circular geometry with a diameter of∼1 mm. The main difference with respect
to the device tested in 2008 is that in the new test the SiPMs are covered with an
epoxy resin to protect the sensors themselves.
Figure 3.17: Sketch of the DAQ scheme of the 2011 cosmic ray test. The blue
arrows represent the configuration and control signals, while t e pink and red
arrows represent the detector outputs.
The DAQ system is sketched in Fig. 3.17: it is similar to the onused in the
2008 CERN test, with the difference that the trigger signal is provided by the co-
incidence of the two scintillator counters. The signals coming from the MAPMT
and the SiPMs are digitized by two boards based on the MAROC ASI (see sec-
tion 3.2.1.1), controlled by a VME control board, responsible of the initial con-
figuration and of the storage of the data coming from the MAROC. The data are
then sent to the PC through an optical link. As will be shown, the MAROC ASIC
can operate both in the analog and digital mode: in particular, the digital outputs
have been sampled by the V775 TDC module for the timing measurments.
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3.2.1.1 The MAROC3 Board
The MAROC3 board is based on the third revision of the MAROC chip, a 64
channel ASIC designed in AMS SiGe 0.35µm technology; the chip has an effec-
tive area of 4x4 mm2 and is powered with a 3.5 V bias for a power consumption
of 350 mW [80]. The 64 channels work in parallel and each of them consists of
(Fig. 3.18):
• a 5 pF input capacitor;
• a pre-amplifier with a variable gain up to 4x, adjustable with a 8 bit resolu-
tion (the unitary gain corresponds to 64);
• a tunable slow shaper and a sample & hold circuit for the analog readout;
• a tunable fast shaper and a discriminator for the digital redout.
Analog
Digital
MAPMT output MAROC channel MAROC output
pre-amp slow shaper
fast shaper
sample & hold
discriminator
Multiplex VME
DBB
ADC
0100111
Figure 3.18: Scheme of one of the MAROC3 channels.
Each MAPMT anode or SiPM output signal is sent to the input capa itor of the
MAROC channel and amplified in the pre-amplifier stage. A current mirror feeds
then the analog and the digital circuit with a copy of the amplified signal. In the
analog mode the slow shapers outputs are addressed to the sample & hold circuit
and then multiplexed with a maximum clock frequency of 10 MHzby an external
12 bit ADC (AD9220, Analog Devices7). In the digital mode the fast shaper
outputs are discriminated to generate 64 digital outputs whose width is a function
of the input amplitude, thanks to a Time over Threshold (ToT)architecture [73].
All the ASIC settings, like the pre-amplifier gain and the shaping time (varying
the feedback capacitors and resistors) can be selected sending a string of 829 bits
to the ASIC during the configuration phase.
The MAROC ASIC is hosted on a custom board (Fig. 3.19) whose main parts
are:
• the MAROC ASIC;
7Analog Devices Inc.;www.analog.com
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Figure 3.19: Picture of the MAROC3 board.
• the PMT socket, used to directly connect the MAPMT to the board (thus
reducing the electronics noise) and to provide the high voltage bias for the
MAPMT;
• two Altera Cyclone II8 FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array), responsi-
ble of the ASIC configuration and of the generation of the readout sequence;
• the 12 bit AD9220 ADC;
• two analog connectors, used for the configuration and the analog readout;
• two digital connectors, where the digital signals coming from the ASIC are
addressed to.
3.2.2 Results
The performances of the SiPMs have been compared to the MAPMTones in terms
of signal to noise ratio, detection efficiency, spatial and timing resolution. As in
the 2008 CERN test, the information provided by the silicon beam chambers has
been used to select only the single track events. The final analysis is based on
a run of∼310000 cosmic rays. The cosmic rays distribution obtained with the
silicon beam chambers projected on the EMR detector is shownin Fig. 3.20.
During the run, the SiPMs have been biased at 38 V, while the high voltage
of the MAPMT was set to 850 V. The gain of the MAROC3 pre-amplifier has
8Altera Corporation;www.altera.com
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Figure 3.20: Silicon beam chambers cosmic ray distributiononce projected on the
EMR tracker for the x (a) and y (b) directions.
been set to 64, corresponding to the unitary gain, for both the MAPMT and the
SiPM readout. The MAPMT has been connected directly to the PMT socket of the
MAROC3 board, while the connection of the eight SiPMs was performed using
eight 8 ns long cables soldered to a custom board which was then coupled to the
standard PMT socket.
3.2.2.1 Signal to Noise Ratio
The signal to noise ratio has been evaluated fitting the PMT/SiPM pulse height
distribution with a Landau function convolved with a Gaussian one. The sig-
nal events distribution has been obtained for each bar usingthe information pro-
vided by the silicon beam chambers, selecting only the events corresponding to
the crossing of a bar by a particle. The S/N ratio value has then been computed
dividing the signal peak position by the RMS value of the pedestal distribution.
An example of one SiPM and one PMT channel pulse height distribution with the
corresponding S/N ratio value is presented in Fig. 3.21: thesignal to noise ratio
value of this bar is 8.8 for the SiPM readout and 109.6 for the PMT readout.
Considering all the bars, the mean S/N ratio for the SiPM readout is 8.13 and
108.33 for the PMT readout. The huge difference between these two values is
due to the noise RMS, which in the SiPM case is larger than 100 ADC, compared
to the∼2 ADC of the PMT. The large RMS is due to the electromagnetic nose
induced by the cables connecting the SiPMs outputs to the MAROC inputs. This
is the reason why for the calorimeter test described in the next chapters, a custom
board to plug the SiPM output directly to the PMT socket of theMAROC3 board
has been designed.
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Figure 3.21: Pulse height and signal to noise ratio for a SiPM(a) and one channel
of the PMT (b).
3.2.2.2 Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency for the SiPM and MAPMT readout has been valuated as
the ratio between the beam profile reconstructed by the SiPMs/MAPMT and the
one reconstructed by the silicon beam chambers, projected on the reference layer.
The EMR layer beam profile has been reconstructed with the following procedure:
• definition of the signal cluster: a cluster is a group of barsdetecting the
same particle. Their pulse height has to overcome a threshold which has
been set to 3σ for the SiPM and 50σ for the MAPMT;
• selection of the single cluster events;
• definition of the impact point coordinate of the particle using a center of
gravity algorithm based on the pulse height of the bars in thecluster.
In order to be sure that the particle has crossed the referenclayer, the good events
are defined as those which have a single cluster hit also on theplan below the
reference layer. The ratio between the EMR and silicon chamber beam profiles is
presented in Fig. 3.22.
The mean detection efficiency has been obtained slicing the plots in Fig. 3.22
along the x direction and fitting them with a constant function: an example of a
slice is shown in Fig. 3.23.
As can be seen in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23, the mean detection efficiency s above
90%, with a mean value of∼94%, for both the SiPM and MAPMT. Better results
with the SiPMs can be in principle obtained removing the tinyair gap between
the SiPM and the WLS fibers inside the SiPM mask, for example using optical
grease.
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Figure 3.22: 2D detector efficiency obtained with the SiPM (a) and MAPMT (b)
readout. Eight bars have been used to define the 2D profile for both the SiPM and
the MAPMT: the larger plane shadow in the MAPMT plot is due to the optical
crosstalk effect.
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Figure 3.23: Fitted efficiency slices obtained with the SiPM(a) and MAPMT (b)
readout.
3.2.2.3 Optical Crosstalk
The optical crosstalk phenomenon is due to a misalignment between the WLS
fibers and the pads of the MAPMT. In presence of a misalignment, the light
coming from a bar can hit two (or more) neighboring pads, thusresulting in a
misidentification of the bar itself. This effect is obviously absent in the SiPM
readout because the SiPM and its corresponding WLS fiber are optically isolated
from the neighboring ones. The effect of the optical crosstalk c n be highlighted
defining an efficiency plot using only the signal coming from asingle pad of the
MAPMT or from a single SiPM: the plots obtained selecting thepad and the SiPM
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corresponding to the same bar are shown in Fig. 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: Contour plot of a single bar efficiency obtainedwith the SiPM (a)
and MAPMT (b) readout to highlight the crosstalk effect.
The selected pad of the MAPMT is partially illuminated by a second bar, while
no crosstalk effect can be seen in the SiPM readout. The optical crosstalk is very
difficult to avoid: even with a perfect alignment between thefib rs and the pads,
a small amount of light can still hit a wrong pad due to the refraction processes
in the glass that covers the MAPMT. As will be shown in the following, the op-
tical crosstalk effect can affect also the position reconstruction of the incoming
particles, thus worsening the spatial resolution.
3.2.2.4 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution has been computed using the residual, th t is the difference
between the particle position reconstructed with the beam chambers and with the
EMR layer. The position of the particle in the EMR layer has been obtained
using the procedure described for the efficiency, selectingthe single cluster events
and calculating the impact coordinate inside the cluster with the center of gravity
method. The residual histograms for the SiPM and MAPMT readout are presented
in Fig. 3.25. They are fitted with a Gaussian function: the spatial resolution is
defined as theσ parameter of the fit. A value of 0.7 cm has been obtained for both
the SiPM and MAPMT readout. However, the MAPMT residuals areaff cted by
the presence of a second peak, due to the optical crosstalk.
3.2.2.5 Timing Resolution
The timing resolution value has been computed plotting the tim difference be-
tween the incoming signal from the trigger plastic scintilla ors and the digital
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Figure 3.25: Spatial resolution obtained with the SiPM (a) and MAPMT (b) read-
out. The second peak in the MAPMT plot is due to the mis-reconstructed hit
positions deriving from the optical crosstalk effect.
output of the MAROC3 board. The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian function
in the [−σ,2σ] range, and the timing resolution parameter is defined as theσ of
the fit. An example of the TDC spectrum obtained for the SiPM and MAPMT
readout is presented in Fig. 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Example of TDC spectrum for the SiPM (a) and MAPMT (b) read-
out.
The timing resolution of the selected channel is equal to 2.37 ns for the SiPM
readout and to 2.53 ns for the MAPMT one. The mean values obtained consider-
ing the eight channels are 2.62 ns and 2.75 ns for the SiPM and MAPMT systems
respectively. As in the 2008 CERN test, these results can be considered as an
upper limit because they are the sum of different effects, like the timewalk of the
electronics chain, the characteristic timing of the scintillator light emission and
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the intrinsic timing response of the SiPM.
Figure 3.27: Sketch of the event selection at the two ends of the bars. The selected
regions are 1 cm large.
Using the information provided by the silicon beam chambersand the fact
that the cosmic rays span the whole bar length, it is possibleto select only the
events hitting a bar on the opposite ends, thus computing thedifferent timewalk of
the scintillator light. The light speed inside polystyrene, considering a refraction
indexn= 1.59, is∼19 cm/ns; this means that, given the bars are 19 cm long, the
signals coming from the not connected end of the bar should bedelayed of∼1 ns
with respect to the ones coming from the connected end. The TDC spectrum
obtained with the SiPM selecting only the events in the last cm of the two ends of
the bar (Fig. 3.27) is presented in Fig. 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between the SiPM TDC spectrum obtained for the two
ends of the bar. The histograms are fitted with a Gaussian function.
As can be seen from the Gaussian fit, the two peaks are separated by∼1 ns,
thus confirming the expected behavior. This analysis is possible because, as
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explained in section 3.1.3, the intrinsic timing resolution f the SiPM is much
smaller than 1 ns, being of the order of 200 ps. On the contrary, the intrinsic res-
olution of the MAPMT is not good enough and the same analysis approach gives
two broad distributions in which no time separation is present.
Chapter 4
Shashlik Calorimeters and SiPMs -
Prototype 0
This chapter is devoted to the description of the performance of a SiPM based
readout system for an electromagnetic shashlik calorimeter, defined as “Prototype
0” or with its nickname “Willie”. More details on the electromagnetic calorime-
ters and in particular on the shashlik structure can be foundin appendix A. The
calorimeter under test, originally built for the development of the STIC calorime-
ter [82], has been reconditioned by the mechanical workshopof INFN-Trieste
and equipped with a versatile readout system which can be coupled to either a
MAPMT or an array of SiPMs. All the tests described in this chapter are per-
formed within the framework of the FACTOR (Fiber Apparatus for Calorimetry
and Tracking with Optoelectronic Read-out) collaboration, a three years INFN
R&D project in collaboration with FBK-irst. The main goals of the FACTOR
collaboration are the following:
• the development and optimization of the SiPM technology;
• the tests of the performance of these devices as a readout system for fiber
calorimeters or scintillators, with particular attentionto the high energy
physics and space fields.
The prototype 0 calorimeter has been tested in two separate be mtest cam-
paigns. The first one, described in the first part of the chapter, has been performed
at CERN in summer 2009, using electrons up to 6 GeV and tagged photons up
to 120 GeV. The aim of this test was to evaluate and compare theperformance
of the calorimeter using both a SiPM and a MAPMT based readoutsystem. The
second test, performed at CERN at the end of 2010, representsthe first attempt
to use a MAROC3 ASIC readout system, originally developed for the readout of
MAPMTs, for an array of SiPMs.
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4.1 The 2009 CERN Beamtests
In summer 2009 the calorimeter prototype has been tested in two separate beamtests
at CERN in order to evaluate its performance in terms of linearity, energy and spa-
tial resolution, using both a standard (MAPMT) and a SiPM based readout system.
The tests have been performed on the T10 and H4 beamlines using electrons up to
6 GeV and tagged photons up to 120 GeV. In order to simplify as much as possible
the readout chain, the signals coming from the MAPMT or the SiPMs have not
been amplified before being sampled by a charge integrating ADC. The results
described in the following are a refined version of the analysis published in [83].
4.1.1 The Prototype 0 Shashlik Calorimeter
The shashlik calorimeter prototype under test has been built by the mechanical
workshop of INFN-Trieste and is composed of 41 3.27 mm thick tiles of plastic
scintillator and 40 3.1 mm thick tiles of lead, for a total of∼22.4 radiation lengths
and a Molière radius of∼4.5 cm; each tile has an area of 8× cm2. The readout
is performed using 64 0.8 mm WLS fibers (Kuraray Y11 [84]) and the sensitive
part of the calorimeter is contained in a 1 cm thick aluminum vessel. Aluminized
reflective sheets have been used as an interface between the scintillator and lead
tiles in order to improve the light output. A sketch of the calorimeter is shown in
Fig. 4.1.
(a)
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(b)
Figure 4.1: Lateral (a) and frontal sketch (b) of the calorimeter with the scintillator
tiles, the lead tiles and the WLS fibers. The numbers of the readout channels are
also indicated. The dotted lines in (b) have no physical meaning and are depicted
only to define the fibers that are bundled together.
The WLS fibers cross the whole calorimeter, so each fiber collects the light of
all the scintillator tiles. As sketched in Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), the fibers are placed
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in a 8x8 matrix of 1 cm spaced holes in the scintillator and leatiles; the fibers are
then grouped and glued in bundles of four using 16 plastic holders (Fig. 4.2(b))
and plugged into a plastic support (Fig. 4.2(c)) designed tohold both an array
of 16 SiPMs (Fig. 4.3(b)) or a multichannel PMT (Fig. 4.3(a))manufactured by
Hamamatsu (model H8711), which has been used for the preliminary tests. A few
pictures of the calorimeter during the assembly are shown inFig. 4.2.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.2: The calorimeter during the assembly phase: the fibers during the in-
sertion inside the calorimeter tiles (a), grouped in bundles of four (b) and plugged
into the SiPM plastic holder (c).
The SiPMs for the calorimeter readout have been manufactured by FBK-irst
and have a sensitive area of∼1 mm2. These devices are the same ones used for
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the scintillating bar tracker tests and consist of 688 40x40µm2 pixels arranged in
a circular geometry and covered with an epoxy resin: their main characteristics
are reported in Table 2.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Multianode PMT (a) and SiPMs array (b) used for the light readout.
The readout of the SiPMs has been performed using four customboards (Fig. 4.4)
(INFN Ts) each one managing four channels in parallel. The board also provides
a single bias line for the four SiPMs. The power consumption of each SiPM has
been estimated measuring its voltage drop on a 100 kΩ resistor.
Figure 4.4: Custom SiPM board used for the bias and the readout of up to four
SiPMs.
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4.1.2 Experimental setups and DAQ
The shashlik calorimeter prototype 0 has been tested at CERNin two different
experimental setups at high and low energies. In both the setup the output signal
of the SiPMs is delayed by∼140 ns and then sampled with a CAEN V792 12 bit
QDC. The delay was necessary because some tens of ns are needed by th trigger
board to generate the experiment trigger and send the gate signal to the V792
module (see Fig. 4.5). In both the tests the SiPMs have been divide into four
groups according to their operating voltages and then biased u ing four different
power supplies in order to equalize their gain as much as possible.
Figure 4.5: ADC timing: a signal delay of 140 ns is needed to bein time with the
ADC gate.
4.1.2.1 Low Energy Setup
The low energy tests have been performed at the CERN PS T10 beamlin in Au-
gust 2009 with negative particles in a momentum range between 1.0 and 5.5 GeV/c.
The T10 beamline shares part of the line and the primary target zone with the T9
beamline (described in section 3.1.1); thus the beam has similar features, but a
lower maximum energy (7 GeV) and a lower intensity because ofthe larger bend-
ing of the beamline itself. The low energy setup consists of:
• a 10×10 cm2 plastic scintillator for the trigger generation;
• a Cherenkov detector for the electron tagging;
• two silicon strip detectors for the track reconstruction (described in sec-
tion 3.1.2.1);
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• a remotely controlled movable platform, used to align the calorimeter with
the particle beam.
A picture of the experimental setup and its DAQ scheme are shown in Fig. 4.6.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: The experimental setup (a) and the DAQ scheme (b)at the PS T10
beamline. The red arrows represent the configuration and control signals, while
the blue and green arrows represent the detector outputs.
4.1.2.2 High Energy Setup - The H4 Beamline
The high energy tests have been performed at the CERN SPS H4 beamlin in
September 2009. The H4 beamline is located in the North Area experimental
zone, that is the extraction point of the secondary beamlines of the SPS accel-
erator. The SPS primary beam (400 GeV protons) collides witha fixed target,
producing secondary and tertiary beams which are then deliver d to four extrac-
tion lines (H2-4-6-8). The typical beam structure featuresa single extraction spill
with a duration of∼6 s for each cycle: choosing the electron/positron operation
mode an intensity of a few 104 particles per spill can be easily achieved; the max-
imum energy is 300 GeV while the momentum resolution∆p/p is of the order
of 1.4% [85]. A picture and a sketch of the North Area extraction beamlines are
presented in Fig. 4.7.
The shashlik calorimeter prototype has been tested using a tagged photon
beam obtained from the radiation emitted by 120 GeV positrons channeled in
bent silicon crystals in the framework of the INSURAD experiment: more infor-
mation on photon production by channeled positrons can be found in [87]. The
experimental setup (Fig. 4.8) consists of:
• one plastic scintillator for the trigger (S1);
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Picture (a) and sketch (b) of the North Area beamlines [86].
• three “high” resolution (6µm) silicon strip detectors (SD1-3) [88] to iden-
tify the channeling effect by reconstructing the incoming particles deflection
angle induced by the crystal;
• a 3.59 Tm magnet (BM) to separate the photon emitted in the crystal and
the primary positron;
• a helium bag to reduce the multiple scattering (HB);
• two large area silicon strip detectors (BC1-2) to measure the deflection an-
gle of the positron inside the magnet;
• two calorimeters: the first one is used to detect the photons(the calorime-
ter under test, indicated as WILLIE in the figure) and the second ne (a
scintillator-lead sampling calorimeter, indicated as DEVA) in the trigger to
discriminate between positrons and minimum ionizing particles.
The photon is emitted in the silicon crystal and travels collinearly to the positron
until the latter is deflected by the magnetic field; the positrn energy is obtained
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Figure 4.8: The experimental setup at the SPS H4 beamline: S1is the scintillator
used for the trigger, SD1-3 the three high resolution silicon strip detectors,vp the
vacuum pipes, BM the bending magnet, HB the helium bag, BC1-2the two silicon
beam chambers and WILLIE and DEVA the two calorimeters.
with a spectrometer method by measuring its deflection angle. Th energy of the
photon is then computed by subtracting the deflected positron energy from its ini-
tial value (120 GeV). The DAQ system is a standard VME system controlled by
a SBS Bit3 optically linked to a Linux PC-system: a sketch of the DAQ system is
presented in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: The DAQ chain for the high energy tests.
The trigger signals are generated by a combination of the scintillator and the
primary beam calorimeter (DEVA) signals; they are discriminated by NIM dis-
criminators and sent to the VME trigger board which is controlled by the DAQ
program. This board allows to choose the trigger mode duringthe data taking.
The resulting output trigger is sent to the sequencer (seq, INFN Ts) that starts the
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DAQ sequence generating the ASIC control signals. Since thesequencer has a
single output, a multiplexer (mux, INFN Ts) is used to cope with all the modules,
that are readout in parallel. The interface between the frontend (the detector and
the hybrid with the ASICs) and the readout (the VME board) is provided by the re-
peater boards that have to transform the RS422 differentialsignals to single ended
ones as requested by the ASICs, to provide the bias, the powerand the digital
signals to the ASICs through 50 pin ERNI cables, to amplify the analog output of
the hybrid. The multiplexed analog output of the repeaters is digitized by the flash
ADC boards (CAEN V550), which work in zero suppression mode.The trigger
board is also used to start the gate of the V792 module for the readout of both the
calorimeters.
4.1.3 Calorimeter Performance Simulation with GEANT4
The high and low energy experimental setups have been simulated using the
GEANT4 [89] simulation package in order to characterize thecalorimeter in terms
of linearity, energy resolution and energy leakage. The simulation takes into ac-
count the aluminum vessel which contains the scintillator and lead tiles, the holes
drilled in the layers to insert the WLS fibers and the presenceof the WLS fibers
themselves (4.10). However, the simulation does not take into account the light
production in the scintillator tiles and the WLS collectionefficiency, so the results
should be considered as a best estimate of the real calorimete p rformance.
The physics list used to perform the simulation is the QGSPBERT model1, a
composite model which uses the Quark Gluon String theory andthe Precompound
model for high energy hadron interactions (above 10 GeV), the Bertini cascade
model for low energy (below 10 GeV) hadron interactions and the standard
G4EmStandardPhysics list for the electromagnetic processes. The electromag-
netic cuts on the secondary particles have been set to 10µm: the GEANT4 kernel
transforms the length cuts into different energy cuts according to the density of the
different materials defined in the simulation. In order to define the energy linearity
and resolution for the electrons, the histograms of the energy deposit at different
energies in the scintillator tiles have been fitted with a Gaussian function in the
[-1.5σ,3σ] range, as shown in Fig. 4.11: the resolution parameter is defined as
the ratio of the sigma to mean value. Two types of beam have been g nerated: the
first is a “point-like” beam impinging on the center of the tiles, while the second is
“Gaussian-shaped” withσ=1.5 cm in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
As far as the low energy simulation is concerned, a monochromatic beam of
10000 electrons has been generated with an energy between 1 GV and 6 GeV.
1GEANT4 physics listshttp://geant4.cern.ch/support/procmodcatalog/
physicslists/referencePL.shtml
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Figure 4.10: GEANT4 geometrical simulation of the prototype 0 shashlik
calorimeter after an interaction with a 500 MeV electron: the electrons are de-
picted in red and the gammas in green.
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Figure 4.11: Gaussian fit in the [-1.5σ,3σ] range of the total energy deposit his-
togram for a 6 GeV simulated electron beam.
The resolution energy scan has been fitted using the functionσEE =P0⊕
P1√
E
, where
the⊕ indicates that the terms are added in quadrature. In this function P0 rep-
resents the constant term, which parametrizes the detectornon-uniformities and
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imperfections and dominates at high energies, andP1 represents the stochastic
term which depends on the fluctuations related to the physical development of the
shower. The results for electrons are presented in the plotsin Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The linearity and the energy resolution plots in the low energy range
using the “point-like” ((a) and (b)) and “Gaussian-shaped”((c) and (d)) simulated
beam.
Here and in the following, the uncertainty bars on the linearity plots are the fit-
ted mean parameter errors of the Gaussian distribution. No significant deviations
from linearity can be observed in the two beam-type configurations. As far as
the energy resolution is concerned, in the “point-like” configuration a stochastic
term of 11.36% with a very small (compatible with zero) consta t term have been
obtained, while in the “Gaussian-shaped” configuration a slightly larger stochas-
tic term (11.8%) and a constant term of 1.9% have been measured. In particular,
the increase of the constant term should be related to the incr ased leakage of the
calorimeter in the “Gaussian-shaped” beam. The energy leakage of the calorime-
ter at low energies has been evaluated considering the energy d posit inside the
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lead and scintillator tiles and subtracting it from the primary incident beam. In
the low energy scan the leakage is practically independent from the energy and
is equal to 8.0% and 9.0% of the incident particle energy in the “point-like”
and “Gaussian-shaped” configuration respectively. These values seem consistent
with the Molière radius of the calorimeter and explain the differences in the fitted
stochastic and constant terms obtained in the two beam configurations.
The high energy setup has been simulated using a monochromatic be m of
10000 photons with an energy between 10 GeV and 120 GeV; also in this case
two beam-types have been generated. The results of this simulat on are shown in
Figs. 4.13 and 4.14.
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Figure 4.13: The linearity (a) and the energy resolution (a)plots in the high en-
ergy range using the “point-like” simulated beam. The plot in (c) is a “reduced”
linearity plot to highlight the linearity deviations.
The linearity is good up to 120 GeV; however, due to the large energy range,
these plots are weakly sensitive to the deviations induced by the increase of the
energy leakage (as shown in Table 4.1). These deviations canbe seen in the plots
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Figure 4.14: The linearity (a) and the energy resolution (a)plots in the high energy
range using the “Gaussian-shaped” simulated beam. The plotin (c) is a “reduced”
linearity plot to highlight the linearity deviations.
of Figs. 4.13(c) and 4.14(c), presenting the ratio between th deposited energy
and the beam one; the large reducedχ2 values of these plots can be due to an
underestimation of the uncertainties, which are defined as the uncertainties of the
linearity plots of Figs. 4.13(a) and 4.14(a) divided by the beam energy. However,
it has to be noted that the slopes of the linear fits are of the ord r of 10−6: this
means that the deviations are of the order of∼100 keV in an energy range which
extends up to 100 GeV.
As far as the energy resolution is concerned, the stochasticterm of the “point-
like” beam (11.24%) is comparable within the uncertaintiesto the one obtained in
the low energy scan. The constant term is indeed larger compared to the one of the
low energy case (0.6% and 10−6% respectively), due to the energy leakage from
the rear of the calorimeter which becomes important at energies above 30 GeV
(Fig. 4.15).
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Figure 4.15: Energy deposit profile as a function of the number of the scintillator
tile at 6 GeV (a) and 60 GeV (b). At high energy the energy deposit in the last
tiles becomes relevant, thus resulting in an increase of theenergy leakage.
In the “Gaussian-type” configuration (Fig. 4.14(b)), the stochastic term is
equal to 12.5% with a constant term of 1.4%, slightly different values with re-
spect to the ones obtained in the low energy case (11.8% and 1.9% respectively).
It is possible to improve the energy resolution fitting procedure merging the low
and high energy datasets: the results for the “point-like” and “Gaussian-shaped”
beam-types are shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Energy resolution with the complete dataset inthe “point-like” (a)
and “Gaussian-shaped” (b) configurations.
Using the complete dataset no big differences with respect to the previous
fits can be seen in the “point-like” configuration, while in the “Gaussian-shaped”
one the constant and stochastic terms level-off to the values of 12.1% and 1.4%,
which will be considered as the reference value for the calorimeter performance.
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The energy leakage at high energies has been evaluated with the same procedure
used for the low energy case, subtracting the scintillator and lead energy deposit
from the incident beam energy; the results are shown in Table4.1.
Beam energy (GeV) Point-like Gaussian-shaped
10 8.18% 9.20%
20 8.31% 9.21%
30 8.39% 9.27%
40 8.51% 9.33%
50 8.54% 9.38%
60 8.63% 9.48%
120 8.86% 9.81%
Table 4.1: Energy leakage of the calorimeter at high energy as a function of the
incident particle energy with the two beam configurations.
The fraction of energy leaking from the calorimeter can be considered sub-
stantially constant as a function of the incident particle en rgy, with an increase
of 0.5% between 10 and 120 GeV.
4.1.4 Low Energy Results
4.1.4.1 Linearity and energy resolution
The calorimeter has been characterized in terms of linearity nd energy resolu-
tion with low energy electrons. The first event selection is performed using the
information provided by the silicon strip detectors, selecting only the single track
events. The Cherenkov detector has been used to discriminate between the elec-
trons and the other particles (typically muons and pions). In the first phase the 16
channels MAPMT has been used for the readout of the calorimeter. In both the
MAPMT and SiPM readout, the total energy deposit information is obtained sum-
ming together the 16 channels of the calorimeter after applying an equalization
procedure to the different channels. The pads of the MAPMT have been equal-
ized using a dedicated minimum ionizing particle beam impinging on the front
of the calorimeter. The signal of each pad has been fitted witha Landau func-
tion and the signal peak positions have been normalized according to a reference
channel. As far as the SiPMs are concerned, two different equalizations have been
performed:
• hardware equalization: it consists in the equalization ofthe SiPMs dark
current biasing the devices at different voltages, using four different power
supplies as reported in Table 4.2;
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• software equalization: it has been performed using a dedicated minimum
ionizing particle beam as in the MAPMT case.
Group 1 µA 1.5µA 2 µA
1 34.88 V 35.30 V 35.90 V
2 35.32 V 35.83 V 36.80 V
3 35.10 V 35.64 V 36.60 V
4 35.0 V 35.40 V 36.00 V
Table 4.2: Bias values for the four SiPMs groups in the three current configura-
tions.
An example of the software equalization performed on the pulse height of a
pad of the MAPMT and of a SiPM is presented in Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: MIP pulse height of a MAPMT pad (a) and of a SiPM (b) with the
Landau fit superimposed.
Fig. 4.18(a) presents the total energy deposit inside the calorimeter for a 2 GeV
beam. Three main regions can be observed: the first peak (at low ADC values)
corresponds to the minimum ionizing particle energy deposit, while the last peak
(at large ADC values) is due to the electron interactions. The intermediate en-
ergy deposit region between the two peaks is due to the hadronic showers (started
by pions). The number of electron events, calculated as the integral of the elec-
tron peak (Fig. 4.18(b)), decreases with the beam energy, requiring longer runs to
acquire enough statistics at energies above 4 GeV. All the calorimeter data have
been collected using the T6 target, composed of a high Z material o enhance the
electron percentage.
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Figure 4.18: Total energy deposit inside the calorimeter at2 GeV (a) and electrons
abundance (b) as a function of the beam energy with the T6 target.
Considering the dimensions of the calorimeter compared with its Molière ra-
dius, a second selection is performed on the electron eventsin order to select only
the events impinging on a “fiducial area” of 3x3 cm2 in the central part of the
calorimeter. This selection is fundamental to reject the events with a high energy
leakage which can artificially worsen the energy resolutionmeasurement. The
scatter plots showing the fiducial area selection as a functio of the beam position
and energy deposit are presented in Fig. 4.19.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: Scatter plot of the fiducial area selection in the x (a) and y (b) beam
directions.
After the selections, the electron peak has been fitted with aGaussian function
in the [-σ,3σ] range (Fig. 4.20) and the resolution value has been obtained divid-
ing the sigma by the mean parameter. In order to estimate the syst matic error
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due to the beam momentum spread, given that a 1%∆p/p for each 5 mm collima-
tors opening is expected [90] and that the beamline was operated with at least a
10 mm slit opening, a 2% uncertainty on the fitted mean value has been added in
quadrature to the parameter fit error in the linearity plot.
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Figure 4.20: Total (red) and selected electron events (blue). The selected electron
peak is fitted with a Gaussian function in the [-σ,3σ] range.
The preliminary low energy runs were performed using the multichannel PMT
in order to setup the beamline and to have a comparison for theSiPM runs. The en-
ergy resolution scan has been fitted with the same function used to fit the GEANT4
simulated data: the linearity and energy resolution results are shown in Fig. 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Prototype 0 linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) with the MAPMT
readout.
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The linearity is good and the fit to the energy resolution gives a stochastic term
of 11.2% and a very small constant term. The stochastic term is very similar to the
one obtained in the “point-like” simulation: this is probably due to the fact that
only a very limited number of energy points (and all below 2.5GeV) have been
used for the PMT scan.
As far as the SiPM runs are concerned, three different energyscans have been
performed using three different bias currents (2, 1.5 and 1µA). The bias values
used for the hardware equalization of the four groups are shown in Table 4.2.
The power consumption is monitored at the end of each run. According to [69],
these bias values should correspond to gains of the order of 2–4×106. During
the assembly phase, one of the SiPMs was damaged, thus only 15channels were
available: the missing SiPM corresponds to channel 1 in the sketch in Fig. 4.1(a).
The SiPMs have been operated at ambient temperature and thusthey were sen-
sitive to temperature variations during the run, which modifie the gain of the de-
vices. Considering the temperature coefficient of the FBK-irst SiPMs (65 mV/°C),
the runs more affected by the gain variations are the ones with a low overvoltage.
An example of the gain drifting as a function of the number of event in the run
(i.e. the time) is presented in Fig. 4.22(a).
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Figure 4.22: Drifting of the electron and MIP peaks due to theSiPM gain vari-
ations during the run (a) and plot of the MIP peak position as afunction of the
event number (b) which has been used to correct the energy deposit.
In order to correct the gain drifting, the signal of the MIPs impinging on the
fiducial area of the calorimeter has been used as a reference “candle”, taking ad-
vantage from the fact that their signal is practically independent from the beam
energy. The MIP peak position has been sampled as a function of the event num-
ber in steps of 5000 events, as shown in Fig. 4.22(b). The energy deposit has then
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been corrected event by event using the following formula:
Eline = E×
A
Peak(evNumber)
(4.1)
whereEline is the linearized energy deposit,E is the total deposited energy,A is a
normalization constant (the MIP peak position in a reference run) andPeak(evNumber)
is the position of the MIP peak as a function of the event number. A linear interpo-
lation between the points of the MIP drift plot has been used for the intermediate
event numbers. Fig. 4.23 presents the result of the linearization procedure on the
same data of Fig. 4.22(a).
Figure 4.23: Linearization using the MIP correction procedur .
The results in terms of linearity and energy resolution withthe three different
SiPM bias currents are presented in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25.
The energy resolution scan has been fitted with the functionσEE = P0⊕
P1√
E
⊕
P2
E , where theP2 term takes into account the electronic noise contribution (see
section A.5) and dominates the energy resolution at low energy. The value of
theP2 parameter has been fixed in the fit as the sigma value of the pedestal p ak
(Fig. 4.26) divided by the ADC value of the 1 GeV electron peak:
P2 = σnoise(ADC)/E1 GeV(ADC)×100 (4.2)
In all the configurations the P2 parameter has been found to beequal to∼1.25%.
Thanks to the energy linearization procedure, good resultshave been obtained
with the 2 and 1.5µA runs, with a slightly worse linearity (in terms ofχ2/nd f)
in the 1µA configuration. This effect is consistent with the fact thatthe temper-
ature drift becomes more relevant in the low bias current configuration, thus the
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Figure 4.24: SiPMs energy linearity in the 2 (a), 1.5 (b) and 1µA (c) bias current
configurations.
MIPs correction algorithm can be less effective. As far as the energy resolution
is concerned, stochastic terms between 13.3 and 14.2% have been o tained, with
constant terms comparable with zero in all the configurations. This means that
the SiPMs readout behaves slightly worse than expected considering the results of
the GEANT4 simulation and the MAPMT tests. Several factors can be taken into
account to explain this discrepancy:
• residual non-uniformities in the SiPMs gains even after thhardware and
software equalization;
• non-optimal correction of the gain drifting due to temperatu e variations
(this problem can be overcome using a LED system instead of the MIPs
peak position, as performed in the prototype 1 calorimeter tests described
in section 5.3);
• fluctuations in the light collection due to the fact that thear a covered by the
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Figure 4.25: SiPM energy resolution in the 2 (a), 1.5 (b) and 1µA (c) bias current
configurations.
four WLS fibers is larger than the sensitive area of the SiPMs;thi problem
can be overcome using larger area SiPMs.
4.1.5 Spatial resolution
Exploiting the fact that the calorimeter has a segmented reaout in the x-y di-
rection, an analysis has been performed in order to understand the calorimeter
capability to reconstruct the hit position. The analysis isba ed on the logarithmic
barycenter algorithm described in [91], which takes into account the exponential
radial falloff of the shower. The output channels have been divided into x and y
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Figure 4.26: Pedestal distribution of the prototype 0 calorimeter fitted with a
Gaussian function. Theσ value is used to fix the noise parameter in the energy
resolution fit. The tail on the right is due to low signal events mis-tagged as noise
events.
planes according to the following relations:
Layer1X = ([1]+ [5]+ [9]+ [13]) Layer1Y = ([1]+ [2]+ [3]+ [4])
Layer2X = ([2]+ [6]+ [10]+ [14]) Layer2Y = ([5]+ [6]+ [7]+ [8])
Layer3X = ([3]+ [7]+ [11]+ [15]) Layer3Y = ([9]+ [10]+ [11]+ [12])
Layer4X = ([4]+ [8]+ [12]+ [16]) Layer4Y = ([13]+ [14]+ [15]+ [16])
The channel number is indicated in Fig. 4.27 together with the x-y directions.
The missing SiPM channel ([1]) pulse height has been assigned using the mean of
the three adjacent channels ([2],[5],[6]).
To estimate the coordinate of the incident particle, the center of gravity has
been computed using the following equation:
Xcalc=
∑i wixi
∑i wi
(4.3)
where thexi are the x or y coordinates of the center of the planes and thewi are
weight factors calculated using the relation:
wi = Max
{
0,
[
w0+ ln
Ei
Etot
]}
(4.4)
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Figure 4.27: Calorimeter channel division.
whereEi is the energy deposited in each plane,Etot is the total energy measured
by the calorimeter andw0 is a free and dimensionless parameter with a twofold
function: to define a threshold for the inclusion of a plane inthe coordinate cal-
culation and to set the relative importance of the tails of the s ower. The spatial
resolution of the calorimeter has been computed using the residuals, that is the
difference between the hit position obtained by the siliconhambers and the one
reconstructed by the calorimeter itself. The results obtained using 1.5 GeV elec-
trons are presented in Figs. 4.28 and 4.29 for the MAPMT and SiPM readout
respectively. Thew0 parameter was chosen after a scan over the residual values,
selecting the minimum residual and it has been set to 1.75 forthe PMT run and to
1.9 for the SiPM run.
The resolution obtained for the PMT readout is very good, of the order of
0.45 cm both in the x and y directions; as far as the SiPM readout is concerned, the
results are even better, probably due to the complete absence of optical crosstalk
between the channels, with a resolution of the order of 0.4 cmin both the x and
y directions. Fig. 4.30 summarizes the spatial resolution for different energies for
both the MAPMT and SiPM readout. The spatial resolution improves with the
beam energy, reaching an asymptote at∼2 mm (visible only in the SiPM run) due
to the finite readout pitch of the calorimeter.
4.1.6 High Energy Results
Also in the high energy tests the calorimeter has been characterized in terms of
linearity and energy resolution. Unfortunately, due to time schedule problems, the
tests have been performed using only the SiPM readout configuration with a bias
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Figure 4.28: Fit to the x (a) and y (b) spatial resolution plotob ained with the
residuals method using aw0 value of 1.75 and the MAPMT readout.
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Figure 4.29: Fit to the x (a) and y (b) spatial resolution plotob ained with the
residuals method using aw0 value of 1.9 and the SiPM readout.
current of the order of 1.5µA. As in the low energy tests, the first event selection
considers only the single track events using the information pr vided by the silicon
strip detectors. The energy of the photon emitted inside thecrystal is obtained by
measuring the deflection angle of the positron after the 3.59Tm magnet, knowing
the energy of the incident beam. The energy spectrum of the positrons is shown
in Fig. 4.31: the 120 GeV peak is fitted with a Gaussian functioo obtain the
energy resolution of the spectrometer, which is∼390 MeV at this energy.
The output channels of the calorimeter are calibrated and summed together to
obtain the total energy deposit; a scatter plot is then filledwith the total energy
deposit value and the tagged photon energy value. The plot issliced along the
calorimeter energy direction with a step of 1 GeV and each slice is fitted with
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Figure 4.30: Energy dependence of the calorimeter spatial resolution for the
MAPMT (a) and SiPM (b) readout.
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Figure 4.31: Energy spectrum measured with the magnetic spetrometer and
Gaussian fit of the 120 GeV peak.
a Gaussian function in order to obtain the mean and resolution parameters. An
example of the scatter plot and a slice (the 20 GeV one) fitted with the Gaussian
function are shown in Fig. 4.32.
On the contrary of the low energy tests, the particular setupused for the high
energy ones did not allow to correct the gain drifting of the SiPMs using MIPs.
MIPs in fact were deflected by the magnetic spectrometer in the middle of the
beamline and did not impinge on the calorimeter.
The results obtained in terms of linearity and energy resolution are shown in
Fig. 4.33. The 120 GeV point has been measured in a dedicated run with the
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Figure 4.32: Scatter plot of the photon energy measured withthe calorimeter (ver-
tical axis) and with the magnetic spectrometer (horizontalaxis) (a) and 20 GeV
slice of the photon energy scatter plot fitted with a Gaussianfunction (b).
magnet switched off and the positron beam impinging directly on the calorimeter.
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Figure 4.33: Energy linearity (a) and resolution (b) obtained in the high energy
test. In the (a) plot the linear fit in the 1–10 GeV range is depict d.
As can be seen looking at the dashed line in Fig 4.33(a), the linear ty is good
up to 10 GeV, but at higher energies a clear saturation effectis present. The
saturation effect is due to the relatively small number of pixels in the 1 mm2
SiPMs compared to the large photon flux at this energy. Betterresults can in
principle be obtained using a larger area SiPM. No fit has beenp rformed to the
energy resolution scan in the saturated configuration. As inthe low energy runs,
the beam momentum uncertainty was taken into account by adding in quadrature
to the parameter fit error the expected momentum resolution athe H4 beamline
(1% of the fitted mean value). To correct for the non linearityof the SiPMs, a
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calibration has been performed inverting the plot in Fig. 4.33(a) and fitting it with
a 4th degree polynomial, as shown in Fig. 4.34(a). The parametersof the fit have
then been used to convert the ADC counts into a linearized energy scale expressed
in GeV, as shown in Fig. 4.34(b).
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Figure 4.34: Inverted energy linearity fitted with a 4th degree polynomial func-
tion (a) and linear fit (b) to the calibrated high energy linearity plot.
In order to compare the results obtained in the low energy region with electrons
and photons, the same slicing procedure (with a 100 MeV step)has been applied
to select only photons with an energy up to 10 GeV: the resultsin terms of linearity
and energy resolution are presented in Fig. 4.35. On the contrary of the low energy
tests, the noise term (P2) has not been fixed in the fit in order to evaluate the
contribution of the magnetic spectrometer to the calorimeter nergy resolution.
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Figure 4.35: Energy linearity (a) and resolution (b) using only tagged photons
with an energy up to 10 GeV.
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As anticipated, the linearity is verified up to 10 GeV, and thefit of the energy
resolution converges to a stochastic term of 13.6% and a noise term of 22.0%
which corresponds to a spectrometer resolution of 220 MeV at1 GeV. These re-
sults are compatible with the stochastic terms obtained in the low energy scans
and with the spectrometer energy resolution measured at 120GeV (∼390 MeV).
4.2 The 2010 CERN Beamtest
In winter 2010 the prototype 0 calorimeter has been tested ina new beamtest per-
formed at CERN on the T9 beamline (section 3.1.1). The aim of the test was to
evaluate the performance of the calorimeter with a first version of the MAROC3
readout system. The main advantages of this type of readout are the signal condi-
tioning of the SiPM output (shaping and amplification) and the fact that no more
delay lines are needed for the SiPM readout. The beamtest hasbeen performed
on the T9 beamline with electrons up to 6 GeV, using the same SiPMs of the 2009
tests.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The setup is very similar to the one used on the T10 line in 2009(section 4.1.2.1)
and consists of:
• two Cherenkov detectors for the electron tagging;
• two silicon strip chambers for the track reconstruction;
• a 10×10 cm2 plastic scintillator for the trigger.
The readout and the bias of the SiPMs have been performed withthe custom
boards used for the 2009 tests (Fig. 4.4). The output signalswere then sampled
by the MAROC board (section 3.2.1.1) instead of using the V792 QDC. While
for the V792 readout a gate signal is needed to integrate the total charge, with
the MAROC readout only the peak of the signal is sampled. Setting he analog
shaper to have the slowest possible peaking time (120 ns), there is time enough for
the trigger board to generate the trigger signal. The sampling of the signal peak
can then be tuned using different values of the hold parameter, which has been
set to 20 ns during the prototype 0 test. The output signals ofthe SiPM board
are then connected to the inputs of the MAROC one using customLEMO cables
(Fig. 4.36): the advantage of this approach is the easy impleentation, while
the drawback is the use of long cables which increase the electromagnetic noise
which in turn increases the RMS value of the pedestal distribution (Fig. 4.37).
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Figure 4.36: The custom LEMO cables used to connect the SiPM output signal to
the MAROC input pins.
The overall result is an increased noise term in the energy resolution with respect
to the 2009 test: the typical sigma value of the noise distribu ion was∼15 ADC
with the QDC readout (Fig. 4.26), while it is∼115 ADC with the MAROC one
(Fig. 4.37). As will be shown in the following, the enlarged noise component is
only partially due to the use of the LEMO cables, and directlydepends on the
MAROC readout itself.
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Figure 4.37: Pedestal distribution fitted with a Gaussian function. Theσ value is
used as a fixed parameter in the energy resolution fit.
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4.2.2 Results
The performance of the prototype 0 calorimeter with the MAROC readout has
been tested in terms of linearity, energy and spatial resolution. Three configu-
rations of the MAROC pre-amplifier gain (15,10 and 5) and two values of the
SiPMs bias currents (1.2 and 0.5µA) have been used, for a total of four different
energy scans. As in the 2009 beamtest, two types of equalization have been per-
formed: the hardware one, using four different power supplies to bias the SiPMs
(Table 4.3) and a software one, using a MIP beam impinging on the calorimeter
to equalize the gain of the different devices. The devices were monitored in terms
of current and voltage during the run using a digital multimeter (Keithley K2700),
readout via a GPIB interface.
Group 1.2µA 0.5µA
1 35.0 V 34.2 V
2 35.52 V 34.5 V
3 36.0 V 33.7 V
4 34.0 V 32.7 V
Table 4.3: Bias values for the four SiPMs groups in the two current configurations.
The gain variations due to the temperature drift during the run have been cor-
rected using the same approach of the 2009 beamtest, based onthe MIPs signal.
Since the MAROC unitary gain corresponds to a setting of 64 (section 3.2.1.1), the
values of 5, 10 and 15 used for the tests correspond to an attenu io of the SiPM
signal which is necessary to avoid the saturation of the conditi ing stages (shaper
and pre-buffer). As in the 2009 test, the event selection is performed choosing
only the single track events impinging on a 3x3 cm2 fiducial area (Fig. 4.38).
After the selection, the electron peak has been fitted with a Gaussian function
in the [-σ,3σ] range and the resolution value has been obtained dividing the sigma
by the mean parameter. The beam momentum spread contribution is included in
the linearity plot adding in quadrature the 2% of the mean fitted value to the mean
parameter error. The results obtained in terms of linearitynd energy resolution
are shown in Figs. 4.39 and 4.40.
As far as the linearity is concerned, a small saturation effect is present in the
maximum gain scan as shown in Fig. 4.39(c). The saturation isdue to a single
SiPM channel (Fig. 4.41), positioned in the center of the calorimeter, character-
ized by a large gain which saturates the MAROC ASIC at 5 GeV (and lso at
4 GeV).
Given that a potential ADC saturation should be located at∼3300 ADC (con-
sidering the 12 bits dynamic range and the pedestal positiona ∼750 ADC), the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.38: Scatter plot of the fiducial area selection in the x (a) and y (b) beam
directions.
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Figure 4.39: Energy response linearity in the 1.2µA configuration with gain 5 (a),
10 (b), 15 (c) and in the 0.5µA configuration with gain 15 (d).
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Figure 4.40: Energy resolution in the 1.2µA configuration with gain 5 (a), 10 (b),
15 (c) and in the 0.5µA configuration with gain 15 (d).
position of the saturation peak below 3000 ADC suggests thatthe saturation may
occur in the shaper or in the pre-buffer stages, located between the amplifier and
the ADC.
As far as the energy resolution is concerned, very similar values of the stochas-
tic (12.8%) and constant (∼0%) terms have been obtained in all the three runs with
a bias current of 1.2µA. Slightly worse results characterize the 0.5µA configura-
tion, with a stochastic term of 13.3% and a constant term of∼1%, but still com-
patible with zero considering the errors. In all the configurations the noise term
has been fixed in the fit to the RMS value of the pedestal distribution divided by
the peak position of 1 GeV electrons: this term is of the orderof 3% in the 1.2µA
configuration and of 4.5% in the 0.5µA configuration. This is consistent with the
assumption that the primary source of electronic noise is the coupling between the
SiPM readout board and the MAROC board inputs. In fact if thisis the case, the
amount of noise should be constant during the runs, while itsrelative importance
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Figure 4.41: Saturation of a SiPM channel with the MAROC readout.
(the noise term in the energy resolution) should depend on the gain of the devices
(which depends on the bias of the SiPMs and on the pre-amplifier gain), thus re-
sulting in a larger noise term at small gain values. In general, the results obtained
with the MAROC readout are slightly better than the ones obtained in the 2009
tests with the same calorimeter readout by SiPMs, except forthe larger noise term.
These preliminary tests have also highlighted the problem of the MAROC satu-
ration, which will become more important in the tests performed with the second
prototype of the shashlik calorimeter, described in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Shashlik Calorimeters and SiPMs -
Prototype 1
This chapter is dedicated to the description of the tests performed on a second
prototype of a shashlik calorimeter, defined as “Prototype 1” or with its nick-
name “Jack”. This new calorimeter has been built by the mechani al workshop
of INFN-Trieste to improve the performance of the previous prototype. It is char-
acterized by a larger active volume of plastic scintillatorand it is readout using a
larger area SiPM with 3600 pixels.
The results obtained during the tests of 2009 and 2010 led to the development
of more accurate simulations, including a complete description of the optical pho-
ton propagation, that have been used to explain the discrepancies between the
standard GEANT4 simulation and the real data. The results ofhis simulation
have been used as a hint to modify the calorimeter structure both in terms of
number of readout channels and inter-tile material. The modified version of the
calorimeter has been tested at CERN in summer 2011, with a newtype of SiPM
with 6400 pixels and a readout based on the MAROC3 ASIC, directly coupled to
the array of SiPMs using a custom interface board in order to improve the com-
pactness and the integration of the readout system. This chapter describes both the
results and the problems met during the tests, focusing in particular on the large
electronic noise that has yet to be addressed.
5.1 The 2009-2010 Beamtests
The prototype 1 calorimeter has been tested at CERN in two different beamtests
at the end of 2009 and in summer 2010. The tests have been perform d on the T9
and H4 beamlines using electrons up to 6 GeV and tagged photons up to 120 GeV.
The main goal of these tests was the evaluation of the performance of this new
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calorimeter in terms of linearity, energy and spatial resoluti n, using a larger area
and dynamic range SiPM. In order to compare the prototype 0 and 1 calorimeters,
the readout electronics was the same (the V792 QDC). The results described in
the following are a refined version of the analysis publishedin [92].
5.1.1 The Prototype 1 Shashlik Calorimeter
This shashlik calorimeter consists of 70 4 mm thick tiles of plastic scintillator and
69 1.5 mm thick tiles of zinc-coated lead, for a total of∼19 radiation lengths and
a Molière radius of∼6 cm. Each tile has an area of 11.5×11.5 cm2; the readout
is performed using 144 1.2 mm WLS fibers (Saint-Gobain BCF-92[93]). The
calorimeter design is very similar to a prototype of an electromagnetic shashlik
calorimeter developed in Russia at the beginning of the ’90s[ 4]. The sensitive
part of the calorimeter is contained in a 1 cm thick aluminum vessel which covers
the top and bottom part of the tiles; in the first version of thecalorimeter tested
in 2009-2010 no reflective material was used at the interfacebetween the scintil-
lator and lead tiles to improve the light collection. A sketch of the calorimeter is
presented in Fig. 5.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Lateral (a) and frontal sketch (b) of the calorimeter with the lead and
the scintillator tiles and the WLS fibers. The number of the readout channels is
also indicated.
The WLS fibers cross the whole calorimeter, so that each fiber collects the
light of all the scintillator tiles. According to Fig. 5.1, the fibers are placed in a
12x12 matrix of 1 cm spaced holes in the scintillator and leadtiles; they are then
grouped and glued in bundles of nine fibers each using 16 plastic holders, and
plugged into a support designed to hold an array of SiPMs. A few pictures of the
calorimeter during the assembly phases are presented in Fig. 5.2.
The calorimeter is readout using 16 SiPMs manufactured by FBK-irst with a
sensitive area of 9 mm2 with 3600 50x50µm2 pixels. The SiPMs have a squared
geometry and are glued to a FR-4 PCB that has a twofold purpose: an electric one,
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(c)
Figure 5.2: The calorimeter during the assembly phase: (a) the fibers insertion;
(b) the fibers plugged into the SiPM plastic holder; (c) the SiPMs placed into the
holder.
providing the bias and the readout connectors, and a mechanical one, providing
the coupling to the calorimeter fiber holder; a picture of thedevice is presented in
Fig. 5.3, while its main features are reported in Table 2.2.
The readout is performed with the same readout boards used for the prototype
0 calorimeter (Fig. 4.4).
5.1.2 Experimental Setups
As in the prototype 0 case, the prototype 1 calorimeter has been tested at CERN
in two different experimental setups at high and low energy.The goal of the tests
was twofold:
• to evaluate the linearity and the energy resolution of the new calorimeter
with respect to the old one;
• to see if the use of large area SiPMs can reduce the saturation effects seen
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Figure 5.3: Picture of the 9 mm2 SiPM bonded on the FR-4 PCB.
at high energies with the prototype 0 calorimeter (Fig. 4.33(a)).
For both these reasons it has been decided not to amplify the output signal of the
SiPMs and to keep the setup as similar as possible to the 2009 one.
Figure 5.4: Picture of the low energy setup on the T9 beamline.
The low energy tests have been performed at the PS T9 beamline(Fig. 5.4)
with negative particles in an energy range between 1 and 7 GeV. The setup, which
is very similar to the ones described in sections 4.1.2.1 and4.2.1 consists of:
• two Cherenkov detectors for the electron tagging;
• two silicon strip chambers for the track reconstruction;
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• a 10×10 cm2 plastic scintillator for the trigger.
The high energy tests have been performed in the framework ofthe PHOTAG
experiment on the H4 beamline, using the same setup described in s ction 4.1.2.2.
The high energy photons have been obtained using channeled positrons with an
energy up to 120 GeV inside bent silicon crystals. The only difference with respect
to the prototype 0 high energy setup is the use of two scintillator detectors for the
trigger generation. The new scintillator (S2 in the sketch of Fig 5.5) has a hole of
∼0.3x2 cm2 to be used as an anti-coincidence; once combined with S1 the number
of acquired events corresponding to particles impinging onthe crystal increases.
Figure 5.5: Sketch of the high energy setup on the H4 beamline.
As in the prototype 0 tests, the output signal of the SiPMs is delayed by
∼140 ns and then sampled with a CAEN V792 12 bit QDC. In both the tests
the SiPMs have been divided into two groups according to their operating volt-
ages and then biased using two different power supplies to equalize their gain as
much as possible.
5.1.3 Calorimeter Performance Simulation with GEANT4
Following the same procedure described in section 4.1.3, the GEANT4 package
has been used to evaluate the performance of the prototype 1 calorimeter in terms
of linearity, energy resolution and leakage. Considering the much larger volume
of active scintillator material, the expected stochastic term of the energy resolution
should be better than the one obtained with prototype 0. On the contrary, consider-
ing the smaller number of radiation lengths (∼19 with respect to∼22.4), a worse
constant term is expected at high energy due to leakage effects. The simulation
takes into account the mechanical frame, the holes in the scintillator and lead tiles
and the plastic material of the WLS fibers (Fig. 5.6). The optical processes have
not been implemented, so the results obtained with this simulation can be consid-
ered as a best estimate of the calorimeter behavior (a complete optical simulation
of the calorimeter, performed after the beamtest results described in this section,
will be presented in section 5.2).
As in the prototype 0 simulation, the physics list is the QGSPBERT model
with the electromagnetic cuts on the secondary particles set at 100µm. Two types
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Figure 5.6: GEANT4 geometrical simulation of the prototype1 shashlik calorime-
ter after an interaction with a 500 MeV electron: the electrons are depicted in red
and the gammas in green.
of beam have been simulated: a “point-like” one and a “Gaussin- haped” one
with σ=1.5 cm in both the horizontal and vertical directions. As far as the low
energy simulation is concerned, a monochromatic beam of 10000 electrons has
been generated with an energy between 1 GeV and 6 GeV. The energy resolu-
tion scan has been fitted using the functionσEE = P0⊕
P1√
E
. The results for the
“Gaussian-shaped” configuration are presented in the plotsin Fig. 5.7.
The simulation shows no deviation from the linearity in the low energy range
(Fig. 5.7(a)), while minor deviations that can only be seen in the “reduced” lin-
earity plot are present in the high energy scan (Fig. 5.7(c)). As far as the energy
resolution is concerned, a stochastic term of the order of∼7% and a constant term
of roughly∼0.5% have been obtained in the low energy range (Fig. 5.7(b))As
previously stated, these results were expected considering the larger fraction of
active material and the smaller number of radiation lengthscompared to the pro-
totype 0 calorimeter. Moreover, the beamtest results in [94] with a very similar
shashlik calorimeter confirm the simulation expected values. As in the prototype
0 simulation, it is possible to merge the low and high energy datasets together
(Fig. 5.7(d)) obtaining a stochastic term of 7.0% and a constant term of 1.1%.
Table 5.1 summarizes the energy resolution results obtained with the “point-like”
and “Gaussian-shaped” beam configurations.
The energy leakage has been computed summing the energy deposit in the
scintillator and lead tiles and subtracting this value fromthe beam energy. The
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Figure 5.7: Linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) in the low energy case; “re-
duced” linearity (c) in the high energy range; energy resoluti n with the complete
dataset (d). All the plots refer to the “Gaussian-shaped” simulated beam configu-
ration.
Energy Point like Point like Gaussian shapedGaussian shaped
range Constant Stochastic Constant Stochastic
Low energy 0.22% 7.08% 0.86% 7.17%
High energy 0.94% 6.57% 1.18% 6.76%
Complete 0.87% 6.86% 1.13% 7.00%
dataset
Table 5.1: Prototype 1 energy resolution results with low and high energy simu-
lated data.
results are summarized in Table 5.2.
The leakage can be considered substantially constant in thelow nergy range,
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Beam Point Gaussian Beam Point Gaussian
energy (GeV) like shaped energy (GeV) like shaped
1 8.86% 9.68% 20 9.99% 10.79%
2 8.93% 9.72% 30 10.28% 11.19%
3 9.08% 9.80% 40 10.46% 11.27%
4 9.12% 9.85% 50 10.76% 11.55%
5 9.18% 9.92% 60 10.88% 11.68%
6 9.21% 9.95% 80 11.21% 12.00%
7 9.28% 10.00% 100 11.48% 12.35%
10 9.58% 10.27% 120 11.75% 12.54%
Table 5.2: Energy leakage of the calorimeter with two beam configurations as a
function of the incident particle energy.
with an increase of∼2% in the high energy range which is responsible for the
increase in the fitted constant terms and for the deviations from linearity observed
in the high energy reduced linearity plot (Fig. 5.7(c)).
5.1.4 Low Energy Results
5.1.4.1 Linearity and energy resolution
The calorimeter has been characterized in terms of linearity nd energy resolution
with low energy electrons using the same event selection andequalization proce-
dure described in section 4.1.4.1. The bias values for the hardware equalization
are presented in Table 5.3.
Group 40 µA 30µA 20µA 10µA
1 37.5 V 36.0 V 34.4 V 32.5 V
2 38.2 V 36.9 V 35.1 V 33.0 V
Table 5.3: Bias values for the two SiPM groups in the four current configurations.
The SiPMs have been operated at ambient temperature, thus the gain drifting
of the device had to be corrected in the off-line analysis. The same algorithm
developed for the prototype 0 analysis, based on the signal of MIPs impinging
on the calorimeter, has been used. It has to be noted that, consideri g the large
overvoltage values used for the SiPMs bias and the small ambient temperature
changes during the beamtest, the gain variations are smaller with respect to the
prototype 0 tests (as can be seen in the linearity plots of Fig. 5.9). As in the
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previous analysis, a fiducial area of 4x4 cm2 has been chosen to reject the events
with a large lateral leakage. An example of the electron peakdistribution obtained
with the prototype 1 calorimeter is presented in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Fit of the 4 GeV electron events distribution of the prototype 1
calorimeter. The Gaussian fit is drawn in blue, while the exponential fit is drawn
in dashed black. The red histogram is obtained tagging the electron events with
the Cherenkov detectors.
On the contrary of the prototype 0 results, the electron events distribution is
characterized by a long exponential tail on the large valuesside. As will be ex-
plained in section 5.2 using the full GEANT4 optical simulation, this tail may
depend on the attenuation of the photons in the scintillatortiles, due to the ab-
sence of reflective material between the lead and scintillator yers. To avoid the
exponential tail, the energy resolution has been obtained fitting the electron events
distribution with a Gaussian function in the[−3σ,σ] interval, dividing the sigma
by the mean parameter. The momentum spread of the beamline has been taken
into account adding in quadrature to the mean parameter error the 2% of the mean
parameter itself. For the energy scan, four different runs with four different bias
currents (40, 30, 20 and 10µA) have been performed: the linearity and energy
resolution results (for two values of the bias current) are presented in Figs. 5.9
and 5.10.
The linearity is very good in each current configuration, with maximum devi-
ations of the order of 1%. Larger deviations from linearity (with a maximum of
∼6% at 4 GeV) are only present in the 10µA plot due to the fact that the tempera-
ture deviations are proportionally more relevant in the lowbias configuration. On
the other hand the energy resolution results are much more puzzling. As in the
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Figure 5.9: Linearity using the SiPMs biased with 40µA, 30µA, 20µA and 10µA.
prototype 0 tests, the noise parameter of the energy resolution has been fixed in
the fit considering the sigma of the noise (pedestal) distribution (Fig. 5.11).
However, the fitted stochastic terms are deeply different from the values ex-
pected from the GEANT4 simulation. In particular, the expected energy resolu-
tion is of the order of 7%, while the experimental results areof the order of 16%.
Moreover, the largeχ2 values and the mismatch between the fitted function and
the experimental points at low energy (1-2 GeV), are a clear indication that the
noise term is underestimated. This hypothesis can be confirmed performing the
energy resolution fit considering the noise term as a free parameter. In this case
the χ2/nd f value is approximately equal to 1, and the energy resolutionparam-
eters converge to∼4–5%,∼11–12% and∼12–14% for the constant, stochastic
and noise terms respectively. Moreover, the energy resolution does not seem to
be correlated with the bias current (i.e. the gain) of the devices. Table 5.4 sum-
marizes the results obtained in the different bias configurations with a fixed or
floating noise parameter.
Considering the much better results expected from the GEANT4 simulation,
it is clear that some kind of noise contribution worsens the en rgy resolution. Two
possibilities have to be taken into account:
• problems introduced by the SiPM readout; given that the electronics chain
used for the prototype 1 tests is the same of the prototype 0 onwhich gave
good results, the problems must be due to the SiPMs themselves;
• mechanical or construction problems in the calorimeter.
The full GEANT4 optical simulation presented in section 5.2will show that
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Figure 5.10: Energy resolution using the SiPMs biased with 40 µA ((a) and (c))
and 10µA ((b) and (d)) with a fixed and floating noise term.
Bias Constant Stochastic Noise
40µA ∼0% 16.12% 2.30% (FIXED)
3.99% 11.43% 14.19%
30µA 1.14% 16.24% 2.45% (FIXED)
5.00% 10.46% 13.50%
20µA ∼0% 16.43% 2.56% (FIXED)
4.99% 9.69% 14.92%
10µA 1.76% 16.57% 2.8% (FIXED)
4.66% 11.90% 12.21%
Table 5.4: Prototype 1 low energy resolution results.
the energy resolution together with the exponential tail inthe electron peak may
be ascribed to the absence of a reflective interface between th scintillator and lead
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Figure 5.11: Pedestal distribution of the prototype 1 calorimeter fitted with a
Gaussian function. Theσ value is used to fix the noise parameter in the energy
resolution fit.
tiles which introduces large fluctuations in the collected optical photon statistics.
5.1.4.2 Spatial resolution
The spatial resolution of the calorimeter has been evaluated with the algorithm
developed by [91] and described in section 4.1.5 using the residuals. As in the
prototype 0 tests (Fig. 4.27), the output channels have beendivided into x and y
planes according to the following relations:
Layer1X = ([1]+ [5]+ [9]+ [13]) Layer1Y = ([1]+ [2]+ [3]+ [4])
Layer2X = ([2]+ [6]+ [10]+ [14]) Layer2Y = ([5]+ [6]+ [7]+ [8])
Layer3X = ([3]+ [7]+ [11]+ [15]) Layer3Y = ([9]+ [10]+ [11]+ [12])
Layer4X = ([4]+ [8]+ [12]+ [16]) Layer4Y = ([13]+ [14]+ [15]+ [16])
Two examples of residuals obtained with the SiPMs biased with a 40µA cur-
rent, using an electron beam of 4 GeV, are shown in Fig. 5.12. Thew0 parameter
has been chosen minimizing the residual value, and it is equal to 2.9 for the x
direction and to 2.2 for the y one.
Table 5.5 summarizes the spatial resolution values for the different energies in
the 40µA configuration.
As previously found in the prototype 0 tests, the spatial resolution improves
with the energy, reaching an asymptote of∼0.2 cm at 7 GeV.
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Figure 5.12: The calorimeter x (a) (w0=2.9) and y (b) (w0=2.2) resolution with a
4 GeV beam.
Energy Resolution X Resolution Y
1 GeV 0.66 cm 0.70 cm
2 GeV 0.40 cm 0.48 cm
3 GeV 0.32 cm 0.37 cm
4 GeV 0.28 cm 0.33 cm
5 GeV 0.25 cm 0.30 cm
6 GeV 0.23 cm 0.29 cm
7 GeV 0.21 cm 0.28 cm
Table 5.5: Spatial resolution for different beam energies using the SiPMs biased
at 40µA.
5.1.5 High Energy Results
Differently from the low energy tests, the high energy ones have been performed
using a single bias current (3µA). This small value (compared to the bias used
in the low energy tests) has been chosen in order to reduce theSiPM gain and to
avoid the QDC saturation. To equalize the gain of the devices, the SiPMs have
been divided into four groups according to their power consumption (Table 5.6).
The energy of the photon emitted inside the crystal is obtained as the differ-
ence between the beam energy and the outgoing positron energy, measured with
a spectrometer. The energy resolution of the spectrometer has been computed fit-
ting the 120 GeV peak (as in Fig. 4.31) and is equal to∼540 MeV1 at this energy.
1The value of∼540 MeV is slightly different from the one of∼390 MeV found in 2009 during
the high energy tests of the prototype 0 calorimeter. This difference is due to the different position
of the silicon chambers on the beamline.
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Bias Bias Bias Bias
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
32.0 V 31.7 V 31.3 V 31.2 V
Table 5.6: Bias values for the four SiPMs groups corresponding to a 3µA current
consumption.
The analysis procedure is the same described in section 4.1.6 for the prototype 0
test.
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Figure 5.13: Energy scatter plot (a), linearity (b) and energy resolution (c) ob-
tained in the high energy tests. The dashed line in (b) represnts the linear fit up
to 20 GeV; the solid line is a fit with a 4th degree polynomial.
Fig. 5.13(a) presents the scatter plot which is sliced in thephoton energy direc-
tion to obtain the linearity and energy resolution plots of Figs. 5.13(b) and 5.13(c).
The 60, 80 and 100 GeV points of Fig. 5.13(b) have been measured in three dedi-
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cated runs with the magnet switched off and the positron beamimpinging directly
on the calorimeter to check the tagging accuracy of the spectrometer. As it can be
seen looking at the dashed line in Fig 5.13(b), the linearityis good up to∼20 GeV,
but at higher energies a clear saturation effect is present,as in the prototype 0
calorimeter tests. In the new test, the larger dynamic rangeof the 9 mm2 SiPMs
is overwhelmed by the huge amount of photons generated in thelarg r volume of
active material (3703 cm3 compared to 858 cm3 in the prototype 0 calorimeter).
No fit has been performed on the energy resolution scan in Fig.5.13(c) in the
saturated configuration.
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Figure 5.14: Linearized plot (a) and corrected energy resolution scan (b) in the
high energy tests.
After the linearization procedure (using a 4th degree polynomial fit) the lin-
earity is restored and the resolution has a stochastic term of 12.66% (Fig. 5.14),
comparable with the results obtained in the low energy runs (10–12%). The noise
term cannot be directly compared with the low energy resultsbecause it includes
also the energy resolution of the magnetic spectrometer. However the value of
57%, corresponding to 570 MeV at 1 GeV, is compatible with theresolution of
∼540 MeV computed from the fit to the positron energy spectrum.For a better
comparison between the high energy results (in the linear region) and the low en-
ergy ones, the same slicing procedure (with a 100 MeV step) has been applied
to select only photons with an energy up to 10 GeV. As in the lowenergy tests,
the fitting range is[−3σ,σ] to avoid the exponential tail: the results in terms of
linearity and energy resolution are shown in Fig. 5.15.
As in the low energy tests, the linearity is good, and the fit ofhe energy
resolution converges to a stochastic term of 11.6% and to a constant term of∼4%
(considering the error). These values are in good agreementwith the stochastic
term of 10–12% and with the constant term of 4–5% obtained in the low energy
runs. As far as the noise term is concerned, a value of 47.0% has been obtained
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Figure 5.15: Linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) obtained in the high energy
tests selecting only the low energy photons.
which corresponds to a spectrometer resolution of 470 MeV at1 GeV, very similar
to the previously computed values (540 and 570 MeV).
5.2 The Optical GEANT4 Simulation
As shown in the previous section, the experimental results obtained in the 2009–
2010 low and high energy tests were very different from the expected perfor-
mances of the prototype 1 calorimeter inferred using the preliminary GEANT4
simulation. In fact, the preliminary simulation can be considered only as a best
estimate of the calorimeter capabilities: inefficiencies due to the optical propaga-
tion of light inside the calorimeter or to the noise introduced by the readout chain
can worsen the energy resolution. For these reasons a new GEANT4 simulation
has been developed with the goal to study the inefficiencies that can be induced
by the optical processes. TheOpticalPhysicsphysics list which handles a great
number of optical processes has been activated; among the proc sses one can list:
• the generation processes through scintillation for both the slow and fast
components;
• the Cherenkov light emission;
• the exponential light attenuation processes;
• the wavelength-shifting processes;
• the reflection and refraction processes between materialsw th different re-
fractive indices.
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The drawback of this type of simulation is that each optical photon is tracked as
a single particle: considering the large number of photons involved in the scintil-
lation processes, the simulation requires a lot of CPU time (∼9 minutes for each
event with a 1 GeV electron beam): for this reason only the lowenergy setup has
been simulated with this procedure.
The first step is the assignment of the optical properties to the materials which
compose the calorimeter as the refractive index or the scintillation yield factor.
The values have been extracted from the datasheets of the BC-400 plastic scintil-
lator and of the BCF-92 WLS fibers (Fig. 5.16) as shown in Table5.7.
Figure 5.16: Sketch of the WLS fiber simulated in the completeGEANT4 optical
simulation. The core of the fiber is depicted in red, while thefirst and the second
cladding are blue and green colored.
Material Refractive Emission Light yield Attenuation
index peak (per keV) length
BC-400 Polyvinyltoluene 1.58 423 nm ∼10 photons 160 cm
BCF-92 (core) Polystyrene 1.60 492 nm N/A >3.5 m
BCF-92 (clad 1) Acrylic 1.49 N/A N/A N/A
BCF-92 (clad 2) Fluor-acrylic 1.42 N/A N/A N/A
Table 5.7: Optical properties of the scintillator tiles andthe WLS fibers.
While the propagation of the light from the plastic scintillator to the WLS
fibers is handled by the GEANT4 program using the rules of the geometrical op-
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tics (reflection and refraction, see Fig. 5.17), particularattention must be paid for
the definition of the scintillator-lead interface.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: Reflection (a) and refraction (b) processes of an ptical photon (cyan)
simulated by GEANT4 inside the scintillator tile.
As stated in section 5.1.1, no reflective material has been inserted between the
scintillator and lead tiles. However, the reflectivity of the interface cannot be set
to zero for the following reasons:
• the presence of a tiny air gap between the tiles (due to mechanical imperfec-
tions) which makes total internal reflection phenomena possible at certain
angles;
• the presence of a partially reflective zinc-coating on the surface of the lead
tiles.
For these reasons the internal borders of the scintillator tiles have been defined
as a “LogicalSkinSurface”, whose reflection coefficient is defined as a photon re-
flection probability between 0 and 1. To reproduce the SiPM behavior, the number
of photons collected by each fiber is counted by a couple of sensitive detectors,
placed at both the ends of the fiber. The sensitive detectors are geometrical entities
able to increase an internal counter each time an optical photon hits them. In the
off-line analysis the fibers are grouped in bundles of nine asin the experimental
case. No gap is present between the fibers and the sensitive deectors, so the de-
tected number of photons does not take into account geometrical effects due to the
numerical aperture and to the distance of the surface of the SiPMs from the fibers.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Back (a) and front (b) sensitive detectors (depict d in green) used to
count the number of photons collected by each WLS fiber.
The first set of sensitive detectors (designed with a cubic shape, Fig. 5.18(a))
is used to simulate the light collected by the SiPMs. The second group (designed
with a cylindrical shape and placed inside the front aluminucover, Fig. 5.18(b))
is used to test the benefits of the fiber mirroring to enhance the lig t collection.
Four energy scans with reflection coefficients of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.9 have been
simulated. Considering the long CPU time needed to completethe simulation,
only the “Gaussian-shaped” beam configuration has been used(centered in the
central part of the calorimeter), with a total of 2400 electron events for each en-
ergy. An example of a complete simulation event with one single 1 GeV electron
impinging on the calorimeter is depicted in Fig. 5.19.
A histogram is filled with the total number of photons collected in each event
by all the fibers and fitted with a Gaussian function to extractthe resolution pa-
rameter and the linearity (Fig. 5.20(a)). The mean number ofph tons collected by
each SiPM (i.e. by a bundle of nine fibers) is obtained by means of a 2D profile
histogram (Fig. 5.20(b)).
As can be seen in Fig. 5.20(a), the distribution of the total number of photons
is not completely Gaussian and it is characterized by a long tail which can be
described with an exponential function, as found in the 2009tests. The origin of
the tail can be understood looking at Fig. 5.20(c) which presents the simulated
beam profile considering only the tail events. The pattern show that these events
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Figure 5.19: Optical simulation event of one single 1 GeV electron impinging on
the calorimeter. The optical photons are created into the scintillator tiles and are
transported by the WLS fibers to the sensitive detectors.
correspond to the events that impinge on the calorimeter near th WLS fibers.
This is due to the fact that, considering the small reflectiveco fficient used for the
scintillator-lead interface, the number of collected photons is maximum for the
particles that emit scintillation light near the fibers. Forthese reasons, to extract
the resolution parameter, the histogram has been fitted witha Gaussian function
in the[−3σ,σ] interval, as in the prototype 1 data analysis.
5.2.1 Energy Resolution and Linearity
The first result of the optical simulation is the evidence that e energy resolution
of the calorimeter depends strongly on the reflection coeffici nt used for the Logi-
calSkinSurface. An example of the energy resolution obtained with several values
of the reflection coefficient (0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.9) is shown in Fig. 5.21.
The energy resolution improves with the reflection coefficient (i.e. the light
collection efficiency): this behavior is somehow expected,and it is the reason
why the scintillator tiles of the sampling calorimeters areusually wrapped by a
reflective coating material. The energy resolution is deeply different from the
values obtained in the preliminary simulation, with stochastic terms of 18.4, 14.5
and 10.7% for reflection coefficients of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. Also the
constant term depends on the reflection coefficient, varyingfrom 6.2% with a 0.2
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Figure 5.20: Total number of photons (a) fitted with a Gaussian and an exponential
function; mean number of photons (b) for each of the 16 SiPMs;po ition of the
exponential tail events, corresponding to the WLS fibers pattern (c). The plots
refer to a 7 GeV beam with the reflective coefficient of the LogicalSkinSurface set
to 0.4.
value to 4.1% in the 0.6 case. Only in the 0.9 case, characterized by an almost
perfect reflection coefficient, the results expected from the preliminary simulation
(∼7% stochastic and∼1% constant) can be reached. In particular, considering
the results obtained in the 2009 tests, the reflection coefficient of 0.6 seems to
be the most adequate to describe the real data. To take into account also the
noise contribution, a noise term is introduced in the off-line analysis adding for
each readout channel a constant number of photons multiplied by a random value
uniformly distributed between -1 and 1. The results in termsof energy resolution
for different values of noise using a reflection coefficient of 0.6 are presented in
Fig. 5.22.
The introduction of the noise term modifies the energy resolution behavior
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Figure 5.21: Energy resolution obtained with a reflection coefficient of 0.2 (a),
0.4 (b), 0.6 (c) and 0.9 (d).
at low energies, with a fitted noise term which depends on the amount of pho-
tons added in the analysis. The best agreement between experimental data and
simulation has been obtained using a noise value between 120and 150, which
corresponds to the signal produced by∼1-2 MIPs in the central channels of the
calorimeter. As far as the linearity is concerned, the results are good in all the con-
figurations, with or without noise: an example of a linearityscan with a reflection
coefficient of 0.6, with and without noise, is presented in Fig. 5.23.
Considering the fact that the comparison between the real dat and the optical
simulation suggests that the equivalent reflection coefficint of the calorimeter is
equal to 0.6, a value of 0.9 could be reasonably achieved using a reflective material
between the tiles. Moreover, the light collection can be increased mirroring one
side of the WLS fibers (the effect of mirroring can be includedin the simulation
using the second set of sensitive detectors). Fig. 5.24 presents the performance
that can be achieved by the calorimeter considering a reflection oefficient of 0.9
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Figure 5.22: Energy resolution obtained with a reflection coefficient of 0.6 and
noise values of 40 (a), 80 (b), 120 (c) and 150 (d).
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Figure 5.23: Linearity using a reflection coefficient of 0.6 with (a) and without (b)
noise.
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and a mirroring efficiency of 0.8.
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Figure 5.24: Energy resolution (a), photon peak fit without the noise tail (b) and
mean number of photons per SiPM (c) using a reflection coefficint of 0.9 and a
mirroring efficiency of 0.8.
In this way, the final calorimeter performances are quite similar to the ones
predicted by the preliminary GEANT4 simulation, with a stochastic term of∼7%
and a constant term slightly larger than 2%. Moreover, the good reflective in-
terface reduces the inhomogeneities in the light collection, almost erasing the
exponential contribution to the photons distribution (Fig. 5.24(b) compared to
Fig. 5.20(a)). However, the improved light collection has adr wback: as can
be seen in Fig. 5.24(c), the expected number of photons per SiPM is very large,
much larger than the number of cells available in the SiPMs ofthe 2009 tests. Two
methods can be used to avoid the saturation of the devices:
• the use of new SiPMs with a larger dynamic range (i. . more cells);
• the increase of the number of readout channels, thus reducing the number
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of fibers bundled together and the light provided to each SiPM.
After the results of the optical simulation, it has been decid to modify the
prototype 1 calorimeter, inserting white Tyvek sheets as the inter-tile material
and increasing the number of readout channels from 16 to 36, using larger area
(4x4 mm2) SiPMs. The results of the tests with the modified calorimeter will be
described in section 5.3.
5.2.2 Spatial Resolution
One of the advantages of the optical simulation with respectto the preliminary
one is the fact that, knowing the number of photons collectedby each fiber, it is
possible to reconstruct the hit position evaluating the calorimeter spatial resolu-
tion. The residuals method approach described in sections 5.1.4.2 and 4.1.5 has
been used. The output channels have been divided in x and y planes and the coor-
dinate of the incident particle has been computed using the algorithm developed
in [91]. The results obtained for two values of the reflectionc efficient (0.6 and
0.9) without the inclusion of the noise contribution are presented in Fig. 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Spatial resolution with the optical simulation using a reflection co-
efficient of 0.6 (red dots) and 0.9 (blue dots) without the noise term in the 16
channels configuration.
Comparing the two reflection coefficients, slightly better rsults have been
obtained in the 0.9 configuration, with a resolution of 3.2 mmat 1 GeV and of
1.6 mm at 7 GeV. As in the energy resolution scan, real and simulated data can
be directly compared introducing a noise term: Table 5.8 presents the comparison
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between the 2009 data with a bias current of∼40µA and the simulated ones with
a reflection coefficient of 0.6 and a noise term of 150 photons.
Energy Resolution X Resolution Y Resolution X Resolution Y
(data) (data) (simulation) (simulation)
1 GeV 0.66 cm 0.70 cm 0.59 cm 0.60 cm
2 GeV 0.40 cm 0.48 cm 0.34 cm 0.35 cm
3 GeV 0.32 cm 0.37 cm 0.28 cm 0.27 cm
4 GeV 0.28 cm 0.33 cm 0.24 cm 0.23 cm
5 GeV 0.25 cm 0.30 cm 0.22 cm 0.22 cm
6 GeV 0.23 cm 0.29 cm 0.21 cm 0.21 cm
7 GeV 0.21 cm 0.28 cm 0.20 cm 0.20 cm
Table 5.8: Spatial resolution for different beam energies using the SiPMs biased
at 40µA, compared with the optical simulation results with a reflection coefficient
of 0.6 and a noise term of 150.
The optical simulation gives overall results which are consistent with the ex-
perimental data. However, in the low energy range (1–3 GeV) there is not a perfect
agreement, in particular for the y direction. The differencs between data and sim-
ulation may originate from small non-uniformities in the SiPMs gain and in the
WLS readout efficiency, which are not included in the opticalGEANT4 simula-
tion. The optical simulation can be also used to check if the spatial resolution
depends on the number of readout channels, which modifies thereadout pitch. In
particular, the simulation has been used to test the spatialreso ution capability of
the 36 readout channels configuration described in the following part of the chap-
ter (section 5.3). The comparison between the 0.6 and 0.9 reflection coefficient
configurations with 36 readout channels is presented in Fig.5.26.
As expected, due to the smaller pitch of the 36 channels configuration, the
spatial resolution performances are better than the ones obtained in the 16 chan-
nels case, with a resolution of 2.5 and 2.0 mm at 1 GeV and of 1.5and 1.3 mm at
7 GeV using the reflection coefficients of 0.6 and 0.9.
5.3 The 2011 Beamtests
During 2011 the modified version of the prototype 1 calorimeter has been tested at
CERN in three different beamtests on the T9 and H2 beamlines with energies up
to 8 GeV and 150 GeV respectively. The calorimeter has been modified according
to the results of the GEANT4 optical simulation, increasingthe number of readout
channels, inserting white Tyvek sheets as inter-tile material to enhance the light
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Figure 5.26: Spatial resolution with the optical simulation using a reflection co-
efficient of 0.6 (red dots) and 0.9 (blue dots) without the noise term in the 36
channels configuration.
output and using a wide area and large dynamic range SiPM for the light readout.
Moreover, a readout system based on the MAROC3 ASIC has been dev loped for
the SiPMs readout. A custom board, directly plugged on the SiPMs, has been
used as an interface between the SiPMs array and the MAROC3 input pins; the
board provides also nine independent lines for the SiPM bias.
5.3.1 Calorimeter Modifications
The prototype 1 calorimeter has been disassembled and modified at the University
of Insubria. The edges of each scintillator tile have been wrapped with thin strips
of Tyvek, held in place near the corners with small pieces of tape. Tyvek sheets
have been positioned between the lead and scintillator tiles: considering the num-
ber of layers and the thickness of the Tyvek sheets (130µm), some tiles have been
removed in order to fit the dimensions of the aluminum vessel.The new version of
the calorimeter is composed of 65 tiles of scintillator and 65 tiles of lead (70 and
69 in the previous configuration), for a total of∼18 radiation lengths (∼19 in the
previous version). Some pictures of the calorimeter duringthe Tyvek wrapping
are shown in Fig. 5.27.
The number of readout channels has been increased from 16 to 36, using bun-
dles of four fibers for each channel (Fig. 5.28(a)). The back side of the fibers
(Fig. 5.28(b)) has been polished and mirrored using disks ofTyvek, glued with
optical glue on the fiber surface.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.27: Lead and scintillator tiles (a): the small pieces of tape on the scintil-
lator tiles are clearly visible; wrapping of a scintillatortile (b); assembly phase of
the calorimeter with the Tyvek sheets used as the inter-tilematerial (c).
The bundles of fibers have been fixed to a fiber/SiPMs holder by means of
three plastic “combs”. Two types of holder have been used:
• a plastic holder (Fig. 5.29(a)) for the May 2011 tests, characterized by 36
fibers holes and 36 SiPMs seats (one SiPM for each fiber hole);
• an aluminum holder (Fig. 5.29(b)) for the August and Septemb r 2011 tests,
characterized by 36 fibers holes and 40 SiPMs seats. The four extra SiPMs
were used for the common mode evaluation and subtraction andwere not
interfaced to any fiber. This holder has been used to perform preliminary
tests on the use of a Peltier system to cool and stabilize the temperature of
the SiPMs during the run.
The modified prototype 1 calorimeter has been equipped with aLED monitor
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.28: New plastic holders with four fibers (a) and backside of the fibers (b)
before the mirroring procedure.
system, which was used during the run to correct the gain variations of the SiPMs,
due essentially to the temperature variations. In the May tests the LED system
consisted in a single LED placed in the middle of the fibers bundles. In the August
and September tests the system has been improved and integrated into the fibers
holder: three custom PCBs have been developed, each one ableto host six LEDs.
The PCBs have then been plugged directly on the “combs” used to hold the fibers
in position (Fig. 5.30) to illuminate all the fibers.
In the August and September tests the calorimeter has also been equipped with
a preliminary temperature control system, based on four Peltier thermal devices.
The Peltier cells have been placed beneath the aluminum holder in order to cool
it, while the hot side was positioned on a large aluminum block, used also as a
base for the holder (Fig. 5.31(a)). In this way the heat generated by the thermal
devices was absorbed by the large aluminum block and dissipated through the
metallic base of the calorimeter box. Thermal conducting grease has been used
as an interface between the Peltier cells and all the aluminucomponents to en-
hance the thermal propagation, while the fibers/SiPMs holder has been covered
with neoprene rubber to thermally insulate it (Fig. 5.31(b)). The temperature of
the fiber/SiPMs holder has been monitored using two temperature gauges placed
inside two holes drilled on the side of the holder itself.
The calorimeter was readout by 36 SiPMs manufactured by FBK-irst with a
sensitive area of 16 mm2 and 6400 50x50µm2 pixels. The larger dynamic range
with respect to the previous 9 mm2 SiPMs and the increased number of readout
channels (i.e. less fibers per channel) should reduce the saturation effects at high
energy of the 2010 tests, even considering the light collection enhancement due
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.29: Plastic (a) and aluminum (b) fibers holders. Thealuminum holder
has 4 extra SiPMs seats (c) used for the common mode evaluation.
to the Tyvek sheets. The features of the SiPMs are the same of th 9 mm2 ones
and are reported in Table 2.2. A custom interface board (Fig.5.32(a)) has been
developed to couple the SiPMs to the MAROC3 board. The board is directly
plugged on the SiPMs pins in order to avoid the use of LEMO cables (as in the
prototype 0 tests described in section 4.2). The custom board provides also nine
independent lines for the bias of the SiPMs.
The final assembly of the MAROC3 and custom board is quite compact and
light, thus no extra supports are needed to hold the boards inposition more than
the SiPM pins themselves. In Fig. 5.33 the assembly used in the May 2011 tests
is presented, with the plastic fibers/SiPMs holder and no Peltier system.
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Figure 5.30: Complete LED system used in the August and September test. The
LEDs are soldered on three custom PCBs (six LEDs per PCB) and screwed on the
plastic “comb” used to hold the fibers in position.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.31: Peltier cells positioned on the large aluminumblock used to dissipate
the produced heat (a) and aluminum fiber/SiPMs holder (b) in position.
5.3.2 Experimental Setups
The experimental setups of the 2011 tests are quite similar to the ones previously
described in sections 4.1.2.1, 4.2.1 and 5.1.2. Fig. 5.34(a) presents the setup on
the H2 beamline. During these tests, a remotely controlled multichannel power
supply (Fig. 5.34(b)) manufactured by CAEN has been used forthe SiPM biasing;
it consists of:
• a rack system (SY2527) which provides the bias and the ethernet interface
for the remote controlling;
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.32: Custom board used to bias the SiPMs and to couplethem to the
MAROC3 board. In (a) the bias connectors (top left) and the connection pins to
the MAROC3 board can be seen, while in (b) the 40 SiPM connectors are visible.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.33: Frontal (a) and lateral (b) view of the final assembly of the MAROC3
board and the custom SiPMs readout board, directly plugged on the SiPMs pins.
• a multichannel board (A1520P) with 12 output lines with a maxi um of
500 V–15 mA each. The voltages can be set in steps of 1 mV, whilet e
resolution of the current monitoring is 25 nA.
Considering the number of SiPMs and the number of bias lines provided by the
MAROC/SiPM interface board, only nine of the available twelve channels have
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.34: Experimental setup on the H2 beamline (a) and the CAEN power
supply front panel (b).
been used, dividing the 36 SiPMs into nine groups of four SiPMs each. During the
data taking, the bias voltages and the power consumptions ofthe nine groups have
been logged by the DAQ. Table 5.9 summarizes the different bias values used in
the 2011 tests for the nine SiPMs groups.
The LED system was driven by a Agilent 33220A pulse generator, set to pro-
vide fast pulses with a width of 200 ns and a rise time of 30 ns. The pulses were
triggered by the DAQ trigger board after each extraction spill and tagged in the
data to be used for the gain correction in the off-line analysis.
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Group 15 µA 10µA 5 µA 2 µA
1 36.1 V 34.9 V 33.5 V 32.3 V
2 35.8 V 34.7 V 33.3 V 32.2 V
3 35.5 V 34.4 V 32.6 V 31.7 V
4 36.2 V 35.0 V 33.6 V 32.5 V
5 36.4 V 35.2 V 33.8 V 32.6 V
6 35.3 V 34.2 V 32.8 V 31.7 V
7 34.7 V 33.3 V 32.2 V 31.2 V
8 34.5 V 33.3 V 32.0 V 31.0 V
9 36.2 V 34.8 V 33.6 V 32.5 V
Table 5.9: Bias values for the nine SiPMs groups in the four cur ent configura-
tions.
5.3.3 Low energy Results - May 2011
The first tests of the improved version of the calorimeter have been performed
in May 2011 on the T9 beamline with an energy up to 8 GeV, using the same
analysis procedure described in the previous sections. Three energy scans have
been performed with bias values of 5, 10 and 15µA and a MAROC gain of 10, 8
and 5.
The information provided by the LED has been used to correct the gain drift
of the SiPMs with the temperature using the same algorithm developed for the
MIPs correction. The LED ADC information has been sampled asa function of
the event number with a granularity of 5000 events (Fig. 5.35(c)) and the energy
deposit has been corrected using the following formula:
Eline = E×
A
Peak(evNumber)
(5.1)
whereEline is the linearized energy deposit,E is the total deposited energy,A is a
normalization constant (the LED peak position in a reference run) andPeak(evNumber)
is the position of the LED peak as a function of the event number. A linear interpo-
lation between the points of the LED drift plot has been used for the intermediate
event numbers. Figs. 5.35(a) and 5.35(b) present the drift of the electrons and
MIPs peaks before and after the linearization procedure. ThLED correction sys-
tem is much more reliable with respect to the MIP one and is able to correct pretty
large deviations. This is due to the fact that the accuracy ofthe correction with
the MIP system depends on the number of particles available in the MIP peak,
which is a function of the beam energy. This problem is overcome by the use of
the LED system, in which a fixed number of LED events is collected after each
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Figure 5.35: Drift of the electron and MIP peaks before (a) and fter (b) the
linearization procedure performed with the LED system (c).
spill independently from the energy.
In the modified prototype 1, the exponential tail in the electron peak is absent
(Fig. 5.36), confirming the results of the optical GEANT4 simulation. The elec-
tron peaks have thus been fitted with a Gaussian function in the [-σ,3σ] range to
define the energy resolution value.
The results in terms of linearity and energy resolution are presented in Fig. 5.37.
The linearity is quite good, thanks to the improvements in the linearity correction
performed with the LED system. Only a small saturation effect is present at 8 GeV
in the 10µA bias and gain 8 configuration.
As far as the energy resolution is concerned, the best resultis the one of the
15 µA configuration, with a stochastic term of 8.6%, very similarto the reference
performance of the calorimeter (in both the standard and optical GEANT4 sim-
ulations). However, the energy resolution scans are characterized by large noise
terms, much larger than the ones obtained in the 2010 preliminary test using the
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Figure 5.36: 2 GeV electron peak fitted with a Gaussian functio in the [-σ,3σ]
interval. The improved light collection efficiency has removed the exponential tail
on the right found in the 2009 and 2010 tests.
prototype 0 calorimeter and the MAROC readout. The noise term is even larger
than the one expected by the fit of the pedestal distribution,as if a second effect
in addition to the electronics noise enters the game. For this reason the noise term
has been left as a free parameter in the fit. In fact, the expected noise terms from
the pedestal fit are 5.85, 8.15 and 14.11% compared to the valus of 11.78, 12.07
and 16.96% extracted from the fit. The energy resolution results are summarized
in Table 5.11 (see next section).
In agreement with the optical simulation, the larger numberof readout chan-
nels has improved also the spatial resolution capability ofthe calorimeter, as
shown in Fig. 5.38 for a 8 GeV beam (current 15µA, gain 5). Table 5.10 presents
the results between 1 and 6 GeV, compared to the ones obtainedin the 2009 tests;
even better results can in principle be achieved reducing the electronic noise.
To conclude, the results of the May tests can be summarized asfollows:
• the use of the Tyvek sheets has removed the exponential tails in the energy
distribution confirming the predictions of the optical GEANT4 simulation;
• the stochastic terms of the energy resolution are of the ordr of 9–10%, with
a major improvement with respect to the 2009 and 2010 tests;
• considering the small saturation effect in the 10µA scan at 8 GeV, a careful
selection of the SiPMs bias and MAROC gain should be performed to avoid
the saturation with the MAROC readout system. Given the highgain of the
SiPMs even at small bias values, the use of the MAROC minimum possible
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Figure 5.37: Linearity (a) and energy resolution in the 15µA (gain 5) (b), 10µA
(gain 8) (c) and 5µA (gain 10) (d) configurations.
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Figure 5.38: Spatial resolution at 8 GeV in the x (a) and y (b) direction using the
15 µA and gain 5 configuration.
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Energy Resolution X Resolution Y Resolution X Resolution Y
(2009 data) (2009 data) (2011 data) (2011 data)
1 GeV 0.66 cm 0.70 cm 0.55 cm 0.64 cm
2 GeV 0.40 cm 0.48 cm 0.39 cm 0.46 cm
3 GeV 0.32 cm 0.37 cm 0.33 cm 0.35 cm
4 GeV 0.28 cm 0.33 cm 0.28 cm 0.28 cm
5 GeV 0.25 cm 0.30 cm 0.25 cm 0.25 cm
6 GeV 0.23 cm 0.29 cm 0.22 cm 0.22 cm
Table 5.10: Comparison between the spatial resolutions fordi ferent beam ener-
gies obtained with the 2009 40µA and the 2011 15µA data.
gain (i.e. 1, which actually corresponds to an attenuation of a factor 64 of
the signal) seems mandatory for energies above 10 GeV.
The main problem is still represented by the large electronics oise introduced
by the MAROC/SiPM interface, even if a custom board directlyplugged between
the MAROC inputs and the SiPM output pins has been used. One ofthe possible
explanations is the presence of a common mode2 component, induced by a non-
optimal impedance matching between the input stages of the MAROC ASIC and
the circuitry of the interface board. For this reason in the August tests four more
SiPMs, not connected to any WLS fiber, have been used to evaluate the common
mode contribution.
5.3.4 Low energy Results - August 2011
The goal of the August test was to re-check the performance ofthe calorimeter at
low energies using the minimum MAROC gain value. Moreover, some modifica-
tions had been introduced with respect to the May setup:
• an improved LED system, with 18 LEDs positioned near the WLSfibers
and the SiPMs using custom PCBs (Fig. 5.30);
• four more SiPMs (CM-SiPMs), not connected to any WLS fiber, to evaluate
and correct event by event the common mode of the MAROC ASIC;
• a preliminary temperature control system, based on four Peltier cells, placed
beneath the fiber/SiPMs holder.
2The common mode can be considered as a fluctuation common to all the ASIC channels,
usually induced by noise on the bias lines.
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Figure 5.39: LED peak drift without (a) and with (b) the Peltir system. Using the
Peltier system the gain variations are still present, but reduc d with respect to the
run without the control system.
The Peltier system worked as follows: the temperature of thefiber/SiPMs
holder was monitored by two temperature gauges inserted in the upper and lower
part of the holder itself. The temperature values were readout by a Keithley K2700
multimeter, while the Peltier cells were biased with a TTI TXS1820P power sup-
ply. Both the multimeter and the power supply were remotely controlled via a
GPIB interface. A Tcl/Tk routine modified the Peltier bias inorder to keep the
temperature as stable as possible. However, due to the non perfect thermal insu-
lation of the fiber/SiPMs holder (despite the neoprene rubber covering) and to the
limited sampling frequency of the temperature feedback (approximately 1 s was
needed for the readout of the temperature value and the change of the bias value),
the Peltier system has not been able to completely correct thtemperature varia-
tions during the runs. The limited effect of the Peltier system can be observed in
the LED peaks drift of Fig. 5.39, a drift which is only reducedand not eliminated.
As far as the common mode is concerned, its value is evaluatedfor ach event
calculating the mean value of the CM-SiPMs. The common mode value is then
subtracted from each channel event by event. The common modedistribution and
the effect of its subtraction on the total energy deposit arepresented in Fig. 5.40
for a MAROC gain of 10.
The common mode subtraction does not introduce particular benefits, improv-
ing only slightly the energy resolution, becoming almost ineffective in the energy
scan results. Similar results have been obtained with the MAROC gain set to 1.
As far as the linearity is concerned, the new low energy measur ments with
the minimum value of the gain are quite good, with no saturation effect at all
(Figs. 5.41(a) and 5.41(b)). Moreover, the improved LED system helps to correct
the SiPMs gain variations even better. On the other hand, theefficacy of the
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Figure 5.40: Common mode distribution (a) and total energy distribution at 1 GeV
with (b) and without (c) the common mode subtraction with a MAROC gain of
10.
Peltier system is very small. As far as the the energy resolution is concerned,
a stochastic term of the order of 10% and a constant term compatible with zero
have been obtained in all the configurations, while the noiseparameter has been
fixed to the sigma value of the pedestal distribution (Figs. 5.41(c) and 5.41(d)).
However, the resulting fit underestimates the low energy points (as in the May
tests), as can be seen looking at the largeχ2 values of the fit. In conclusion, the
common mode subtraction does not improve the energy resolution measurements,
with results very similar to the ones obtained in May. Table 5.11 summarizes
the energy resolution results of the May and August beamtests. A more detailed
analysis of the noise problem introduced by the MAROC readout and a possible
solution is presented in appendix B.
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Figure 5.41: Linearity in the 10µA and 15µA configurations with (a) and with-
out (b) the Peltier system; energy resolution in the 15µA configuration with (c)
and without (d) the Peltier system.
5.3.5 High Energy Results - September 2011
The main goal of the high energy tests was to check if the new configuration with
the larger number of channels and the use of the large area SiPMs was able to
avoid the saturation effects above 20 GeV as seen in all the previous tests with
the two calorimeter prototypes. Differently from the testson the H4 beamline,
where tagged photons have been used, on the H2 beamline the approach was more
similar to the T9 tests. In particular, four energy scans have been performed with
energies between 15 and 150 GeV with different values of the SiPMs bias and
MAROC gain configurations. Considering the small impact on the calorimeter
performance of the Peltier system, it has been decided not touse it in this test.
The linearity results in the different configurations are prsented in Fig. 5.42.
A clear saturation effect due to the MAROC ASIC has been foundat energies
above 30 GeV using the 10µA bias value. The saturation effect has been avoided
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Configuration Beamtest Constant Stochastic Noise
period term (%) term (%) term (%)
Bias 15µA May ∼0 8.64 11.78
Gain 5 ±0.34 ±0.09 ±0.24
Bias 10µA May ∼0 9.16 12.07
Gain 8 ±0.41 ±0.11 ±0.24
Bias 5µA May ∼0 10.90 16.96
Gain 10 ±0.43 ±0.10 ±0.28
Bias 15µA August ∼0 9.82 10.0
Gain 1 Peltier OFF ±0.18 ±0.04 FIXED
Bias 15µA August ∼0 9.90 10.6
Gain 1 Peltier ON ±0.17 ±0.04 FIXED
Bias 10µA August ∼0 10.21 11.2
Gain 1 Peltier OFF ±0.31 ±0.06 FIXED
Bias 10µA August ∼0 10.36 10.7
Gain 1 Peltier ON ±0.37 ±0.06 FIXED
Table 5.11: Energy resolution comparison between the May and August 2011
beamtests.
decreasing the gain of the SiPMs (i.e. the bias). Starting from the 5µA configu-
ration an acceptable linearity was achieved, with the best results obtained in the
two 2 µA configurations. As far as the energy resolution is concerned, a large
deviation from the standard1√
E
behavior has been observed at energies above
30 GeV, as shown in Fig. 5.43. This deviation can be understood l king at the
common mode distributions obtained with the four CM-SiPMs,which are char-
acterized by the presence of a second peak (Fig. 5.44). This peak is probably due
to particles leaking from the back of the calorimeter that interact with the SiPMs,
firing some pixels. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact tha e position of
the second peak increases with the beam energy, where more particles leak from
the back. The signals and the fluctuations induced by these particles deteriorate
the energy resolution measurements, resulting in the observed deviation from the
1/
√
E behavior.
The only way to improve this situation is to increase the number of radia-
tion lengths of the calorimeter (> 24X0), thus reducing the particles leaking from
the back, with positive effects also on the constant term of the energy resolution.
Another solution could be to move the fiber/SiPMs away from the back of the
calorimeter (for example on a side), using longer WLS fibers.Both these ap-
proaches are now under study for the next beamtest campaign in 2012.
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Figure 5.42: Linearity in the 10µA (a), 5µA (b) and 2µA (c) bias configurations
with the MAROC gain 1 and in the 2µA bias configuration (d) with the MAROC
gain 3.
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Figure 5.44: Common mode distributions at 150 (a), 100 (b) and 30 (c) GeV. The
second peak in the distribution is due to particles leaking from the back of the
calorimeter which fire some of the pixels.
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Chapter 6
From Sampling to Homogeneous
Calorimeters: the Lead Tungstate
Crystals
Lead tungstate is an inorganic scintillating crystal with features which make it a
perfect candidate for high energy physics applications. Studied since 1940, lead
tungstate crystals have recently been used by the CMS experiment at the LHC
to build a very compact electromagnetic calorimeter which is operated inside a
strong magnetic field, thus being readout by silicon based detectors (APDs and
VPTs). This chapter is devoted to a brief description of the tests of lead tungstate
crystals coupled to a new type of SiPM manufactured by FBK-irst. These tests
are very preliminary and can be considered as a first evaluation of the new SiPMs
performance in a real high energy physics context.
6.1 The PbWO4 Crystals
Lead tungstate, or PbW04 according to its chemical formula, is a non-hygroscopic
scintillating crystal developed for high energy physics experiments, and in partic-
ular for the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter [95] at the LHC. More details on
the lead tungstate crystals can be found in [96]. PbWO4 crystals are characterized
by an exceptional high density (8.28 g/cm3), a small radiation length (0.89 cm−1)
and a very fast scintillation constant (∼6 ns). These qualities have been exploited
by the CMS experiment to build a very compact calorimeter (26X0 using 23 cm
long crystals), able to work in the harsh LHC environment, where bunches spaced
of 25 ns are used, thus needing a fast scintillation component i order to avoid
dramatic pile-up effects. The main drawbacks of PbWO4 are a relatively small
light yield (200γ/MeV, of the order of one hundred times less than CsI), and a
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temperature dependent light emission (-2.1% °C−1 at 18° C [97]) which forces
the use of these crystals in a temperature controlled environment. As can be seen
in Fig. 6.1, the emission peak of PbWO4 is located around 420 nm, while the
optical transparency is good over the whole visible spectrum.
Figure 6.1: Optical transmission (percentage, left Y axis)and emission spectra
(arbitrary units, right Y axis) of PbWO4 crystals [96].
The scintillation mechanism of lead tungstate is not modifieby irradiation.
However, the exposure to large doses of ionizing radiation pr duces absorption
bands due to oxygen vacancies and impurities in the lattice.Th practical conse-
quence is a wavelength-dependent loss of light transmission w thout changes to
the scintillation mechanism [97]. The radiation damage effcts can be corrected
monitoring the optical transparency of the crystals: in theCMS experiment this
task is performed through the injection and detection of a laser light inside the
crystal. As previously stated, the scintillation light of the crystals is readout using
silicon photodetectors, in particular APDs in the barrel and VPTs in the endcaps.
More details on the APDs can be found in section 2.2.3.
6.2 Experimental Setup
The lead tungstate crystals have been tested at CERN on the T9b amline, during
a beamtest dedicated to the study of a scintillating bar tracker. The setup is the
typical one described in sections 4.1.2.1 and 5.1.2 and it iscomposed of:
• two Cherenkov detectors for the electron tagging;
• two silicon strip chambers for the track reconstruction;
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• two 10×3 cm2 plastic scintillators for the trigger.
The PbWO4 crystal (provided by INFN-Trieste) used for the test is an early-
prototype version of the crystals developed for the electromagnetic calorimeter of
the CMS experiment. It consists of a 23 cm long trapezoid bar (corresponding to
∼26 X0) with a front face of 20.5x20.5 mm2 and a back face of 24.4x24.4 mm2,
forming a quasi-projective geometry. The crystal is wrapped with a Tyvek sheet
to enhance the light output (Fig. 6.2).
Figure 6.2: Picture of the PbWO4 crystal wrapped in the Tyvek sheet.
The scintillation light has been readout using a new type of SiPM manufac-
tured by FBK-irst, calledquad, which consists in a monolithic array of four SiPMs
with an area of 4x4 mm2 and 5625 pixels each (Fig. 6.3). Even if the four SiPMs
are all grown on the same silicon substrate, their bias and output is independent.
For this reason a custom board (Fig. 4.4), consisting of a single bias line and
four outputs, has been used for each quad SiPM. The signal of the quad has been
delayed of 120 ns and then sampled using the V792 QDC, thus no sig al amplifi-
cation is present.
The quad SiPMs have been coupled to the PbWO4 crystal using a plastic C-
clamp, held in place on a side of the crystal with a nylon screw. The clamp is used
as a base for one or two quads on the crystal face, which are then held in position
using a plastic plate. Optical grease has been used between th face of the crystal
and the quad to enhance the light collection. A picture of thecrystal assembled
with the quad SiPMs positioned on the plastic clamp is present d i Fig. 6.4.
The quad SiPMs have been preliminary tested in the laboratory in order to
study the I-V curves of each element. During these tests, it has been found that
the I-V characteristics of each SiPM can be very different even inside the same
quad (Fig. 6.5(a)). For this reason, only the SiPMs with the more similar I-V
curves have been selected for the beamtest (Fig. 6.5(b)).
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Figure 6.3: Picture of the FBK-irst quad SiPM assembled on its PCB.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Pictures of the plastic clamp used to hold the quad SiPMs in position
on the crystal. The clamp is fixed on the crystal using a nylon screw, and the
SiPMs are positioned over the clamp, held in place by a plastic plate.
During the beamtest, the bias voltage of the quad has been setto 46.5 V, which
corresponds to bias currents between 25 and 35µA depending on the SiPM. As
will be presented in the following, an equalization procedur based on the MIP
signal has been applied during the beamtest in order to equalize the gain and the
response of each SiPM. Two types of tests have been performed:
• the comparison between the single and dual quad readout in terms of effi-
ciency and energy resolution, using a single beam energy of 1GeV;
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Figure 6.5: Example of I-V curves obtained for two quads characterized by very
different (a) and very similar (b) pads characteristics.
• a partial energy scan between 1 and 3 GeV to evaluate the linearity and the
energy resolution of the system.
6.3 Results
The crystal used on the T9 beamline has been selected after a laboratory test per-
formed at the University of Insubria using cosmic rays. The avail ble crystals
have been coupled to a P30CW5 (Electron Tubes1) photomultiplier and the best
crystal in terms of light output has been selected. The pulseheights of the different
crystals are presented in Fig. 6.6.
The crystal chosen for the beamtest is labeled as “T02”; at a visual inspec-
tion this crystal is the least yellowish of the batch. As far as the T9 beamtest is
concerned, the first event selection is performed using the silicon beam chambers,
selecting only the single track events, as described in the tests presented in the
previous chapters. The electron events are then tagged using the information pro-
vided by the two Cherenkov detectors. Considering the smalldimensions of the
crystal, only the events impinging on a fiducial area of 1x1 cm2 entered in the
central part of the crystal itself have been selected. Each output of the quad SiPMs
has been corrected for the temperature using the same algorithm based on the po-
sition of the MIP peak developed for the shashlik calorimeters analysis. The first
step of the analysis is the comparison of the detection efficincy of the single and
dual SiPMs readout.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.7 the detection efficiency is larger than∼95% for both
the single and dual SiPM readout.
1Now Sens-Tech Ltd.; www.senstech.com
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Figure 6.6: Pulse height of the different crystals in the cosmic rays test. The
crystal labeled as “T02” is the one that has been chosen for the beamtest.
As far as the energy resolution at 1 GeV is concerned (Fig. 6.8), the dual
readout method proved to be more effective, with an energy resolution of 13.7%
compared to the 14.6% of the single readout. For this reason it has been decided
to perform the linearity and the energy resolution scan withthis readout configu-
ration.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.9(a), the linearity is quite good, thanks also to the
MIP drift correction algorithm. As far as the energy resolution is concerned
(Fig. 6.9(b)), the scan is dominated by a stochastic term of 11.9%, a very small
constant term (but compatible with 2% considering the errors), and a noise term
which has been fixed to the energy equivalent of the pedestal noise. The energy
resolution results are very different from the beamtest results quoted by the CMS
collaboration [4], that are of the order of 2.8% for the stochastic term and of 0.26%
for the constant term. It must be said that the test performedwith the SiPM read-
out cannot be directly compared with the CMS official tests because of a large
number of factors:
• a large energy leakage due to the use of a single crystal, instead of using
clusters of 3x3 or 5x5 crystals as in the final CMS calorimeter;
• the used PbWO4 crystal is an early prototype, probably characterized by a
small light yield and with performances affected by aging;
• a non optimized electronic chain;
• the absence of a temperature control to keep the light output of the lead
tungstate stable.
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Figure 6.7: Crystal detection efficiency with the single (a)(c) and dual (b) (d)
quad SiPM readout.
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Figure 6.8: Energy resolution at 1 GeV with the single (a) anddual (b) SiPM
readout.
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Figure 6.9: Energy linearity (a) and energy resolution (b) with the dual SiPM
readout.
Conclusions and outlooks
Nowadays silicon photomultipliers represent one of the most important alterna-
tives to the widespread PMTs especially in high energy and space hysics applica-
tions, where very stringent requirements in terms of magnetic insensitivity, power
consumption, dimensions and costs have to be fulfilled. As explained in the first
chapter of this thesis work, the key requirement of the next gneration colliders
will be to efficiently separate theW± andZ0 bosons through their hadronic de-
cays. On the other hand, the next generation space experiments will require large
area calorimeters with fine segmentation and large dynamic range. In both these
fields, scintillator based detectors have been chosen by several R&D projects for
their advantages in terms of cost per channel, mechanical dur bility and weight.
However, the light readout system is still an open field with several options de-
pending on the application, a field where silicon photomultipliers represent a real
breakthrough.
This thesis has dealt with the study of different types of silicon photomulti-
pliers (with different dimensions, dynamic range and technology) and the devel-
opment of a complete readout system for scintillating detectors. Both these tasks
have been fulfilled by means of three ”reference detectors” (a scintillating bar
tracker and two prototypes of shashlik calorimeters) used abenchmarks for the
study of the SiPMs and the readout systems performance. Taking into account
the scintillation mechanism and the fiber readout, these detectors are conceptually
similar to the ones recently proposed to improve the hadronic resolution of the
next generation colliders.
As far as the SiPM characterization is concerned, four typesof devices with
progressively larger dynamic range have been tested:
• the∼1 mm diameter ones with 688 cells;
• the 3x3 mm2 ones with 3600 cells;
• the 4x4 mm2 ones with 6400 cells;
• a matrix of four SiPMs (calledquad), each one with an area of 4x4 mm2,
embedded on the same silicon substrate for a total of 22500 cells (5625 per
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SiPM).
The 1 mm diameter SiPMs have been first coupled to a scintillating bar tracker,
obtaining comparable results with respect to the multi-anode photomultiplier tubes
in terms of detection efficiency and spatial resolution, andwith an even better per-
formance in terms of timing resolution. On the other hand, the tests showed that
SiPMs are characterized by a smaller signal to noise ratio (due to their large intrin-
sic noise) and their performance can be affected by radiation damage, especially
by the neutron induced one. These SiPMs have also been used for the readout of
the first prototype of shashlik calorimeter (prototype 0), with the following prob-
lems:
• the saturation of the calorimeter response in the high energy range, due to
the limited number of cells of the SiPMs;
• a slightly worse energy resolution (compared to the Monte-Carlo simulation
and to the MAPMT readout), due to the larger noise of the SiPMs;
• the SiPM gain dependence on the operating temperature.
In particular, the SiPM gain variation was identified as a primary issue since it
affects both the linearity and the energy resolution. During the beamtest, the gain
of the SiPMs has been monitored and corrected off-line usingthe MIPs signal;
however, the effectiveness of this correction procedure was limited by the amount
of collected MIPs (which varied with the beam energy) and could not be applied
in the high energy tests due to the different type of beam.
The 3x3 mm2 and 4x4 mm2 SiPMs have been used with the second prototype
of the shashlik calorimeter. Characterized by a larger number of pixels, these
devices have been chosen to improve the calorimeter linearity with respect to the
1 mm diameter ones. The prototype 1 calorimeter was tested using the 3x3 mm2
SiPMs with results mainly affected by the non optimal features of the calorimeter,
and corresponding to a large stochastic term and the presencof long tails in
the electron peak. The results have been reproduced with a dedicat d GEANT4
simulation which takes into account all the optical processes, like the scintillation,
the wavelength shifting and the light transport inside the fib rs. The simulation
showed that the long exponential tails and the poor energy resolution could be
ascribed to the absence of inter-tile reflective material. Thus, an improved version
of the calorimeter was assembled inserting Tyvek sheets as inter-t le material to
enhance the light output, increasing the number of readout channels (in order to
avoid saturation effects) and introducing a LED system in order to monitor and
correct the SiPM gain variations with the temperature.
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The improved version of the calorimeter has been tested using the 4x4 mm2
SiPMs, obtaining a good linearity for energies up to 150 GeV.Moreover, the in-
troduction of the Tyvek sheets improved the light output andthe stochastic term
of the energy resolution, while the LED system proved to be abl to correct the
SiPMs gain variations more effectively than the MIP procedur .
From the readout point of view, two types of systems have beend veloped:
• a standard one, based on a multichannel charge integrating12 bit ADC;
• a new one, based on the MAROC3 frontend ASIC, a 64 channel readout
chip with both analog and digital outputs, originally designed for MAPMTs.
The standard system based on the 12 bit QDC can be considered avaluable
alternative in the case of a small number of channels. Among the advantages,
the large dynamic range and the versatility should be listed. However, this type
of readout is not suitable for a large number of channels, given that delay lines
are needed to align in time the SiPMs signal with the ADC gate generated by the
DAQ.
The new readout system is based on the MAROC ASIC and has been sp cif-
ically developed to improve the overall system integrationwhen a large number
of readout channels is needed. This system can be adapted both to MAPMTs and
SiPMs (maintaining the versatility of the standard QDC system), but it is char-
acterized by a limited dynamic range. This is obviously a limit, especially for
high energy calorimetric applications, but the results obtained with the second
calorimeter prototype showed that an acceptable linearitycould be maintained up
to 150 GeV using the minimum pre-amplifier gain value and a small SiPM over-
voltage.
On the other hand, the MAROC readout introduces a large noiseterm which
worsened the signal to noise ratio of the SiPMs (in the tracker test) and the noise
parameter of the energy resolution (in the calorimeter test). The source of the
noise was at the beginning ascribed to a non optimal integration of the SiPMs
with the MAROC board (i.e. the use of custom LEMO cables to connect the
SiPMs board with the MAROC one). For this reason, the modifiedversion of the
prototype 1 calorimeter has been equipped with a custom interface board for the
SiPM-MAROC coupling in order to reduce the noise contribution of this readout
system as much as possible. The non satisfactory results obtained also in this
configuration led to an accurate analysis of the MAROC readout n ise described
in Appendix B. This study allowed to identify the noise sources in the “very long”
shaping time of the MAROC pre-amplifier (∼500 ns) and in the SiPM current
monitoring cables. The tests performed with a low intensityLED showed that it
is possible to reduce the MAROC noise by (at least) a factor twimplementing a
new monitoring cable and reducing the shaping time of the MAROC output.
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Recently, a new type of ASIC specifically developed for the SiPM readout
(EASIROC, Extended Analogue SI-pm ReadOut Chip) has been produced. This
frontend chip features 32 parallel inputs with 2 variable gain pre-amplifiers, a
maximum input charge of 320 pC (compared to∼5 pC of the MAROC) and a
4.5 V range, 8-bit DAC per channel used for the tuning of the ovrvoltage/gain of
the SiPM. A new readout system based on the EASIROC ASIC will be developed
for the second part of 2012 and will be used for the readout of the calorimeters
and the scintillating tracker.
The last part of the thesis describes the tests performed with a new type of
SiPM, a matrix of four 4x4 mm2 SiPMs calledquad, coupled to an inorganic
scintillating crystal of lead tungstate. The PbWO4 crystal has been preliminary
tested using low energy electrons, evaluating the linearity, energy resolution and
detection efficiency of the complete system. The MIPs signalhas been used to
equalize all the pads of thequadand to correct the gain drifting with temperature
variations, obtaining a good linearity and a detection effici n y larger than 97%.
New tests are foreseen with a 3x3 module that will be readout using both the
quadsor an array of 16 independent SiPMs (the 4x4 mm2 version with 6400
cells) integrated on a single tile (Fig. 7.1), for a total of 102400 cells.
Figure 7.1: SiPM tile with 16 4x4 mm2 SiPMs.
Considering the extremely large dynamic range of this device, crystals char-
acterized by a larger light output with respect to PbWO4, as BGO or LYSO, could
be in principle used without any saturation problem.
At the time of writing, many research groups are testing or using SiPMs in
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a large number of fields. Besides the calorimetry topic, SiPMs can be used for
TOF systems, RICH detectors, muon and tail catcher detectors for the Super-LHC
experiments or the new generation colliders. Moreover, extensive tests are being
performed in the medical physics field, aiming at the introduction of combined
PET-NMR scanners or real time and portable dosimeters basedon plastic scin-
tillators. In other words, if the introduction of the photomultiplier tubes can be
considered as a milestone in the scintillating detectors development, the silicon
photomultipliers represent without any doubt the future oflight readout.
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Appendix A
Electromagnetic Calorimeters
High energy photons or electrons create showers of particles during their passage
inside a medium: electromagnetic calorimeters are detectors designed to degrade
and completely absorb the shower in order to give an accuratemeasurement of
its energy. This appendix is devoted to a brief description of the processes char-
acterizing the longitudinal and lateral development of an electromagnetic shower
and the energy resolution capability of the calorimeter itself. A complete and
comprehensive treatment of this topic can be found in [1, 98].
A.1 Homogeneous or Sampling
Considering their construction, electromagnetic calorimeters can be divided inho-
mogeneousandsampling. Homogeneous calorimeters are made of a single type
of material which is used both to degrade the incoming particle and to measure its
energy. On the contrary, sampling calorimeters are composed f alternating layers
of two (or more) types of material: the first ones, usually formed by high density
material, are used to degrade the incoming particle energy while the second ones
consist of a sensitive material which measures the energy deposit. Homogeneous
calorimeters are characterized by a smaller number of fluctuations in the energy
deposit, thus their energy resolution is usually better than the one of sampling
calorimeters (see section A.5). On the contrary, for their intrinsic construction
sampling calorimeters can be easily segmented in both the laera and longitu-
dinal dimensions, thus providing better information on theimpact point of the
particles. Moreover, sampling calorimeters are usually less xpensive than the
homogeneous ones. The shashlik calorimeter used for most ofthis thesis work
belongs to the sampling category.
A particular type of homogeneous calorimeters are the ones built for the study
of cosmic ray particles [98]. These types of calorimeters use the sea water, the air
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in the atmosphere and even the ice of the polar ice-cap as the ac iv medium to
measure the energy deposit of the extremely high energy cosmi rays, which are
characterized by a very low flux and are spread over a large area.
A.2 Electron/Positron Energy Loss
Like heavy charged particles, electrons and positrons loseenergy through colli-
sions with the atoms of the medium. However, because of theirsmall mass, an
additional mechanism comes on the scene: the electromagnetic emission of radia-
tion arising from the scattering of the electrons with the electric field of the atomic
nucleus. This phenomenon is called irradiation orbremsstrahlung(Fig. A.1).
Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the bremsstrahlung process.
Bremsstrahlung can be considered as the quantum mechanicalequivalent of
the classical emission of electromagnetic waves by accelerat d charged particles.
The total electron/positron fractional energy loss is presented in Fig. A.2.
Other interactions, like the Møller and Bhabha scattering,take place at very
low energy but the ionization and bremsstrahlung processesare the dominant ones.
The electron ionization cross section is computed startingfrom a modified version
of the Bethe-Bloch formula, which takes into account the fact that the incident
particle can be deflected by the interaction and the collisions are between identi-
cal particles [35]. Omitting the less important contributions, the ionization cross
section can be expressed as:
(
dE
dx
)
ion
≃ Z ln(E) (A.1)
On the contrary, the bremsstrahlung cross section depends on the energy and
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Figure A.2: Electron/positron fractional energy loss per radiation length in lead
as a function of energy [6].
atomic number according to [35]:
(
dE
dx
)
brem
≃ r2e Z2 E (A.2)
wherere≃ e2/mc2 is the electron classical radius. Considering the energy de-
pendence of equations A.1 and A.2, the bremsstrahlung process should dominate
the electron energy loss at high energy thanks to the linear energy dependence.
Moreover, the dependence from the inverse of the squared mass of the particle
explains why the bremsstrahlung process is important only for electrons. For ex-
ample the muon, the next lightest particle, has a mass 200 times larger than the
one of the electron, resulting in a bremsstrahlung cross section reduced by a factor
40000.
The energy at which the energy loss via bremsstrahlung equals the ionization
one is calledcritical energyor εc. Considering theZ dependence of the ioniza-
tion and bremsstrahlung cross sections, the critical energy is a material dependent
quantity and its numerical approximation can be expressed a[35]:
(
dE
dx
)
ion
=
(
dE
dx
)
brem
⇔ εc =
800 MeV
Z+1.2
(A.3)
A slightly different definition of the critical energy is given in [6], where it
is defined as the energy at which the ionization loss per radiation length (X01)
equals the electron energy. Using this definition, the critical energy value can be
1The radiation length is the scale parameter of the electromagnetic showers and will be defined
in section A.4.
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expressed as:
(
dE
dx
)
ion
X0 = E ⇔ εc =
610 MeV
Z+1.24
(solid/liquid),
710 MeV
Z+0.92
(gas) (A.4)
As will be shown in the following, this second definition describes better the
transversal profile of an electromagnetic shower. The difference between the two
definitions is presented in Fig. A.3.
Figure A.3: The two definitions of the critical energy in copper [6].
A.3 Photon Energy Loss
The photon interaction with matter is mainly ruled by three different phenom-
ena [6]:
• the photoelectric effect, in which the photon is absorbed by an atom with
the emission of an electron;
• the Compton effect, in which the photon interacts with one of the electrons
of the atomic shell giving it part of its energy but without being absorbed;
• the pair production, in which the photon, after the interaction with an atom,
disappears creating an electron-positron pair.
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Figure A.4: Photon interaction cross section in lead as a functio of the energy [6]:
σp.e. is the photoelectric cross section;σC is the Compton cross section;σRayleigh
is the Rayleigh coherent scattering cross section;κnuc andκe are the pair produc-
tion cross sections on the nuclear and electron fields;σg.d.r. is the Giant Dipole
Resonance cross section.
The total cross section of the three different phenomena in lead is presented in
Fig. A.4.
These processes are deeply different with respect to the ones of charged par-
ticles. The photon is a massless and neutral particle: this means that the elastic
collisions with the atomic electrons are no longer possible. The second and most
important difference is that the energy of a beam of photons is ot degraded in its
passage through matter, but it is only attenuated in intensity. The attenuation of a
photon beam crossing a material can be expressed as:
I(x) = I0exp(−µx) (A.5)
whereI0 is the incident beam intensity,x the thickness of the absorber andµ the
absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient is a medium dependent quan-
tity, directly related to the total interaction cross section n a particular material.
The details of the three different interactions will be described in the following
paragraphs.
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A.3.1 Photoelectric Effect
As shown in Fig. A.4, the photoelectric effect is the dominant phenomenon at low
energy. In this process an atom absorbs the photon and emits an electron. After
the electron emission the atom is left in an excited state anda X-ray emission can
occur during the de-excitation process (Fig. A.5).
Figure A.5: Graphic representation of the photoelectric effect.
For kinematic constraints due to the momentum conservation, this effect can-
not occur with a free electron. For this reason the photoelectric effect involves
atomic electrons (the deep shell electrons are the ones expelled with a higher prob-
ability), and the nucleus absorbs a small part of the recoil mmentum. The energy
of the outgoing electron can be calculated using the energy conservation principle:
E = hν+φ (A.6)
wherehν is the energy of the incoming photon andφ is the binding energy of the
shell electron. As far as the photoelectric cross section isconcerned, a rigorous
treatment is difficult because of the complexity of the Diracwavefunctions of the
atomic electrons. However, an approximated formula can be computed as [35]:
σph ≃ Zn E−
7
2 (A.7)
wheren varies between 4 and 5 according to the energy scale. TheE−
7
2 energy de-
pendence explains the plot in Fig. A.4, where the cross section scales very rapidly,
becoming a negligible effect beyond∼500 keV.
A.3.2 Compton Effect
The Compton effect consists in the scattering of a photon on afree electron; an
atomic electron can be considered free if the energy of the incoming photon is
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large enough. During the interaction, the photon gives partof its energy to the
electron and is then re-emitted at a lower energy. A sketch oft e Compton scat-
tering is presented in Fig. A.6.
Figure A.6: Graphic representation of the Compton effect.
The Compton effect cross section was one of the first processes to be calcu-
lated using QED and it is known as theKlein-Nishinaformula; the integration of
this formula over the solid angle results in [35]:
σc = 2πr2e
{
1+ γ
γ2
[
2(1+ γ)
1+2γ
− 1
γ
ln(1+2γ)
]
+
1
2γ
ln(1+2γ)− 1+3γ
(1+2γ)2
}
(A.8)
whereγ is equal to hν
mec2
. As can be seen in the previous equation and in Fig. A.4,
the Compton cross section decreases with the energy, and this effect is the domi-
nant one in the 100 keV–10 MeV energy range.
A.3.3 Pair Production
The pair production process consists in the creation of an electron-positron pair by
a photon. In order to conserve the momentum, this phenomenoncan occur only
in presence of a third body, usually an atomic nucleus. Moreover, the energy of
the photon should be larger than 1.022 MeV, that is the sum of the rest masses of
electron and positron. A representation of the pair production process is sketched
in Fig. A.7.
Theoretically, pair production is very similar to the bremsstrahlung process [35].
This means that the energy and medium dependence of the crosssection are the
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Figure A.7: Graphic representation of the pair production process.
same of the one obtained with the bremsstrahlung cross section:
σpp≃ r2e Z2 E (A.9)
The linear energy dependence confirms the results shown in Fig. A.4, where
pair production is the dominant interaction at energies above 10 MeV. As will be
shown in the following, pair production (along with the bremsstrahlung process
for electrons) plays a key role in the development of electromagnetic showers.
A.4 Electromagnetic Showers
At high energies, electrons and photons lose energy via bremsstrahlung and pair
production. Suppose now that a high energy electron interacts with matter: the
electron may radiate photons via the bremsstrahlung process, and if the emit-
ted photons have enough energy, they can convert in an electron-positron pair
through the pair production effect. These secondary electrons and positrons will
emit other photons, starting an avalanche process that is called electromagnetic
shower. However, as the shower develops, the average energy of the secondary
particles decreases and at some point no further multiplication takes place. The
depth at which the shower multiplication stops is called shower maximum; it oc-
curs when the electrons energy is below the critical energyεc and when the cross
section for the Compton and photoelectric effect starts to dominate the photons ab-
sorption. The shower energy is deposited in the absorber material by the electrons
and positrons generated by the photon interactions. In particular, it can be shown
that the majority of the shower particles through which the en rgy is deposited are
very soft, with energies below 20 MeV (Fig. A.8).
This means that, while the shower development is driven by the high energy
pair production and bremsstrahlung processes, the energy dposit is completely
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Figure A.8: Monte-Carlo calculation of the shower energy fractions as a func-
tion of the atomic number of the absorber. The majority of thes ower energy is
deposited by low energy electrons and positrons [1].
driven by the low energy processes. In other words, the performances of calo-
rimeters designed to measure the particle energies in the multi-GeV range are
determined by processes that take place in the keV range.
The development of an electromagnetic shower can be parametrized in terms
of a single parameter, calledradiation length, X0, which depends on the charac-
teristics of the material. An approximated formula with an accuracy within 3% is
given in [6]:
X0 =
716.4 A
Z(Z+1) ln(287/
√
Z)
g cm−2 (A.10)
whereZ is the atomic number andA is the atomic weight. TheX0 parameter is
defined as the distance over which a high energy electron (or positron) loses on
average 1-e−1 (∼63%) of its energy through bremsstrahlung. It can be shown that
theX0 parameter is related also to the photon interaction cross section:
σ(E → ∞) = 7
9
A
NA X0
(A.11)
whereX0 is expressed in g/cm2 and the ratio of the Avogadro’s number (NA) and
the atomic weight (A) represents the number of atoms per gram of material. This
formula implies that the mean free path of a high energy photon is 97X0. A rep-
resentation of the shower development as a function of the number of radiation
lengths is presented in Fig. A.9.
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Figure A.9: Representation of the development of an electromagnetic shower as a
function of the number of radiation lengths.
The radiation length of a mixture of different materials canbe computed using
the following relation:
1
X0
= ∑
i
Vi
Xi
(A.12)
whereVi represents the volume fraction andXi the radiation length of thei-th
component of the mixture. The radiation length of a compoundcan be calculated
in a similar way:
1
X0
= ∑
i
mi
Xi
(A.13)
wheremi andXi are the mass fraction and the radiation length expressed in g/cm−2
of the i-th component of the compound.
A.4.1 Longitudinal Profile
The mean longitudinal profile of the shower can be computed using the following
approximation [6]:
dE
dt
= E0b
(bt)a−1e−bt
Γ(a)
(A.14)
where the parametert = x/X0 is the depth inside the material in terms of radiation
lengths anda andb are parameters related to the nature of the incident particles.
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The depth at which the largest number of secondary particlesis produced can be
approximated as [98]:
tmax≃ ln
E0
εc
+ t0 (A.15)
wheretmax is the maximum depth expressed in radiation lengths,E0 is the incident
particle energy andt0 is equal to 0.5 or -0.5 for photons or electrons. It is possible
to calculate the required thickness to contain 95% of the electromagnetic shower,
using the following approximated formula [98]:
t95%≃ tmax+0.08Z+9.6 (A.16)
As can be seen in equation A.16, the longitudinal containment of the shower
depends weakly on the material properties. A Monte-Carlo calcul tion confirming
theZ dependence of the longitudinal containment is presented inFig. A.10.
Figure A.10: Monte-Carlo calculation of the energy deposita a function of depth
for a 10 GeV electron shower developing in lead, iron and alumin [1].
Two main differences can be observed in the energy deposit profile:
• asZ increases, the shower maximum slightly shifts to a larger depth;
• asZ increases, the shower profile is completely absorbed at larger radiation
lengths.
Both these effects are due to the fact that in high-Z materials the shower multi-
plication continues down to much lower energies with respect to low-Z materials
because of theZ dependence of the pair production and bremsstrahlung crosssec-
tions. Just to give an example, the critical energy in lead isonly 7 MeV, while in
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iron it is 22 MeV, rising to 43 MeV in aluminum. This means thatbelow 43 MeV,
particles in aluminum stop their multiplication and start to be absorbed through
ionization and Compton scattering, while in lead their multiplication continues
down to∼7 MeV. As a result of these effects, it takes a larger number ofradiation
lengths to contain a given electromagnetic shower in lead with respect to iron or
aluminum.
The energy dependence of the longitudinal containment is taken into account
in thetmax parameter definition (equation A.15). The top plot of Fig. A.11 shows
a Monte-Carlo calculation of an electromagnetic shower in copper with different
initial energies.
Figure A.11: Monte-Carlo calculation of the energy deposita a function of depth
and energy in copper [1].
The absorber thickness needed to contain 95% of the shower ranges from
∼11 X0 at 1 GeV to∼22 X0 at 1 TeV; for a 99% containment, at least 16X0
and 27X0 are necessary. In the bottom plot of Fig. A.11 a comparison between
different absorbers is presented. Once again, theZ d pendence in the shower con-
tainment is clearly visible. The same figure shows thatγ-induced showers require
approximately one radiation length more to be contained with respect to electrons
with the same energy. This is due to the fact that the mean freepath of a photon
is 97X0, so approximately oneX0 is needed to create an electron-positron pair and
start the shower development.
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A.4.2 Lateral Profile
The lateral spread of the electromagnetic shower is caused by two primary effects:
• the electrons and positrons created in the shower move awayfrom the cen-
tral axis because of multiple scattering;
• bremsstrahlung, the photoelectric effect and the Comptonscattering are
isotropic processes and the photons and electrons generated in these phe-
nomena move away from the shower axis.
The first effect dominates in the early stages of the shower development, while
the second becomes important after the shower maximum, where t low energy
Compton scattering and photoelectric effect start to contribute to the shower, es-
pecially in the high-Z materials.
The lateral profile of an electromagnetic shower is described by theMolière
radius, a material and energy independent parameter:
ρM = Es
X0
εc
(A.17)
whereEs is thescale energydefined as:
Es = mec
2
√
4π/α = 21.2 MeV (A.18)
The Molière radius represents the average lateral deflection of electrons at the
critical energy after crossing one radiation length. On aver g , only∼1 ρM is
needed to contain 90% of the shower. The typicalρM values are of the order of
a few centimeters, thus reflecting the compactness of the electromagnetic shower
lateral profile. The independence of the Molière radius from theZ of the mate-
rial can be explained as follows. Considering equation A.10, the radiation length
scales approximately asA/Z2: assuming thatA is proportional toZ, X0 scales as
1/Z. The same is true for the critical energy, which according toequation A.4
scales as 1/Z. As a result, the ratio ofX0 andεc is roughlyZ-independent. The
Molière radius of mixtures/compounds of different elements can be computed us-
ing the same formulas defined for the radiation length parameter, replacing theXi
parameter withρi . Fig. A.12(a) presents the Monte-Carlo calculation of the av r-
age fraction of the shower contained in an infinitely long cylinder centered on the
shower axis as a function of the Molière radius.
As can be seen, 90% of the shower is contained in∼1.5 ρM, with very lit-
tle differences between different materials (aluminum andcopper). Fig. A.12(b)
presents the simulated radial shower profile in PbWO4 crystals for 1 GeV and
1 TeV electrons, showing no substantial differences in the lateral profile, confirm-
ing the energy independence of theρM parameter.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.12: (a) Monte-Carlo calculation of the average shower fraction con-
tained in a cylinder of absorber material as a function of theMolière radius [1];
(b) simulated radial shower profile in PbWO4 crystals for 1 GeV (closed circles)
and 1 TeV (open circles) electrons [98].
A.5 Energy Resolution
The energy resolution of a calorimeter determines the precision with which the
energy of a given particle can be measured. The precision in the energy measure-
ment is limited by thefluctuationswhich characterize the calorimeter response;
the most important fluctuation sources are the following:
• the fluctuations in the processes through which the energy of the particle is
absorbed;
• the fluctuations induced by the experimental technique used to measure the
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deposited energy inside the calorimeter.
The fluctuations in the shower development are unavoidable and represent the
ultimate limit on the energy resolution. On the contrary, the fluctuations induced
by the chosen experimental technique can be reduced, for example using very low
noise charge amplifiers (in the case of calorimeters based oncharge collection) or
improving the number of photoelectrons collected by a photomultiplier tube (in
the case of scintillation calorimeters). In general, the enrgy resolutionσE/E of
a calorimeter can be expressed as the sum of three parameters, each one with a
different energy dependence:
σE
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕c (A.19)
The three terms are called respectivelystochastic
(
a√
E
)
, noise
( a
E
)
andcon-
stant(a) terms, and their quadratic sum describes the energy resolution of a real
calorimeter (Fig. A.13).
Figure A.13: Fit to the energy resolution obtained with a prototype of liquid-
krypton calorimeter [98].
Two main features can be inferred from the energy resolutionbehavior:
• on the contrary of other particle detection techniques (like the magnetic
spectrometers), the energy resolution of a calorimeterimp ovesincreasing
the energy;
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• considering the different energy dependence of the various terms, the opti-
mal calorimeter technique depends on the energy range.
The details of the different contributions will be described in the following sec-
tions.
A.5.1 Stochastic Term
The stochastic term includes the unavoidable statistical fluctuations which char-
acterize the development of the shower inside the calorimeter and represents its
intrinsic energy resolution. The energy measurement is based on the fact that the
energy released inside the calorimeter by the charged particles is proportional to
the energy of the incident particle. Since the number of charged particles inside
the calorimeter can be expressed as:
Np ≃
E0
εc
(A.20)
the total track length is equal to:
T0 ≃ X0
E0
εc
(A.21)
The total track length is a sum of a large number of independent tracks, whose
length fluctuates event by event according to the Poisson statistics. If the deposited
energy inside the calorimeter can be considered proportional to the total track
length, the energy resolution can be expressed as:
σE ≃
√
T0 (A.22)
Thus, the intrinsic energy resolutionσEE is given by:
σE
E
≃
√
T0
T0
≃
√
E0
E0
=
1√
E0
(A.23)
These calculations are valid in the case of a homogeneous andinfi itely large
calorimeter and can be referred to asshower fluctuations. In the case of sampling
calorimeters, one more process is involved in the definitionof the stochastic term:
thesampling fluctuations. These fluctuations are due to the variations in the num-
ber of charged particles that cross the active layers event by event. This number
can be approximated as:
Ncr =
E0
t
(A.24)
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wheret is the thickness of the absorber layers in units of radiationlengths. Using
the former arguments, the number of particles crossing the active layers fluctuates
event by event according to the Poisson statistics, thus resulting in the following
expression:
σE
E
≃ 1√
Ncr
≃
√
t
E0
(A.25)
As can be seen in equation A.25, the energy resolution improves reducing the
thickness of the absorbing layer, thus enlarging thesampling frequency. In the
limit of t → 0, the sampling calorimeter becomes a homogeneous calorimete ,
thus reducing the sampling fluctuations to zero. These fluctuations represent the
most important limit of sampling calorimeters and are the reason of their worse
energy resolution compared to the homogeneous ones.
A.5.2 Noise Term
In real calorimeters the energy deposit is converted in somekind of signal by an
active medium. Two main processes can occur:
• the generation of free charges;
• the generation of scintillation (or Cherenkov) light.
The noise contribution is a term associated to the electronic noise character-
izing the two different readout types. In charge collectingdetectors, the typical
signals amount to a few pC per GeV of deposited energy. This means that the first
stage of the readout chain is usually a charge amplifier. Evenif low noise signal
filtering and shaping techniques are usually used, the intrinsic capacitance of the
detector and the thermally generated charges in the active mediu will introduce
a certain noise contribution. The standard deviation of these fluctuations (σnoise)
is usually given in terms of equivalent charge (or ENC, Equivalent Noise Charge):
since the calorimeter measures the energy of the particle inthe same way, the
noise term is equivalent to a certain amount of energy. Considering the fact that
this quantity is a constant number (depending on the properties of the charge am-
plification electronics), its contribution to the energy resolutionσE/E scales as
E−1. Considering its energy dependence, the noise term represents a limit to the
energy resolution in the low energy range.
In the case of scintillating calorimeters the ENC is usuallysmaller with respect
to charge collecting ones because of the presence of a high gan and low noise
device (usually a photomultiplier tube) which converts thescintillation photons in
electrical signals. Nevertheless, fluctuations induced inthe pedestal of the detector
(e.g. improper impedance matching, ground loops or temperature variations) may
contribute to the electronic noise.
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A.5.3 Constant Term
The constant term is an energy independent parameter which limits the calorime-
ter performance in the high energy range. Considering the high energies reached
in modern collider experiments, the constant term is becoming the most important
contribution to the desired energy resolution. Many phenomena are responsible
for the increase of the constant term:
• longitudinal leakage: if the calorimeter thickness in terms of radiation lengths
is not enough to contain the whole electromagnetic shower, some of the par-
ticles escape from its rear end. The fraction of escaping particles fluctuates
event by event, deteriorating the energy resolution. The fluctuations in the
longitudinal development are mainly due to the different point f conversion
of the high energy photons;
• lateral leakage: it occurs when a part of the electromagnetic shower escapes
from the side of the calorimeter. In high energy experimentssmall clus-
ters of calorimeter cells are usually used to reduce the noise and the pile-up
probability. If the cluster is too small, or if the calorimeter itself is built
with an insufficient lateral extension (e.g.<1.5ρM), the number of escaping
particles fluctuates event by event, worsening the energy resolution as in the
case of the longitudinal leakage. However, the lateral leakage is usually less
important with respect to the longitudinal one, because thefluctuations in
the lateral development of the shower are dominated by low energy parti-
cles, thus poorly affecting the total energy deposit. A comparison between
the effects of the lateral and the longitudinal leakage on the energy resolu-
tion is presented in Fig. A.14;
• detector cracks and non hermetic coverage: a certain amount of mechanical
supports, power and signal cables are needed to operate the calorimeters in
the high energy physics experiments. The quality of the energy measure-
ment is degraded by the development of the shower in this non-active areas,
resulting in fluctuations which affect the energy resolution. It has also to be
noted that in collider experiments other detectors (like the particle tracking
systems) can be placed in front of the calorimeter: particular attention has
to be payed to reduce as much as possible the (non-active) matrial budget
in front of the calorimeter itself;
• Detector non uniformities: they are given by mechanical imperfections or
asymmetries due to the geometry or to the readout of the calorimeter. They
can be divided in:
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1. mechanical imperfections: the irregular shapes of the absorber or ac-
tive layers introduce fluctuations in the sampling of the shower, result-
ing in a degraded energy resolution;
2. variation in the sampling fractions: in order to reduce thcost or the
dimension of a calorimeter, the sampling frequency at largedepths
may be reduced, for example increasing the thickness of the absorber
layers. This means that the shower is sampled with an accuracy whi h
depends on the position inside the calorimeter. This approach dra-
matically increases the signal fluctuations, thus degrading the energy
resolution;
3. light attenuation: this problem is present only in the calorimeters based
on light collection. Light attenuation can be caused by a variety of
factors like self-absorption and reflection losses inside the scintillator
or the wavelength shifter fibers. Light attenuation causes th signal to
be dependent on the distance that the light has to travel between the
generation and readout points, thus creating position dependences and
fluctuations in the calorimeter response.
Figure A.14: Effects of longitudinal and lateral shower leakage on the energy
resolution for 15 GeV electrons [1].
A.6 Shashlik Calorimeters
Shashlik calorimeters are particular types of sampling calorimeters composed of
layers of absorber and scintillating material, readout by WLS fibers. The concep-
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tual design of this type of calorimeter has been proposed in the middle ’80s by
Fessler in [99]: a sketch of the original design is presentedin Fig. A.15.
Figure A.15: Schematic representation of the fiber calorimeter originally proposed
in [99].
The fundamental tower of Fessler’s calorimeter (formed by nine modules) was
composed of 60 2 mm thick lead tiles sandwiched with 60 5 mm thick tiles of
plastic scintillator (polystyrene-based); thin reflective white sheets were placed
between the scintillator and lead tiles in order to enhance the light reflection. The
surface of the tiles was 5x5 cm2 and the overall module was 420 cm long, corre-
sponding to 22X0. The four sides of each module were covered by a WLS 1.5 mm
thick sheet which was used to collect the light from the scintillator tiles and to dif-
fuse it on four WLS fibers with a diameter of 2 mm placed on the corners of the
module. A photomultiplier tube has been used for the light readout. The main
advantages of the WLS fiber readout are:
• a compact and simple construction;
• an efficient light collection without the use of expensive and complicated
light guides; this approach is very useful in presence of a magnetic field,
since the WLS fibers can transport the scintillation light toa photomultiplier
tube placed outside the high field zone.
• minimal dead spaces at the boundaries of a module, thus resulting in a suit-
able technique for the creation of a cluster;
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• its being relatively inexpensive, given that plastic scintillator is used as the
active medium.
The energy resolution of Fessler’s calorimeter was measured during a beamtest
at CERN with electrons up to 5 GeV. The obtained energy resolution, presented
in Fig. A.16, was:
σE
E
=
10%√
E
+1% (A.26)
Figure A.16: Energy resolution of Fessler’s calorimeter [99].
Shashlik calorimeters are a modification of the original Fessler’s device, where
many WLS fibers cross the whole calorimeter throughout its length, replacing the
original WLS sheets as the readout system for the scintillator light; the name
shashlik(the Russian translation of skewer) given to this type of calorimeter is
due to the particular layout of the WLS fibers. Developed at firs in Russia by
Atoyan [94], the construction of these types of calorimeterwas made possible by
the improvements of the molding technique for the production of scintillator tiles
with built-in holes.
The base module described in [94] was composed of 60 1.4 mm thick tiles of
lead and 60 4 mm thick tiles of scintillator for a total of∼15 X0; white reflecting
sheets placed between the scintillator and lead tiles were used to enhance the light
reflection. The overall module dimension was 11.4x14.4x33 cm3. The scintillator
light was carried out using 72 end-looping WLS fibers of 1.2 mmof diameter,
inserted in 144 holes arranged in a 12x12 matrix in the scintillator and lead tiles:
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the holes spacing was 9.6 mm. The light was finally collected by a photomulti-
plier tube. A sketch of the base module of Atoyan’s calorimeter is presented in
Fig. A.17.
Figure A.17: Schematic representation of the first shashlikcalorimeter originally
proposed in [94].
The linearity and energy resolution of a super-module composed f four Atoyan’s
towers have been measured with electrons up to 5 GeV, obtaining an energy reso-
lution of:
σE
E
=
6.7%√
E
⊕3% (A.27)
The experimental results are shown in Fig. A.18. Since the first Atoyan’s
prototype, the shashlik technique has been used to build many electromagnetic
calorimeters for high energy physics experiments. Among them, the LHCb elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter [100] and the DELPHI STIC luminometer [82] can be
listed as the most important and successful ones. In particular, two prototypes of
shashlik calorimeters, one of which very similar to the one developed by Atoyan,
have been used as a test bench to develop the silicon photomultiplier readout sys-
tem, the main topic of this thesis work.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.18: Linearity and energy resolution for electronsbtained with Atoyan’s
calorimeter [94].
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Appendix B
Noise Characterization of the
MAROC Readout System
This appendix is devoted to a characterization of the electronic noise of the MAROC
board based SiPM readout. The noise has been studied by meansof pedestal runs,
measuring the RMS of the channels connected to the ASIC and the equivalent
energy resolution simulated using a pulsed LED as a light source.
B.1 Alternative Readout Circuit
Considering the fact that the MAROC ASIC is designed for the readout of MAPMTs,
the first test consisted in a different implementation of theSiPM readout cir-
cuit. The layout of the standard circuit used for the SiPM readout is depicted
in Fig. B.1(a). In order to check if the electronic noise could be induced by an
impedance mismatch between the output capacitor of the circuit and the input one
of the MAROC ASIC, a modified circuit (Fig. B.1(b)) has been tested.
This second circuit is not AC coupled, and the (negative) SiPM bias is pro-
vided on the opposite electrode. The new circuit has been imple ented in a new
readout board very similar to the one presented in Fig. 4.4. The board has been
connected to the MAROC input pins by means of custom LEMO cables. The
SiPMs have been biased at 34 V, while the gain of the MAROC amplifier has
been set to 1 in order to avoid any saturation effect.
The first test of the new board consisted in the evaluation of the pedestal RMS:
the comparison between the old AC coupled circuit and the newone, in the same
conditions, using the same SiPM (connected to a different channel) is presented
in Fig. B.2.
The channel connected to the SiPM can be clearly seen and it corresp nds
to the MAROC channels #10 and #55, which are characterized bya larger RMS
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(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Layout of the old (a) and new (b) circuits used forthe electronic noise
tests.
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Figure B.2: RMS of the pedestal distribution obtained with the new and old SiPM
readout circuit.
value. The results obtained with the new board are worse (RMSvalue of∼8)
than the ones obtained with the old circuit (RMS value of∼5). Moreover, the
layout of the board introduced further problems: the new circuit is connected to
ground through the 100 kΩ resistor, which is used also to monitor the SiPM power
consumption. When the circuit is connected to a MAROC input,the current flows
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directly into the first stage of the pre-amplifier (due to its low input impedance).
The following considerations hold:
• after the connection to the MAROC inputs, the 100 kΩ resistor cannot be
used anymore to measure the current consumption of the SiPM;
• the SiPM bias is slightly different with respect to the one set with the power
supply (∆V ≃0.79 V);
• the current which flows directly in the pre-amplifier creates some saturation
effects at high gain values (starting from gain 64) that are absent using the
old AC coupled circuit.
After the pedestal runs, the new board has been also tested with a pulsed LED
light source (3 V, 100 ns long pulses with a frequency of 1 kHz)to simulate the
scintillation mechanism. The results obtained with the oldan new circuits are
presented in Fig. B.3.
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Figure B.3: Peak resolution obtained with a pulsed LED with the old (a) and
new (b) readout circuit.
The LED results are consistent with the ones obtained with the pedestal runs,
confirming that the old AC coupled circuit is characterized by a better peak reso-
lution (1.87%) compared to the one obtained with the new circuit (2.47%).
B.2 Low Frequency Jitters and Dual-Hold Readout
The second hypothesis for the large noise was the possible pres nce of some sort
of low frequency “jitters” induced on the MAROC input which could change the
ASIC baseline, artificially moving up or down the SiPM signalon an event by
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event basis. If this is the case, it should be possible to remov this contribution
sampling twice the shaper output (that is at two different hold values) and subtract-
ing the obtained values. This approach can be performed withthe MAROC3 ASIC
thanks to the fact that two different hold values can be impleented. Fig. B.4
presents a sketch of the low frequency “jitters” and the sampling with the two
hold parameters.
ADC Baseline ns
Hold 1
Hold 2
Low frequency
jitter
Figure B.4: Sketch of the MAROC shaper output with the dual hold system. The
low frequency jitters, if present, should be removed subtracting the second sam-
pled signal from the first one.
The efficacy of this procedure can be tested directly on the ped stal runs, look-
ing at the RMS of the difference between the two sampled values. This test has
been performed using the same readout board (Fig. 5.32) and SiPMs installed on
the prototype 1 calorimeter. The gain control LED system hasbeen used as a light
source to simulate the real scintillation light, while onlya single group of SiPMs
(4 SiPMs out of 36) has been biased at 33 V (corresponding to the 10µA con-
figuration tested in the prototype 1 calorimeter beamtests). Many trials have been
performed with different values of the MAROC gain: the result obtained with a
gain of 10 are presented in Fig. B.5.
The RMS of the difference is in general larger than the one of each hold value,
indicating that no common fluctuations are present, thus thetwo RMS values are
uncorrelated and the RMS of the difference can be calculatedas:
σDi f f =
√
σ21+σ
2
2 (B.1)
If σ1 andσ2 are equal:
σDi f f =
√
2σ2 = σ
√
2 (B.2)
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Figure B.5: Comparison between the pedestal RMS with the dual hold correction
system. The RMS values corresponding to the two holds are depicted in red and
blue, while the RMS of the difference is depicted in black.
which seems consistent with the RMS values of Fig. B.5.
Similar results have been obtained using the pulsed LEDs (Fig. B.6), with a
peak resolution of 7.42% with the single hold readout, and of8.04% for the dual
hold readout; in this case, the MAROC gain has been set to 1.
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Figure B.6: Peak resolution obtained with a pulsed LED with the single (a) and
dual (b) hold readout method.
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B.3 New Bias Cable
During the tests with the dual hold procedure, it has been noted that the cables
used for the readout of the power consumption of each SiPM could be responsible
of a slight increase of the noise; these cables measure the voltage drop across the
100 kΩ resistor of each SiPM channel, and are always connected to one end of
the resistor. The cables are embedded in the flat cable used alo for the SiPMs
bias, and are 2 m long. Thus, they can work as antennas, introducing some kind
of electromagnetic noise that, considering the position ofthe cable in the circuit,
is directly picked up by the MAROC input.
To evaluate the noise induced by the cable used in the beamtests, a modi-
fied version without the current consumption pins has been produced. Fig. B.7
presents a comparison of the pedestal RMS between the old andthe new cable
with the MAROC gain set to 10.
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Figure B.7: Comparison of the pedestal RMS with the new (red one) and old
(black one) cables.
The RMS is clearly reduced using the new cable with respect tothe old con-
figuration (in some cases, even of 50%). The new cable has beenalso tested using
the LED system: the result (using a MAROC gain of 1 and the single hold read-
out) is presented in Fig. B.8. The 7.35% resolution is only slight y better with
respect to the 7.42% of the old configuration (Fig. B.6(a)). However, it has to be
noted that the light pulse injected by the LED (∼70 ADC) corresponds to the light
collected by a central SiPM of the prototype 1 calorimeter at4 GeV. By compari-
son, the ADC signal in the same SiPM at 1 GeV was only∼12 ADC. This means
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Figure B.8: Peak resolution obtained with a pulsed LED in thenew cable config-
uration.
that the noise introduced by the cables should be more relevant in the low energy
points, as it has been found in the low energy scans performedwith the prototype
1 calorimeter. For this reason, a second test has been perform d using a smaller
bias value of the LED system (2.65 V with respect to 4.3 V), in order to have a
signal on the SiPM of∼10 ADC. The peak resolution results for both the old and
new cables are presented in Fig. B.9.
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Figure B.9: Peak resolution obtained with a low intensity pulsed LED with the
old (a) and new (b) connection cables.
The new cable improves considerably the peak resolution in the low light con-
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figuration (32.55% with respect to 44.91%). Thus, the noise problem observed
during the beamtests could be partially ascribed to a non-optimal configuration
of the bias/monitoring cable. If this is the case, a new system for the power con-
sumption readout can be implemented in order to remove the direct connection to
the input pins of the MAROC and to avoid the noise pickup.
B.4 Slow Shaper Parameters
As previously explained, the MAROC3 ASIC has been developedfor the readout
of MAPMTs. From the MAROC point of view, the main differencesbetween
SiPMs and MAPMTs are the following:
• a dark noise of the order of∼MHz for the SiPMs, compared to∼10 kHz in
the MAPMT case;
• a single photoelectron gain of∼106 for the SiPMs, compared to∼105 (at
maximum) in the MAPMT case.
These two differences play a fundamental role on how the signals are shaped
by the analog slow shaper. In particular, the shaping time and amplitude of the
shaper can be set opening or closing three switches, connected to 300, 600 and
1200 fC capacitors, as presented in Fig B.10.
During the beamtests, the C0, C1 and C2 switches have been always set to
{1,1,1} in order to have the longest possible shaping time, so that the hold gener-
ated by the readout logic (which is based on the DAQ trigger) samples the signal
on the peak. According to the hold scan performed with the different capacitor
configurations (Fig. B.10(b)), the complete shaping (including the undershoot)
lasts about 500 ns. Considering a SiPM dark noise of 1 MHz, a dark pulse each
1 µs is expected. It is clear that, if the dark noise rate is slightly larger than 1 MHz
(for example, due to a larger SiPM overvoltage), a second dark pulse can occur
during the 500 ns shaping window. The input stage of the MAROCpre-amplifier
is always open, thus it continuously shapes the dark pulses,and if the dark noise is
above 1 MHz the shaped signal is a superposition of differentshaped pulses. The
overall effect is equivalent to a noisy baseline, which is the sum of the different
shaped dark pulses and explains the large RMS values in the pedestal runs with
respect to the MAPMT ones. Moreover, this effect is amplifiedby the large gain
of the SiPMs, which results in a larger ADC value for the single photoelectron
with respect to the MAPMT one.
The effect of the shaped signal superposition can be partially avoided modi-
fying the shaping parameters and reducing the shaping time.Fig. B.11 presents a
comparison between three pedestal runs performed with the slower (C0, C1 and
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.10: (a) The slow shaper circuit: C0, C1 and C2 are theswitches associ-
ated to the feedback capacitors of 1200, 600 and 300 fC [101];(b) the hold scan
with different shaper settings.
C2 set to 1) and faster (C0 set to 1 and C1 and C2 set to 0) shaper configurations.
As can be noted in Fig. B.10(b), the faster configuration is also characterized by
a smaller signal amplitude (due to the different capacitor configuration the peak
is located at∼2/3 of the one of the slower shaper configuration). Thus, the gain
of the MAROC pre-amplifier has been set to 64 (the unitary gain) for the slower
shaper configuration and to 96 for the faster one in order to have an equal signal
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amplitude. A third run with a gain of 64 and the faster shaper configuration has
been acquired for comparison. These large gain values have been used in order to
underline the RMS fluctuations. As previously stated, the slower shaper configu-
ration corresponds to∼500 ns, while the faster one to∼180 ns. For all the tests
described in the following, the new cable configuration introduced in the previous
section has been used.
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Figure B.11: Pedestal RMS with the slower and faster shaper configuration.
As expected, the RMS of the faster configuration is substantially reduced with
respect to the slower one, even if a larger gain has been used.Th effect is more
evident in the four biased channels (#37, #50, #56 and #60), where a reduction of
a factor∼2 is observed. The pulsed LED has then been used in order to evaluate
the impact on the LED peak resolution. The LED has been biasedt 2.65 V (to
simulate the low energy case), while the gain of the pre-amplifier has been set
to 2 for the slower shaper configuration and to 3 for the fasteron . In this way,
both the configurations have a signal of∼10 ADC. The peak resolution results are
presented in Fig. B.12.
The peak resolution of the faster shaper is slightly better (24.74%) with respect
to the slow shaper one (29.55%), confirming the pedestal results.
In conclusion, the large dark count rate combined with the high gain of the
SiPMs represents a problem for the slow shaper readout, especially using large
values of the pre-amplifier gain. It has been shown that the faster shaper con-
figuration improves this situation, with smaller pedestal RMS values and with a
slightly better peak resolution at low light values. However, a faster trigger logic
should be implemented in the readout sequence to allow the use of the fast shaper:
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Figure B.12: Peak resolution obtained with a low intensity pulsed LED with the
slow (a) and fast (b) shaper configuration.
this can be done implementing the trigger logic directly on the MAROC board
or on a dedicated board near the MAROC one. Both these approaches re being
studied at the moment and will be implemented in the beamtests foreseen in 2012.
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List of acronyms
ADC Analog to Digital Converter
AGILE Astro rivelatore Gamma a Immagini LEggero
ALEPH Apparatus for LEp PHysics
AMS-02 Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer - 02
APD Avalanche Photo-Diode
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASI Agenzia Spaziale Italiana
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
BGO Bismuth Germanate
CALICE CAlorimeter for LInear Collider Experiment
CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research
(Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire)
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid
CPU Central Processing Unit
DAQ Data AcQuisition
DELPHI DEtector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification
DESY Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron
DREAM Dual REAdout Method
DST Data Summary Tape
EASIROC Extended Analogue SI-pm Read Out Chip
ECAL Electromagnetic CALorimeter
EGRET Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope
EM ElectroMagnetic
EMR Electron Muon Ranger
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ENC Equivalent Noise Charge
ENF Equivalent Noise Factor
FACTOR Fiber Apparatus for Calorimetry and Tracking with Optoelectronic Read-out
FBK Fondazione Bruno Kessler
FNAL Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FWHM Full Width Half Maximum
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GUI Graphical User Interface
HCAL Hadronic CALorimeter
HEP High Energy Physics
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ILC International Linear Collider
INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare
LED Light Emitting Diode
LEP Large Electron Positron (collider)
LHC Large Hadron Collider
LHCb Large Hadron Collider beauty (experiment)
LINAC LINear ACcelerator
LYSO Lutetium-Yttrium OxyorthoSilicate
MAPMT Multi Anode Photo-Multiplier Tube
MAROC Multi Anode Read Out Chip
MICE Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment
MIP Minimum Ionizing Particle
MRS Metal Resistor Semiconductor
NIM Nuclear Instrumentation Module
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
PAMELA Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics
PAW Physics Analysis Workstation
PbWO4 Lead Tungstate
PC Personal Computer
PCB Printed Circuit Board
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PDE Photo-Detection Efficiency
PEBS Positron Electron Balloon Spectrometer
PET Positron Emission Tomography
PFlow Particle Flow
PID Particle IDentification
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PMT Photo-Multiplier Tube
PN P-type N-type
PS Proton Synchrotron
QCD Quantum Chromo-Dynamics
QDC Charge (Q) to Digital Converter
QE Quantum Efficiency
QED Quantum Electro-Dynamics
R&D Research & Development
RAL Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
RCA Radio Corporation of America
RICH Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector
RMS Root Mean Square
SiPM Silicon Photo-Multiplier
S/N Signal-to-Noise (ratio)
SMT Surface-Mount Technology
SPACAL SPAghetti CALorimeter
SPAD Single Photon Avalanche Diode
SPS Super Proton Synchrotron
STIC Small angle TIle Calorimeter
Tcl/Tk Tool Command Language/Toolkit
TDC Time to Digital Converter
TOF Time-Of-Flight
TRD Transition Radiation Detector
TTL Transistor Transistor Logic
UV Ultra Violet
USA United States of America
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
VME Versa Module Eurocard
VPT Vacuum PhotoTriode
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